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ABSTRACT

E

RROR -free

computation is an unattainable ideal, yet our world now contains many
computers that appear error-free to their users. That such things are possible is
explained by sophisticated theorems that demonstrate the possibility of efficiently
reducing computational errors introduced by reasonably well-behaved noise.
My thesis is about the problem of determining whether noise in prototype quantum
information processors is sufficiently well-behaved for fault-tolerant quantum computing to be possible. My work is divided into two themes. The first theme is the
interpretation of average gate fidelity, a quantity that has become the standard performance metric for assessing progress towards fault tolerance. I have elucidated the
connection between average gate fidelity and the requirements of fault-tolerant quantum
computing by demonstrating the limits of fidelity as a proxy for error rate, the usual
metric in fault-tolerance literature. I thereby conclude that information additional to
fidelity is required to assess progress towards fault-tolerance. The second theme is the
characterization of two-level defect systems, a particularly deleterious kind of noise that
can affect superconducting-integrated-circuit-based quantum computing prototypes.
I have designed statistical experimental design algorithms that can rigorously assess
the influence of these defect systems, and I helped develop a proposal to mitigate their
influence. I thereby demonstrate that existing experimental techniques can become much
more powerful by employing advanced data collection procedures.
My work has immediate implications for current research efforts towards the first
working quantum computer. Theoretical work should be directed at assessing noise
sources using metrics other than average gate fidelity, and future experimental characterization techniques should become more modular in order to incorporate advanced
statistical inference techniques like the ones I develop herein.
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CHAPTER

ONE
INTRODUCTION

What casts the pall over our victory celebration? It is the curse of dimensionality, a
malediction that has plagued the scientist from the earliest days.
R ICHARD B ELLMAN

C

in the possibility of large scale quantum computers is derived in great
part from the existence of fault-tolerance threshold theorems. These theorems
guarantee that a given quantum circuit can be efficiently simulated with arbitrary
precision if noise is sufficiently well-behaved and if the rate of error falls below some
fixed, non-zero threshold. Thus contemporary research efforts into quantum computing
are often focussed on reducing noise to within tolerable levels.
ONFIDENCE

Yet the assessment of noise in quantum computer prototypes is rapidly becoming
a major challenge due to the curse of dimensionality: a complete representation of a
noise operator affecting a quantum register requires the specification of a number of
parameters that is an exponential function of the size of the register, i.e. the number
of qubits. Without data-efficient methods of identifying the noise processes affecting
quantum computer prototypes, reliable assessment of progress will eventually become
impossible. In fact, state-of-the-art devices involve the manipulation of more than ten
qubits; the state of such a device would ideally be represented by a 210 × 210 density
operator (a unit trace Hermitean matrix) and is therefore specified by 410 − 1 = 1048575
distinct real parameters. The curse of dimensionality is rapidly becoming a crucial
challenge for continued experimental progress towards useful quantum computers.
1

As its title suggests, this thesis is aimed at the problem of characterizing errors in
quantum information processors. The error characterization problem is a long-term
challenge for both scientific research into fault-tolerant quantum computation and industrial research and development toward the first useful quantum computer. This
thesis presents results on the data-efficient characterization of an important noise source,
two level defect systems, found in superconducting-integrated-circuit-based quantum
computer prototypes. This thesis also explains how to connect a standard performance
metric, the average gate fidelity, to the requirements of fault tolerance.
This introductory chapter is divided into three sections. Section 1.1 clarifies the scope
of this thesis by stating its aims and the motivation for these aims, Section 1.2 summarizes
the results in this thesis, and Section 1.3 gives an outline of the remaining content of this
thesis.

§1.1

Motivation and Aims

A device capable of executing quantum circuits subject to non-pathological noise
can efficiently and accurately simulate ideal quantum computations. It is sufficient for
noise to be non-pathological in two ways: first it cannot introduce highly correlated
errors across distant gates in the circuit, and it cannot induce errors at a rate above
some threshold. Thus, our progress towards fault-tolerant quantum computation can in
principle be measured in terms of the rate and correlation of errors that occur in executed
quantum circuits. The problem of characterizing errors is to determine, in practice, the
rate and correlations of errors in quantum information processors.
Characterizing error is, in general, exponentially difficult. Because the error rate
of a computational circuit depends on the choice of input and because the size of an
input is measured in bits, the number of possible inputs to a circuit is the exponential
(base two) of the number n of bits required to specify the input. As it is possible for a
circuit to perform well on all but one of the possible input states, each input must be
checked in general. To form a complete picture of the effect of error on a circuit (assuming
Markovian noise), the probability of observing each of the 2n possible outputs must be
assessed for each of the 2n possible inputs, meaning that at least 4n probabilities need
to be known in order to fully characterize the performance of a given logic circuit, be it
classical or quantum.
The exponential cost of characterizing error is a challenge for the meaningful assessment of progress towards practical and fault-tolerant quantum computation. Whereas
small quantum information processors can be completely characterized within a rea2

sonable amount of time, the exponential cost ensures that such characterization rapidly
becomes impractical as the size of the system increases. Naturally, the problem of error
characterization becomes much easier if there is prior knowledge about the behaviour
of the device. For example, an n-bit string might be encoded into some physical device
that is known to suffer only noise that acts independently of the coded string. If the
chance of observing one altered bit is p, the chance of observing k altered bits is pk and
the chance of observing no altered bits is (1 − p)n . Therefore, the probability of error can
be summarized by a single value p, which is independent of n. The cost of characterizing
error under the string-independent noise model is no longer exponential in n. Practical
solutions to the error characterization problem should therefore be directed in part at
establishing the truth of simplifying assumptions such as that of string-independence.
The goal of this thesis is to analyze logical errors that occur in the technology that is
widely seen as one of the most promising candidates for scalable quantum computing:
the technology of superconducting integrated circuits (SICs). SICs are analogous to the
silicon-based integrated circuits that underlie all modern computing technology. Perhaps
the most important advantage for SICs is that the scalable manufacturing techniques
used to produce silicon-based integrated circuits may also be employed to develop
SICs. Impressive advances in the control of so-called superconducting qubits have led
to private investment into the development of quantum computers; most notably from
D-Wave Systems Inc., Google Inc. and IBM Corporation. However, experimental characterization of the frequency and kind of errors affecting SIC-based quantum computing
prototypes remains an open problem.
A particularly important source of noise in SICs is that which is introduced by twolevel defect systems (TLDSes). Their source and nature is mysterious, but the recent
experiments of Lisenfeld et al. (2015) give a strong indication that TLDSes are structural
defects in the dielectric comprising Josephson junctions, which are the primary electric
circuit component in SICs. TLDSes are especially dangerous for the reliable processing of
information because they can introduce logical errors with high probability. They do this
by coherently absorbing and reëmitting excitations of a superconducting qubit to which
they are coupled with a frequency that can be on the order of the inverse of the gate time.
Mitigating against the presence of TLDSes is possible if highly accurate descriptions
about the behaviour of TLDSes are available. Although an approach to mitigating
against one deleterious effect of TLDSes is discussed in Chapter 7, such strategies are
not the primary aim of this thesis. The primary aim of this thesis is to give methods for
characterizing TLDSes based on experimental data. The methods should be data-efficient
because the effect of TLDSes can fluctuate. Indeed, it is possible for TLDS behaviour
to change on the timescale of the very experiments designed to detect their presence.
3

Data efficiency is nonetheless possible because existing evidence supports a simple yet
accurate phenomenological model of TLDSes. In this model, each TLDS is specified by
two parameters, so the number of parameters needed to specify the noise model grows
linearly with the system size instead of exponentially.
The secondary aim of this thesis is to determine the meaning of what has become
the standard performance metric for assessing progress towards fault-tolerant quantum
computing: average gate fidelity. Progress towards fault-tolerance can be assessed, in
principle at least, by comparing measured performance to fault-tolerance thresholds. But
fault-tolerance thresholds are threshold error rates, which bears no functional relationship
with the average gate fidelity. That is to say, two quantum gates can have identical
average fidelities but different error rates. In fact, the error rates can be vastly different.
Yet the average fidelity is somewhat salvageable as a measure of gate quality; Wallman
and Flammia (2014) showed that bounds can be placed on the error rate of a gate. But
the lower bound is proportional to the square of the upper, meaning that the numerical
values of these bounds differ by orders of magnitude when the error rate is low (i.e. the
average gate fidelity is high). Though this relationship seems unnecessarily pessimistic,
Chapter 3 shows that the relationship is in fact optimal (perhaps up to constant factors
not far from unity).
To summarize, this thesis aims to characterize the error affecting SIC-based prototype
quantum information processors. Whereas characterizing errors are a crucial aspect of
research and development towards the first quantum computer, unacceptably large data
sets are required for error characterization in general. Without accurate characterizations
of error, progress towards fault-tolerance cannot be meaninfully assessed. This thesis
presents results on the efficient characterization of TLDSes and the comparison of average
gate fidelity to fault-tolerance thresholds. These results are summarized in the following
section.

§1.2

Results

Characterizing errors in quantum information processors is a grand challenge. This
thesis reports on the content of four scientific papers that constitute advances towards
practical solutions to this grand challenge. Three of the four papers are published and
the fourth is still in preparation. In order of appearance in this thesis, they are:
1. optimal bounds on quantum gate error rate based upon reported average fidelity,
published as Sanders et al. (2016);
4

2. efficient detection of a TLDS using an offline data-collection algorithm, in preparation;
3. efficient estimation of TLDS parameters using an online data-collection algorithm,
published as Stenberg et al. (2014); and
4. mitigating against the presence of a TLDS, published as Chasseur et al. (2015).
The first set of results, from Sanders et al. (2016), are about the connection between
fault-tolerance and reported average gate fidelity, the main performance metric for
assessing progress in experimental quantum computing devices. There are two results.
The first result of Sanders et al. (2016) is a demonstration that the upper bound of Wallman
and Flammia (2014) is asymptotically tight in the following sense. If the average gate
fidelity is ϕ for a gate of dimension d, the upper bound to the error rate η reads
q
(1.1)
η ub ( ϕ, d) := d(d + 1)(1 − ϕ),
p
which varies approximately linearly in d for constant ϕ and exactly as 1 − ϕ for
constant d. We show that any tighter upper bound to η must bear the same functional
relationship with ϕ and d. Furthermore, any constant factors must not be much different
from unity. The second result of Sanders et al. (2016) is a tighter bound on η in terms of
ϕ and an additional measure of noise we call the “Pauli distance” δPauli . We argue that
such additional information is required in order to assess progress towards fault-tolerant
quantum computing.
The second set of results, in preparation, are about the detection of TLDSes using an
offline data collection algorithm. The algorithm prescribes a set of experimental data to
be collected for the purpose of determining whether a TLDS is coupled to a SIC-based
qubit. We argue that the algorithm is data-efficient in the sense that the number of bits of
experimental data needed to detect a TLDS scales optimally (linearly) with the inverse
coupling strength of the TLDS. The fact that this data collection algorithm is an offline
algorithm means that it should be relatively easy to implement in a laboratory setting.
We hope that experimentalists will do so in the near future.
The third set of results, published as Stenberg et al. (2014), are about the estimation
of TLDS parameters using an online data collection algorithm. The distinction between
online and offline algorithms is whether the algorithm can specify all the requested
experiments without analyzing any data. Our online algorithm chooses the most informative experiments by analyzing data as it becomes available. As a result, our algorithm
5

can improve estimates of TLDS parameters from order-of-magnitude estimates to machine precision with less than a kilobit of experimental data. Our algorithm appears to
work even in the presence of measurement errors and decoherence, though overcoming
these experimental imperfections costs data. We again hope that experimentalists will
implement this algorithm in the future, though there are more practical challenges to
overcome for online algorithms.
The fourth set of results, published as Chasseur et al. (2015), describe a method
for mitigating the influence of a TLDS under certain circumstances. Control of SICbased qubits, for which the computational basis is a pair of energy eigenstates, often
involves modifying the energy gap between computational basis states. But TLDSes,
if present, interfere with these modifications. We provide methods to modify a qubit’s
energy gap so that the interaction between the qubit and the TLDS is suppressed, though
our methods require an extremely accurate description of the interaction that is to be
mitigated. These results motivate the main work of this thesis, which is to produce highly
accurate descriptions of qubit-TLDS interactions.
To conclude, the promise of practical quantum computation can be fulfilled only
when the noise affecting prototype devices is understood sufficiently well for control
methods in quantum devices to be capable of delivering performance that fulfills the
theoretical requirements of fault-tolerant quantum computing. This thesis describes
results that constitute progress towards the grand challenge of characterizing errors in
quantum information processors. This thesis shows how to connect average gate fidelity
with the requirements of fault-tolerance, how to detect and describe a major source of
noise in SIC-based prototypes, and how to correct for that noise if it is present. The
results in this thesis should be incorporated into future research and development aimed
at producing the first useful quantum computer.

§1.3

Outline of the Thesis

This thesis is organized into eight chapters, including this introduction, and an
appendix. Each of Chapters 3, 5, 6, and 7 describe the results of distinct research projects I
undertook during the course of my PhD studentship. However, the content of Chapters 5
and 6 are closely related; this relationship is explained in Section 4.3 as two components
of a solution to the ‘TLDS characterization problem’.
It is useful to describe the thesis, excluding Chapter 8 (a short concluding chapter), as
being composed of four parts. The first part, consisting of Chapters 1 and 2, are introductory in nature: Chapter 1 introduces the thesis and Chapter 2 introduces some necessary
6

context for the results presented in this thesis. The second part is Chapter 3, which
describes my work on comparing average gate fidelities to fault-tolerance thresholds.
The third part, consisting of Chapters 4, 5, and 6 expains my work on characterizing
TLDSes using data-efficient experimental design algorithms. The fourth part, consisting
of Chapter 7 and Appendix A, explains my (relatively minor) contributions to Chasseur
et al. (2015), which is reprinted as Appendix A for convenience.
Part one, consisting of Chapters 1 and 2, is organized as follows. Chapter 1, the
present chapter, introduces the content of the thesis in terms of its aims (Section 1.1),
its results (Section 1.2), and its content (Section 1.3). Chapter 2 contains an overview of
crucial background material for the results presented in this thesis. The chapter covers
three independent topics. Section 2.1 explains that fault-tolerance thresholds for quantum
computing are threshold error rates, which is a crucial point in Chapter 3. Section 2.2
gives a brief explanation of SIC-based quantum computing technology and the problem
of TLDSes therein. Finally, Section 2.3 explains the language of statistical experimental
design and the particle representation methods used to perform computations, which is
necessary context for the results presented in Chapters 5 and 6.
Part two, consisting of Chapter 3, is organized as follows. Average gate fidelity is
defined in Section 3.1 and is compared to the error rate of a quantum gate, defined in
Section 2.1. Sections 3.2 and 3.3 present the results of the work, and Section 3.4 explains
their relevance for assessing progress towards fault-tolerant quantum computing.
Part three, consisting of Chapters 4, 5, and 6, is organized as follows. Chapter 4
is subdivided into three sections: Section 4.1 derives the ‘swap spectrum’, Section 4.2
explains the concept of a ‘coupling octave’, and Section 4.3 uses this language to express
the TLDS characterization problem formally. The TLDS characterization problem is
thereby broken down into two simpler problems, TLDS detection and TLDS estimation,
which are solved in Chapters 5 and 6.
Chapter 5 is subdivided into four sections. Section 5.1 explains the ‘coupling octave
sampling heuristic’, which is used extensively in one of the two algorithms explained
in Section 5.2 that together make up the detection algorithm. The performance of this
algorithm is analyzed in Section 5.3, and the prospects for extensions and experimental
implementations are discussed in Section 5.4.
Chapter 6 is organized similarly. Section 6.1 explains a heuristic, adapted from Ferrie
et al. (2013), for choosing highly informative experiments based on current knowledge
about likely TLDS parameters. This heuristic is the main component of Algorithm 6.1,
presented in Section 6.2. The performance of the algorithm is analyzed in Section 6.3,
and the prospects for experimental implementation are discussed in Section 6.4.
7

The fourth and final part consists of Chapter 7 and Appendix A. Appendix A is simply
a reprint of Chasseur et al. (2015) together with a note explaining my contribution. This
contribution is explained more thoroughly in Chapter 7. The context of the work within
the remainder of the thesis is explained in Section 7.1, my contribution is described
in Section 7.2, and the prospects for experimental implementation are discussed in
Section 7.3.

8

CHAPTER

TWO
BACKGROUND

All our knowledge begins with the senses, proceeds then to the understanding, and ends
with reason. There is nothing higher than reason.
I MMANUEL K ANT

E

characterization in quantum information processors constitutes a grand
challenge that is only one component of the greater challenge of producing the
world’s first useful quantum computer. This thesis reports on progress towards
overcoming the challenge of error characterization in SIC-based quantum computer
prototypes. To explain this progress, it is necessary to explain three broad areas of active
research.
RROR

The first research area is that of quantum fault-tolerance thresholds. An explanation
of fault-tolerance thresholds is needed because the results described in Chapter 3 connect
average gate fidelity, a common performance metric used to report progress towards faulttolerance, with the fault-tolerance thresholds that are used as targets. Some confusion
has crept into the literature about what might be called the ‘units’ of fault-tolerance
thresholds: much as the third law of thermodynamics states that all temperature is
positive in the Kelvin scale, so too do fault-tolerance threshold theorems show that faulttolerance is possible if the gate error rate is small enough. Yet it has wrongly become
common to report fault-tolerance thresholds as a threshold average gate fidelity. Chapter 3
is intended, in part, to explain the correct way to compare reported gate fidelities to
stated fault-tolerance thresholds.
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The second research area is that of SICs, superconducting integrated circuits. The
results of this thesis are aimed primarily at characterizing a particular source of error
in these devices: TLDSes, two-level defect systems. Their nature is not certain, but they
are probably an unavoidable property of the Josephson junctions that are the essential
component of SIC-based quantum information processors. Variations in the design
of Josephson junctions may make their presence more or less important for quantum
information processing purposes, but their influence is highly deleterious to quantum
information processing and they will probably never be fully eliminated from SIC
technology. An overview of the problem is therefore a necessary part of any explanation
of the results presented in this thesis.
The third research area is that of algorithmic experimental design. This is a highly
complex research area at the cutting edge of statistical and machine learning research,
and the techniques are as varied as the problems they are designed to solve. Nonetheless,
the main results of this thesis make use of some important algorithmic experimental
design techniques. In particular, the main figure-of-merit for experiments is the expected
posterior variance, which is calculated in practice using ‘particle representations’ that
approximate complex probability distributions.
This chapter is separated into three sections, each of which deals with one of the
above research areas. Section 2.1 explains quantum fault-tolerance thresholds, Section 2.2
explains the basic physics of SICs (Josephson junctions in particular) and the influence of
TLDSes, and Section 2.3 describes the language and relevant algorithms of experimental
design.

§2.1

Fault-Tolerance Thresholds

Fault-tolerance thresholds are important theoretical constructs that have come to play
a role as performance targets for experimental progress towards scalable quantum computing. Several facts nonetheless mitigate the prominence that these targets should have
as measures of progress towards fault tolerance. Crucially, fault-tolerance thresholds
are established existentially by threshold theorems under limited but strict assumptions
about the tolerable form of noise. Realistic performance targets should therefore be based
upon a recognition that the truth of noise assumptions must be established empirically.
The aim of this section is therefore to explain fault-tolerance thresholds and the kind
of theorem that guarantees their existence. The content of this section is required context
for the results of Chapter 3, which reports the results of Sanders et al. (2016); the content
in this section is reproduced, lightly edited, from Sanders et al. (2016). Though the key
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points of the derivation are well-established, the presentation of the diamond distance by
induction from the total variation distance is, from what I can tell, novel. The derivation
extends an operational interpretation of the error rate of a random process to that of a
quantum logic gate.
§2.1.1

Error Rates

Fault-tolerance thresholds are threshold error rates. Whereas the term ‘error rate’
is often used in the literature to refer to a parameter in a family of noise models, this
meaning is not the one employed by threshold theorems. Much as ‘distance’ is not simply
a parameter in a spatial coördinate system but is a measurable relationship that does
not depend on the language used to express locations, so too is ‘error rate’ a measurable
property of noisy operations whose definition does not rely on a specification of a noise
model. In other words, error rates are operational even when noise models are not.
The purpose of this subsection is to define the error rate of a quantum logic gate.
Though the resulting mathematical formula, expressed in Definition 2.2, is standard,
the operational nature of the derivation appears to be novel. I developed it in close
collaboration with Barry Sanders and Joel Wallman, with helpful input from Robin
Blume-Kohout and Daniel Gottesman. The derivation is published in Sanders et al.
(2016).
The definition of the error rate of a quantum logic gate builds naturally on the concept
of error rate for a random process. For deterministic processes, an error has occurred
if the process produces the ‘wrong’ output. However, no single output of a random
process can be treated unambiguously as ‘correct’. The rate of error is therefore defined
by comparing the actual statistics of a process to its ideal statistics.
The statistics for an ideal process is described by a probability distribution pid over the
set of possible outputs X; the ideal probability of output x ∈ X is pid ( x ). An error-prone
process produces a different distribution pac , that represents the actual statistics over the
set of possible outcomes X. The total variation distance
dTV (µ, ν) ≡

1
|µ( x ) − ν( x )|
2 x∑
∈X

(2.1)

is a natural measure of the distance between two probability distributions µ and ν over a
set of outcomes X.
The total variation distance dTV ( pac , pid ) can be interpreted as the error rate of the
process as follows. pac can be estimated by sampling the actual random process N times
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and counting the number n( x ) of occurrences of each possible output x; the fraction
n( x )/N approaches pac ( x ) as N → ∞. By altering some fraction r of the samples
so that the number of occurrences of each outcome x becomes n0 ( x ), it is possible to
ensure that n0 ( x )/N ≈ pid ( x ) rather than pac ( x ). The fraction r is not unique, but the
minimum possible value rmin of r must be greater than zero for large N if pac 6= pid . By
Proposition 4.7 of Levin et al. (2009), rmin → dTV ( pac , pid ) as N → ∞. Thus, dTV ( pac , pid )
approximates the fraction of a large sample that must be altered to ensure that the
relative frequencies of each outcome match the ideal distribution pid ; each alteration can
be interpreted as the correction of an error.
This definition can be extended to quantum logic gates in two steps. First, quantum
gates act upon quantum, rather than classical, registers. Second, the error rate depends
on the input to the gate and therefore must be extended somehow to an overall error
rate for a gate. Because threshold theorems demand strict bounds upon error rate, both
extensions involve maximization; the first maximizes over measurements and the second
maximizes over inputs. The first step follows from Fuchs and van de Graaf (1999); the
second is from Kitaev (1997).
Ideally, the state of a quantum register can be represented by a unit vector |ψi in
a d-dimensional Hilbert space H . The register is typically treated as a collection of n
qubits, in which case H is canonically isomorphic with the n-fold tensor product of
the Hilbert space Q ∼
= C2 of a single qubit: H ∼
= Q ⊗n . In this case, d = 2n . A realistic
state is modelled by a density operator ρ, which is a unit trace, positive semidefinite
operator on H . A measurement of a quantum state is described by a positive operatorvalued measure (POVM), which is a set of positive operators { E` } acting on H such that
∑` E` = I, the identity operator. The probability of observing outcome ` is Tr ( E` ρ). Thus,
the actual output ρac of a gate acting on a specified input can be compared to the ideal
output ρid by measuring with respect to some POVM. The error rate of this measurement
is dTV ( pac , pid ), where pac (`) = Tr ( E` ρac ) and pid (`) = Tr ( E` ρid ). As demonstrated by
Fuchs and van de Graaf (1999), maximizing dTV ( pac , pid ) over all possible choices of
measurements yields
1
dTr (ρac , ρid ) := kρac − ρid kTr ,
(2.2)
2
√
where k AkTr := Tr A† A for any linear operator A. Thus, the error rate of ρac with
respect to ρid is dTr (ρac , ρid ).
An ideal quantum logic gate, represented by G, acts as a unitary operator on H .
Whereas the operation on a pure state can be treated as direct (i.e. |ψi 7→ G |ψi), the gate
can act upon a mixed state ρ. In this instance, the gate performs the action ρ 7→ GρG † .
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This action is represented by a quantum channel Gid ; explicitly,

Gid (ρ) := GρG † .

(2.3)

This channel is compared with a non-ideal implementation Gac that is in general not
represented by unitary conjugation but is a completely positive, trace preserving linear
operator on the space of density operators over H .
As the error rate for a quantum logic gate acting on a specified input state ρ is given
by dTr (Gac (ρ), Gid (ρ)), and as the error rate of Gac with respect to Gid should involve maximization over inputs, the error rate of Gac could be defined as maxρ dTr (Gac (ρ), Gid (ρ)).
But such a definition is undesirable because, in general, the error rate of Gac ⊗ 1 (where
1 represents the identity operator acting upon some ancillary space H 0 ) differs from
that of Gac . Kitaev (1997) amends this definition by maximizing over both inputs and
ancillary spaces; he defines

kAk := sup

sup

H 0 ρ∈dens(H ⊗H 0 )

kA ⊗ 1(ρ)kTr ,

(2.4)

where A is any superoperator over H and dens(H ⊗ H 0 ) is the set of density operators
over the joint Hilbert space of the original register and some ancilla. Thus the error rate
η of a gate implementation Gac is
d (Gac , Gid ) :=

1
kGac − Gid k .
2

(2.5)

For mathematical convenience, however, I use a modified but equivalent definition
(Definition 2.2) for the remainder of this thesis.
Definition 2.1. If Gac is some implementation of a gate G, define
−1
DG := Gac ◦ Gid

(2.6)

to be the discrepancy channel of G, where the channel Gid defined in Eq. (2.3) is unitary
and hence invertible.
Definition 2.2. The error rate of an implementation of G is given by
η = d (DG , 1) ,
where DG is the discrepancy channel of the implementation.
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(2.7)

The error rate as presented in Definition 2.2 is the subject of threshold theorems. In
the next section, I explain these theorems and the nature of the fault-tolerance thresholds
whose existence they guarantee. I take care to distinguish between thresholds that
are proven to hold under general, but idealistic, assumptions about noise and those
established by numerical evidence based upon simulation of the performance of a specific
error-correcting code under a restricted class of noise models, which are usually chosen
for ease of simulation rather than for their accurate representation of reality.
§2.1.2

Threshold Theorems

Fault-tolerance thresholds are, as the name suggests, threshold values of the error rate
per quantum gate such that, if the actual error rate falls below this threshold, fault-tolerant
quantum computing is possible. Threshold theorems guarantees that such a threshold
value exists, though the theorems do not indicate prima facie what that value may be.
This is due to two issues. First, different threshold theorems make different promises
about the noise affecting quantum computers. Second, threshold values depend not only
on the kind of noise present but also on the method of encoding quantum computations;
different coding methods have different fault-tolerance properties. To explain these
points, it is helpful to examine a threshold theorem statement. I focus on a “rough”
statement of Aharonov and Ben-Or (2008) because it is relatively simple and contains a
minimum of jargon.
Theorem 2.1 (Aharonov and Ben-Or (2008)). There exists a threshold η0 > 0 such that the
following holds. Let ε > 0. If Q is a quantum circuit operating on n input qubits for t time steps
using s two- and one-qubit gates, there exists a quantum circuit Q0 with depth, size, and width
overheads which are polylogarithmic in n, s, t, and 1/ε such that, in the presence of local noise
of error rate η < η0 , Q0 computes a function which is within ε total variation distance from the
function computed by Q.
This theorem guarantees that a value η0 > 0, called the “threshold”, exists such that a
quantum circuit Q can be efficiently simulated by another circuit Q0 to within an arbitrary
error tolerance ε > 0 even if Q0 is subject to “local noise” at a rate η < η0 . Different
threshold theorems are inequivalent because they assume promises about noise that are
different from that of noise locality.
A logic circuit is said to experience local noise if the noise acts separately on individual
logic gates. To be precise, recall that a logic circuit is defined as a directed acyclic graph
with nodes labelled by elements of some set of logic gates, where arrows into a node
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represent inputs and arrows out of a node represent outputs; this definition is standard
and can be found in, for example, Savage (1997). A quantum logic circuit can also be
represented by a directed acyclic graph. The noise of a logic circuit is defined to be local
if it can be represented as the composition of noise processes on individual nodes of the
circuit graph.
As noise is assumed to affect each gate independently, noise can be modelled by
replacing the intended unitary gate G by some imperfect implementation Gac represented
as a quantum channel (i.e. a completely positive, trace-preserving linear map on density
operators over the state space of the input register). Lindblad (1976) shows that such a
model is reasonable for an imperfect gate if the interaction between the register space and
its environment obeys the Born-Markov approximation∗ . An error rate η can therefore
be assigned to each gate Gac in a circuit Q0 , which simulates Q efficiently and accurately
in the presence of local noise if η < η0 .
There are two important limitations to the utility of the threshold η0 . Firstly, surpassing the threshold is sufficient but not necessary for fault-tolerance: error rates larger
than η0 could be acceptable if stronger promises can be made about noise. Conversely,
devices subject to noise that does not satisfy the assumptions of a threshold theorem
cannot be said to be fault-tolerant based on a demonstration that error rates fall below
threshold; a stronger threshold η00 < η0 could apply. The second limitation is that the
choice of Q0 depends in practice upon the specified quantum-error-correcting code even
though threshold theorem need not demand adherence to a coding strategy. Based on the
choice of code, the appropriate performance target is some lower bound η0lb to the ‘true’
threshold value η0 . As with the first limitation, the validity of η0lb as a performance target
derives from the validity of the promises made about the noise affecting real devices.
Whereas some threshold estimates are obtained through rigorous analysis of the
performance of a code in the presence of noise subject to promises of varying strength,
others are obtained through numerical simulation of performance in the presence of
a parametrized family of noise models. Estimates based on numerical simulation are
more optimistic and are often used as performance targets for experimental fault-tolerant
quantum computing research. Two prominent examples of such numerically simulated
∗ By

the Born-Markov approximation, I mean three assumptions needed to justify a master equation of
Lindblad form:
1. (Born approximation) the system-environment coupling is weak,
2. (Markov approximation) the correlation time of the system-environment interaction is short, and
3. the initial state of the system-environment is a product state.
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thresholds are quoted by Chow et al. (2012), who report gate fidelity thresholds of
between 90% and 99.5% (“depending on measurement errors”), and Barends et al. (2014),
who quote a gate fidelity threshold of 99%. That these thresholds are quoted in terms
of fidelity, rather than error rate (the proper metric), reflects the fact that these values are
derived through simulated performance of a family of noise models that can reasonably
be parametrized by a performance metric called the average gate fidelity, which is the
principal subject of Chapter 3.
Analytic estimates of the threshold can be produced based on details of the proof of a
threshold theorem. Aharonov and Ben-Or (2008), for example, can justify an estimate of
η0lb ≈ 10−6 based on their choice of coding strategy. The highest rigorously established
value is η0lb ≈ 10−3 , achieved by Reichardt (2006) and Aliferis et al. (2008). Numerical
estimates, by contrast, are produced by simulating the behaviour of a fault-tolerant
code in the presence of an easily simulated but potentially unrealistic class of noise
models. The work of Svore et al. (2005, 2006) calls into question the relationship of such
estimates to thresholds of the kind established by threshold theorems. Nevertheless,
these simulations are often seen as indicative of true threshold values: Fowler et al. (2012)
claim that a threshold value of about 0.57% error rate is appropriate for the surface code
based on simulated performance under a depolarizing noise model.
A direct comparison of the above threshold values is not justifiable because each
value makes different assumptions about the behaviour of noise and the choice of code.
Thus, the estimate of η0lb ≈ 1% for the surface code does not make the surface code less
desirable than the C4/C6 code of Knill (2005) even though the C4/C6 code could have a
threshold as high as 3% because there are other practical reasons to prefer the surface
code over the C4/C6 code. Similarly, actual gate performance should not be directly
compared with these threshold values because those gates are certainly subject to noise
that is not well-approximated by the simulated noise model.

Superconducting Integrated Circuits

§2.2

The insight underlying research into superconducting integrated circuits for quantum
information processing is that quantum information can be encoded into the state of
the supercurrent in a superconductor. Just as the state of the transistor when used as a
switch can encode a bit of information, so too can a “superconducting qubit” encode a
single qubit of information.
The goal of this section is to describe a problem that seems pervasive amongst all
superconducting qubits: information exchange with unwanted two-level systems. Such
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systems introduce a particularly dangerous form of noise for the qubit: if such a system
is present and the qubit operates near-resonance with it, coherent exchange of energy
between the qubit and unwanted system can ensure that a logical operation enacted
on the qubit will fail with high probability. The central aim of this thesis is to devise
experimentally viable algorithms for assessing the influence of these systems on the
dynamics of qubits.
This section is organized as follows. Section 2.2.1 gives some necessary background
on superconducting qubits, which are electric circuits constructed from superconducting
materials that can be used to encode and manipulate a single qubit of quantum information. Section 2.2.2 describes the influence of unwanted two-level systems on the dynamics
of a superconducting qubit and presents a simple but powerful phenomenological model
for this interaction.
§2.2.1

Superconducting Qubits

One half of the Nobel Prize in Physics 2000 was awarded to Jack Kilby “for his part
in the invention of the integrated circuit”. The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences
explain that the integrated circuit instigated the “electronic revolution”, as they call it.
The integrated circuit has played such a critical role because it enabled manufacturers to
produce complex electronic circuits en masse. The prospect of adapting such a powerful
existing technology for the purpose of creating the first quantum computer is therefore
enticing.
The basic process of creating an integrated circuit is to first prepare a wafer of a
material—usually silicon—and then imprint an electronic circuit directly upon it. SICs
are produced similarly. The main difference is the choice of materials: if a circuit is
constructed from superconducting materials and operated at near-zero temperature, it
becomes possible to observe and exploit quantum mechanical effects. It is therefore
possible in principle to design SIC-based quantum computers.
The defining feature of superconducting materials is that they conduct electricity
with precisely zero resistance. The microscopic theory of Bardeen et al. (1957) (Nobel
1972) appears to fully explain the effect in the sort of materials used in modern quantum
computing prototypes by demonstrating that, at very low temperatures, the collective
behaviour of the charge carriers (called Cooper pairs because they are entangled pairs of
electrons) are well-modelled by a single wavefunction that assigns complex scalar values
(as opposed to vector values) to each spacetime coördinate. This wavefunction purports
to give quantum amplitudes for a single, indivisible, fluid-like entity.
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Such a “macroscopic” wavefunction exhibits a crucial phenomenon when interacting
with thin barriers: the Josephson effect (Nobel 1973). The Josephson effect concerns the
interaction of a supercurrent with a thin insulating barrier separating two superconducting materials. Whereas a thick insulating barrier functions as a capacitor, Josephson
(1962) demonstrated that the current (I) and voltage (V) across a thin barrier (now called
a Josephson junction) satisfy the relations
I = I0 sin δ, V =

Φ0 dδ
,
2π dt

(2.8)

where Φ0 is the flux quantum h/(2e) (h is Planck’s constant and e is the charge of an
electron), I0 is the critical current of the Josephson junction (determined by details of
the junction geometry and the materials involved), and δ is the phase difference of the
wavefunction across the junction.
The Josephson effect can be divided into two distinct behaviours. The first is the
capacative behaviour exhibited by any insulating barrier, and the second is the ‘pure’
Josephson effect—a nonlinear inductance. The first behaviour can be summarized by
defining a capacitance C, which depends on the details of the junction geometry and
materials; the second behaviour is derived by computing the time-derivative of I:
dI
dδ
I
= I0 cos δ
= 2π 0 V cos δ,
dt
dt
Φ0

(2.9)

which, by Faraday’s law of induction V = − L dI
dt for some inductance L, suggest the
definition of the Josephson inductance
LJ =

Φ0
Φ
q 0
=
( I < I0 ).
2πI0 cos δ
2π I02 − I 2

(2.10)

The relative strength of the capacative and inductive behaviour can be quantified by
considering the work done by each. The work done by the Josephson junction can be
calculated by integrating the power
Φ0 I0
dδ
d cos δ
sin δ
= − EJ
(2.11)
2π
dt
dt
with respect to time, where EJ is the Josephson energy. However, the work required to
bring the charge difference across a capacitor from 0 to Q is Q2 /(2C ). Thus the capacitive
charging energy of the Josephson junction,
P = IV =

EC :=

(2e)2
,
2C
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(2.12)

can be compared to the Josephson energy to distinguish between two extremal operating
regimes: either EJ  EC or EJ  EC . In the first instance, the pure Josephson element
dominates the physics; the capacitive behaviour dominates in the second.
Josephson junctions are the main component of superconducting “qubits”, a term
of art that should be used with some care to avoid category errors: a qubit, like a bit,
is a unit of information whereas a superconducting qubit is a physical device. Each
superconducting qubit is used to store and manipulate one qubit. According to Zagoskin
and Blais (2007), these devices can be distinguished into three types: charge qubits, flux
qubits, and phase qubits. Charge qubits, of which the currently popular transmons are
one type, are superconducting qubits in which the Josephson junctions operate within
the capacitative regime. Flux and phase qubits operate in the Josephson regime.†
Superconducting qubits are designed to behave as anharmonic oscillators. The lowest
two energy levels (the ‘ground’ and ‘excited’ states) are treated as the computational
basis states (|0i and |1i), and information can be manipulated by applying microwave
pulses carefully designed to enact various unitary operators. Thus a superconducting
qubit behaves as a dipole. Crucially, superconducting qubits can couple to other dipoles
in the environment. Such coupling introduces a particularly harmful kind of noise, which
I describe in the next section.
§2.2.2

Two-Level Defect Systems

Superconducting qubits are dipoles—electric or magnetic, depending on the value of
E J /EC . The dipole can be aligned or anti-aligned with an ambient field, or it can be in a
superposition of these energy eigenstates. Thus the state of the dipole encodes a single
qubit of information. Ideally, a dipole that has been initialized to some state and then left
alone will remain in its initial state indefinitely. In reality, the dipole interacts with its
environment.
All dipole-environment interactions are deleterious for quantum information processing using superconducting qubits, and there are many kinds of interaction to consider. In
this thesis, I am focussed on one kind of interaction: the interaction between two dipoles.
† The

distinction between flux and phase qubits is how they are biased. The dynamics of the Josephson
junction phase variable in a phase qubit approximately follows that of a quantum in a ‘tilted washboard’
potential (the sum of a linear and a sinusoidal term), whose tilt is dictated by the value of a bias current.
By contrast, flux qubits are voltage biased. The lowest two energy eigenstates of a flux qubit are persistent
circulating currents in opposite directions whose degeneracy is lifted by a non-zero parallel voltage. For
more information, see the review of Zagoskin and Blais (2007) or of Clarke and Wilhelm (2008).
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Certain dipole-dipole interactions are desirable; two-qubit gates are implemented by
controlling such interactions. However, it has been experimentally demonstrated that
unwanted dipoles can and do influence the dynamics of superconducting qubits. A
major aim of my thesis is to characterize this kind of interaction.
The source of unwanted dipoles in SICs is uncertain, but a recent investigation of
Lisenfeld et al. (2015) gives compelling evidence that they are lattice defects of the
dielectric that comprises the Josephson junction. Lisenfeld et al. (2015) study a sample in
which the superconducting material is aluminium and the dielectric is aluminium oxide,
an amorphous solid. Amorphous solids are called amorphous because the atomic nuclei
maintain a highly disordered arrangement even at low temperatures in contrast to the
highly ordered arrangement of nuclei in crystalline solids. The hypothesis investigated
by Lisenfeld et al. (2015) is that the position of some nuclei in the dielectric are metastable
and can therefore quantum-tunnel between two distinct positions. The resulting dipole
can have an energy gap comparable to the qubit energy gap, and therefore the two
dipoles can become coupled. The theory is illustrated in Figure 2.1.
Whatever their source, careful experiments by Neeley et al. (2008) demonstrate that
these systems, which I henceforth call “two-level defect systems” (TLDSes), can and
do resonate coherently‡ with superconducting qubits. That is, a qubit can coherently
exchange an excitation with a TLDS if the qubit and TLDS are on-resonance. TLDSes are
a problem for SIC-based quantum information processing technology because coherent
energy exchange between qubits and unwanted oscillators can wreak havoc on the timeevolution of the error probability. Such coherent energy exchange can cause the state of
the qubit at time t to be highly anti-correlated with the qubit state at time t0 even though
the correlation between the qubit state at times t and t0 is high under ideal circumstances.
In other words, the probability of an error can become extremely high at certain times if
a TLDS is present.
Coherent exchange between qubits and TLDSes were studied in great detail by Shalibo
et al. (2010), who use a technique that Mariantoni et al. (2011) call swap spectroscopy. A
sketch of the swap spectroscopy procedure is presented as Algorithm 2.1. The idea is as
follows. After selecting a qubit frequency ν (so the energy gap is h̄ν) and a ‘wait’ time t,
1. the system is cooled to its ground state,
2. the qubit is excited,
3. the system is allowed to evolve, and
‡

The “coherence” of a physical process is the extent to which it exhibits spatio-temporal correlations.
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the metastable nuclei theory of two-level defect systems. The
black bands on the top and bottom represent the aluminium superconductor and the greygreen middle part represents the aluminium-oxide layer that comprises the Josephson
junction. The nuclei locations are represented with white circles, with two metastable
nuclei highlighted purple and blue. Even at low temperatures, the metastable nuclei
could oscillate between their depicted locations and the dashed alternate locations, giving
rise to an electric dipole indicated by the arrows. This image is reproduced from Figure 1
of Lisenfeld et al. (2015).
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4. the qubit is measured.
This procedure exploits the high-quality control of the qubit to collect data about the
interaction between the qubit and its environment, effectively treating the qubit as
an environment probe. In practice, a dense grid of input values (ν, t) is chosen and
Algorithm 2.1 is executed many times for each choice of (ν, t). The resulting ‘clicks’ are
tallied, and the resulting data is plotted as in Figure 2.2. Coherent exchange of energy
between the qubit and environmental oscillators is made apparent by the characteristic
chevron patterns. The oscillations may represent resonance with an unwanted TLDS or
with a wanted on-chip microwave resonator.
Algorithm 2.1 The swap spectroscopy protocol.
Input: qubit frequency, ν.
Input: wait time, t.
Output: data bit, b.
function S WAP S PECTROSCOPY(ν, t)
Cool entire system to its ground state.
Set qubit energy gap to h̄ν.
Excite the qubit; total system has state |excitediqubit |groundienvironment .
Wait for time t.
n
o
Measure the qubit in the basis |groundiqubit , |excitediqubit .

if measure |groundiqubit then
b←1
else
b←0
end if
return b
end function

. Click.
. No click.

Unlike the other algorithms in this thesis, Algorithm 2.1 cannot, strictly speaking, be
run entirely on a computer. The algorithm instead specifies physical operations, rather
that mathematical ones. If a computer is responsible for carrying out these operations,
the computer must have interactive access to an experimental setup. Of course it is
possible to simulate these operations on a computer; I explain how to do this in Chapter 4.
The goal of such simulations is to reproduce effects like that displayed in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2 demonstrates an effect that is the central motivation for this thesis. The
data, provided to me by Erik Lucero, is produced via swap spectroscopy on the device
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Figure 2.2: Plots of swap spectroscopy data provided to me by Erik Lucero. The data on
the left was gathered from the sample investigated by Lucero et al. (2012) on 29 July 2011
(left) and on 30 July 2011 (right). The chevron patterns indicate oscillators as defined
in Chapter 4, though two of these are resonances with microwave stripline resonators.
The sudden appearance of the chevron patteron on the left indicates that a TLDS has
appeared and is interacting with the qubit.
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investigated by Lucero et al. (2012). The figure represents data collected on sequential
days from the same sample. Although most of the ‘swap spectrum’, as I call it in
Chapter 4, remains qualitatively unchanged, a new feature appears on the left. This
feature represents a TLDS that has appeared seemingly from nowhere. The data shows
that TLDSes can appear and disappear without warning. It is not known how frequently
and how quickly this occurs.
Because TLDSes have such a deleterious effect on quantum information processing,
their influence must be rigorously assessed in prototypical quantum computers. The
device investigated by Lucero et al. (2012) is such a prototype, built from a kind of flux
qubit called a “phase” qubit, yet no thorough statistics yet exist for TLDSes in these
systems. Anecdotally, TLDSes are a frequent issue for phase qubits.
Another type of superconducting qubit called a “transmon”, which is a kind of
charge qubit, has become popular more recently. The promise of transmons for quantum
computing has been described by Barends et al. (2013) and somewhat demonstrated
by Barends et al. (2014). Transmons appear to interact with TLDSes less frequently and
strongly, though there is some indication that they do occur. A central aim of my thesis
is to develop techniques to detect and describe even such weakly coupled TLDSes.
Throughout this thesis, I make use of a phenomenological model for the interaction
between qubits and TLDSes. In this model, qubits and TLDSes are described as aligned
ferromagnetic spins. That is, each qubit or TLDS can be found in one of two energy
eigenstates (‘ground’ or ‘excited’) and are in an energy eigenstate if they are aligned (both
are in the ground state or both are excited). If they are not aligned, then the excitation is
continually exchanged between the qubit and the TLDS. I show in Chapter 4 that this
model reproduces Figure 2.2.
A crucial property of this model is that it conserves excitations. That is to say, if a
qubit/TLDS in the excited state contains one excitation and zero excitations if in the
ground state, then the total number of excitations remains constant under the evolution
described by the ferromagnetic spin model. As the S WAP S PECTROSCOPY procedure
demands that the initial number of excitations is one, the derivation of the swap spectrum
in Chapter 4 proceeds by projecting the dynamics onto the single-excitation subspace of
the larger Hilbert space containing all possible configurations of the qubit-TLDS system.

§2.3

Experimental Design

My approach for solving the TLDS characterization problem is to provide algorithms
that designs and executes useful experiments. Such evaluative judgements of exper24

iments require objective criteria by which to compare different possible experiments.
These criteria should be based on informativeness, which is to say that good experiments
appreciably increase knowledge whereas bad experiments do not. In this thesis, the
goal is to learn about TLDSes; specifically, to choose a model that accurately predicts the
outcome of future experiments. The utility of collected experimental data is therefore to
be evaluated in terms of the performance of an estimator (i.e. a function from the space of
possible data to the space of parameters).
The aim of this section is to explain the framework for designing and evaluating
experiments. Section 2.3.1 explains how experimental data is used to upgrade knowledge
about unknown model parameters, which involves the use of Bayes’ theorem, and how
to evaluate the result in terms of the statistics of the error in the resulting estimate.
Section 2.3.2 explains the concept of particle representations and how they are used to
calculate estimates of unknown model parameters based on collected experimental data.
The framework of this chapter is essential for the formal problem statements found in
Section 4.3 and for the results presented in Chapter 6.
§2.3.1

Utility of Experiments

The purpose of this subsection is to define the utility of an experiment, which requires
a mathematical definition of an experiment. These definitions are explained by analogy
with a random process of everyday experience: the flip of a coin. The random nature of
coin tosses can be modelled using a probability distribution that is specified by a bias
parameter p, and then explain that a state of knowledge about an unknown value of p can
be represented by a probability density functional (pdf)—specifically, a Beta distribution.
The Beta distribution summarizes the state of knowledge about the bias parameter p;
the knowledge can be improved by performing trials of the random process (i.e. coin
flips), recording the outcomes (heads or tails), and using this data together with Bayes’
theorem to update the pdf. A coin flip is thus an experiment to learn the parameter p;
indeed, it is the only possible experiment for this problem. By contrast, empirical model
selection problems can be solved using a variety of different experiments that are not
equally useful. Here the utility of an experiment is defined to be the extent to which it is
expected to reduce the variance of the posterior distribution.
A coin is a thin cylinder of metal that fits easily into the palm of a hand. The sides of
the coin are called ‘heads’ and ‘tails’, so if the coin is placed on a table then the state of
the coin can be represented by specifying which side, ‘heads’ or ‘tails’, is visible. Coin
flipping refers to the process of throwing the coin into the air so that it revolves many
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times before landing on the table. If the flipping process is chaotic enough, the outcome
is indeterministic: sometimes ‘heads’ will show and sometimes ‘tails’. The coin flip is
unbiased if the probability of showing ‘heads’ is equal to the probability of showing
‘tails’; the flip is biased if the probabilities are unequal. This kind of two-outcome trial is
called a Bernoulli trial, which technically refers to a random variable with two possible
outcomes, 0 or 1.
There is always uncertainty about the probability distribution that describes any
real coin flip (hereafter: Bernoulli trial). Whereas the probability distribution is entirely
specified by the parameter p, an infinite number of trials is necessary in principle to
specify p with perfect precision. In practice, only a finite set of data is available for
analysis and any such finite data set is only evidence that some values of p are more
likely than others.
The problem of inferring the unknown parameter p can be solved as follows. Jeffreys
(1946) argues that the initial uncertainty about p can be represented using
 what
 has come
to be known as the Jeffreys prior; in this case the Jeffreys prior is Beta

1 1
2, 2

, where the

pdf of Beta(α, β) is

Γ ( α + β ) α −1
p (1 − p ) β −1
Γ(α)Γ( β)
and Γ represents the gamma function
Z ∞

Γ(t) :=

0

x t−1 exp(− x )dx.

(2.13)

(2.14)

Given some set of data [b1 , . . . , b N ] (bk = 0 or 1) obtained from several independent and
identically distributed Bernoulli trials, the knowledge of the unknown parameter p may
be updated using Bayes’ theorem:



1 1






p,
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=
,
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which turns out to be the pdf of Beta N0 + 12 , N1 +
N1 =

1
N

N

∑ bk ;

k =1

1
2



, where

N0 = 1 − N1 .

(2.16)

In the above example, the ‘atomic’ experiment is a single flip of a coin. More generally,
one could define an experiment to be N flips of a coin for any natural number N; in this
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case, the random variable is binomially distributed rather than Bernoulli distributed.
Clearly, a larger value of N specifies a more useful experiment. This observation can be
formalized and extended by recognizing that larger values of N ensure that the posterior
distribution has a smaller variance: the variance of the Beta distribution is
VAR (Beta(α, β)) =

αβ

(α +

β )2 ( α +

β + 1)

,

(2.17)

so N flips of the coin yield a posterior variance of

( N0 + α)( N1 + β)
=O
( N + α + β )2 ( N + α + β + 1)



1
N



.

(2.18)

Therefore, a larger number of coin flips is expected to produce a smaller posterior
variance.
There are of course other ways to define the precision of a distribution. The reason for
the focus on the variance is that it is amenable to the particle representation techniques
presented in Section 2.3.2.
In general, an experiment is a random variable whose distribution contains information about an underlying model about which information is sought. The data from
such experiments can be aggregated and used as input to Bayes’ theorem to update
knowledge about uncertain model parameters. The utility of the data can be measured
by the resulting posterior variance, which can in principle be estimated by calculating the
expected posterior variance of the experiment. The problem of experimental design is
therefore to choose experiments that will produce data that create significant reductions
in the posterior variance when that data is used as an input to Bayes’ theorem.
§2.3.2

Particle Representations

A particle representation of a pdf is specified by a set of “locations”, which are
possible outcomes of the random process. In the coin flip example, a location is simply a
choice of p. If the output of a random process is some vector x and { x1 , . . . , x N } is a set
of locations, then a particle representation of the pdf would be specified by

{δ ( x − x1 ) , . . . , δ ( x − x N )} ,

(2.19)

where δ(•) represents a Dirac delta function. The particle representation approximates
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Figure 2.3: Some particle representations of the distribution Beta N0 +
+ ,
where
depicts the cumulative distribution function; i.e.
 N0 = N1 = 10. This plot 
Pr p < x p ∼ Beta N0 + 21 , N1 + 12 , where x is the abscissa variable of the plot. The
particle locations are chosen randomly according to the same Beta distribution. The
red/green/blue curve depicts the approximation from 25/50/100 particles; the true
curve is black and dotted. The pdfs corresponding to each cumulative distribution
function are simply their respective derivatives; the true distribution is continuously differentiable on the interval (0, 1) but the derivatives of the particle-representation-based
approximations are either zero or singular.
the pdf well if, for any reasonable§ function f ,
Z
region

f ( x) pdf( x)dx ≈

1
N

N Z

∑

k=1 region

f ( x)δ ( x − xk ) dx,

(2.20)

where the integrals in the summand evaluate to f ( xk ) if xk is in the region and evaluate
to 0 otherwise.
The importance of the particle representation is that it enables computations. Whereas
the usual abstract mathematical constructs of probability theory include non-algorithmic
§

It is always possible to create pathological functions. Numerical analysis involving particle filters is
trustworthy only if these pathological cases are highly improbable.
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notions such as real numbers and function equivalence up to Lebesgue-measure-zero
sets, particle representations are always finite objects and therefore enable an algorithmic
approach to statistical inference. Perhaps the most important computation is also one
of the simplest: the calculation of the mean value of a particle filter, as defined in
Algorithm 2.2.
Algorithm 2.2 The mean location of a particle representation.
Input: Particle representation, { xk }nk=1 .
Output: Mean particle location, µ.
function M EAN({ xk })
µ ← ∑k xk /n
return µ
end function
Algorithm 2.2 defines M EAN, which is a function of particle representations that
yields the average particle location µ. The average location µ serves as an estimate of the
mean value of the pdf that the particle representation is meant to approximate. It is also
possible to estimate the covariance matrix of a pdf by calculating the covariance matrix
of its particle representation as in Algorithm 2.3.
Algorithm 2.3 The covariance matrix of a particle representation.
Input: Particle representation, { xk }nk=1 .
Output: Covariance matrix, Σ.
function C OV({ xk })
µ ← M EAN ({ xk }) 
Σ ← ∑k xk · xTk /n − µ · µT
return Σ
end function

.

•T

. Algorithm 2.2.
represents the transpose of a vector •.

The next algorithm, Algorithm 2.4, is the first of two steps needed to perform updates
to a particle representation based on a data set and Bayes’ theorem. Bayesian updates of
pdfs require a computation of the likelihood function

L( x) :=

Pr (data| x, prior)
,
Pr (data|prior)

(2.21)

which is proportional to Pr (data| x, prior). Algorithm 2.4 returns weighted likelihoods
evaluated at each particle location.
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Algorithm 2.4 Calculate likelihoods of particles.
Input: Likelihood function, L.
Input: Particle representation, { xk }nk=1 .
Output: Particle weights, {wk }.
function W EIGHTS(L, { xk })
for k ← 1, . . . , n do
wk ← L( xk )
end for
W ← ∑k wk
for k ← 1, . . . , n do
wk ← wk /W
end for
return {wk }
end function

. L( x) ∈ [0, 1] for any x.

The output of Algorithm 2.4 thus represents the relative likelihood of each particle
in the particle representation according to some specified likelihood function. This
likelihood function L( x) expresses the probability that a specified data set was produced
by the model with parameters x, a number which derives its meaning relative to the
likelihood of other parameter vectors x0 . The resulting weights must ultimately be used
to choose a particle representation for the posterior distribution obtained by applying
Bayes’ theorem to the data set. Though there are many possible resample algorithms, I
use only a standard resampler of Liu and West (2001) as expressed in Algorithm 2.5.
The case of the Beta distribution is computationally tractable without the need for
particle representations, but such tractability is the exception and not the norm. Usually,
posterior pdfs become exceedingly complex as data accumulates. The value of particle
representations is that computations such as R ESAMPLE ({ xk }, W EIGHTS (L, { xk })) have
a space cost proportional to the size of the particle representation. This computational
tractability is crucial for programs such as the one I introduce in Chapter 6.
I have not discussed one aspect of the particle representation: the possibility of sample
degeneracy. If the particle representation is to accurately represent some pdf, then there
should be few particles in regions where the weight of the particle turns out to be small.
If too many particles are in such regions, the particle representation implies too high
a value to the pdf in that region. Thus it is occassionally necessary to resample the
particles.
The decision about whether to resample the particles can be made by computing the
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Algorithm 2.5 The particle resampling algorithm of Liu and West (2001).
Input: Particle representation, { xk }nk=1 .
. Algorithm 2.4
Input: Particle weights, {wk }nk=1 .
Output: New locations, {yk }.
function R ESAMPLE({ xk }, {wk })
a ← 0.98
. Other values are possible, but this choice is standard.
µ ← M EAN ({ xk })
. Algorithm 2.2
2
Σ ← (1 − a ) C OV ({ xk })
. Algorithm 2.3
for k ← 1, . . . , nptcls do
Draw ` with probability w` .
µ` ← ax` + (1 − a)µ
Draw yk from normal(µ` , Σ).
end for
return {yk }
end function
effective particle number. If the weights of the particles are {wk }nk=1 , then the effective
particle number is
1
.
(2.22)
neff :=
∑k w2k
If the effective particle number falls below some threshold, then the issue should be
resolved by resampling: { xk } ← R ESAMPLE ({ xk }, {wk }). Numerical results in this thesis
are produced with code that prevents sample degeneracy using this technique, which
is developed and published as the QInfer project of Granade et al. (2016). I have made
some minor contributions to this project, mostly through testing. The numerical results
of Chapters 5 and 6 are produced using QInfer.
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CHAPTER

THREE
OPTIMAL BOUNDS ON LOGICAL ERROR RATE

Error is viewed, therefore, not as an extraneous and misdirected or misdirecting accident,
but as an essential part of the process under consideration.
J OHN VON N EUMANN

E

advances in quantum computing are often quoted in terms of average gate fidelities, which now reportedly∗ exceed 99.9% for single-qubit gates
and 99% for two-qubit gates in SIC-based quantum computing prototypes. Here I
explain how to use reported average gate fidelity to determine bounds on the error rate of
a quantum computational gate and thereby compare reported fidelities to fault-tolerance
thresholds.
XPERIMENTAL

Given that the average gate fidelity is ϕ, Wallman and Flammia (2014) showed that
the error rate η can be bounded as follows. Magesan et al. (2012a) showed that the error
rate of a gate of dimension d† , if subject only to Pauli noise, is


1
Pauli
η
:= 1 +
(1 − ϕ ).
(3.1)
d
∗ These

numbers are advertised by Barends et al. (2014) and anticipated by Chow et al. (2012).
gate is said to have dimension d if the dimension of the input Hilbert space is d. In particular, an
n-qubit gate has dimension 2n .
†A
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Wallman and Flammia (2014) showed that the error rate η of gates in a circuit subject to
arbitrary local noise satisfies
q
Pauli
η
≤ η ≤ d η Pauli .
(3.2)
The work of Magesan et al. (2012a) shows that the lower bound is tight, but it is not
known if the upper bound is tight.
The main result of this chapter, published as Sanders et al. (2016), is a demonstration
that the upper bound is an asymptotically tight approximation to the tightest possible
upper bound on error rate in terms of fidelity. Although this bound is unlikely to be
saturated by experimental noise, we demonstrate, using explicit examples, that the
bound indicates a realistic deviation between the true error rate and the reported average
fidelity. This result is unfortunate because the square-root ensures that superficially
impressive gate fidelities do not guarantee low error rates. A two-qubit gate with 99%
fidelity is, for example, only guaranteed to have an error rate below 45%. Indeed, I
present an explicit example of a two-qubit gate with fidelity 99% but an error rate slightly
under 13%.
The message of this work is not that fault-tolerance thresholds remain far out of
reach for quantum computer prototypes. Rather, the message is that average fidelity
is not an appropriate metric for measuring progress towards fault-tolerance. Average
fidelity, though experimentally accessible, fails to capture important information about
the effect of noise on logical error rates: additional information about noise is required.
We introduce the Pauli distance δPauli as a measure of the deviation between the true
error rate and η Pauli , and we derive tighter bounds on the error rate in terms of ϕ and
δPauli .
As the first author of Sanders et al. (2016), I take primary responsibility for its content.
My contributions were as follows. I recognized that average gate fidelity is meaningful
as a measure of the quality of a quantum gate if it can be used to bound the error rate,
which is the subject of fault-tolerance thresholds. In collaboration with Barry Sanders, I
developed an operational interpretation of the error rate of a quantum logic gate and
used this to argue that fault-tolerance thresholds are, as currently written, bounds on the
error rate as defined in Definition 2.2. Having become aware of the bounds of Wallman
and Flammia (2014), I conjectured that their upper bound is tight and I sought to prove
this. Though I failed, I proved that the dimensional scaling is optimal. I discussed this
result with Joel Wallman, who believed that the scaling of error rate with respect to
fidelity must also be optimal. We jointly proved this optimal scaling.
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I also recognized the need for additional noise measures. Being aware of the work of
Magesan et al. (2012a), I reasoned that approximately Pauli noise should nearly saturate
the lower bound. I therefore defined the Pauli distance and derived the bounds presented
as Propositions 3.3 and 3.4. I performed the numerical simulations for Figure 3.1 and
prepared the manuscript for publication.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 presents the average gate fidelity as an
experimentally convenient performance metric that nonetheless lacks a clear operational
meaning. The relationship between average gate fidelity and the error rate of a quantum
gate is clarified with Example 3.1, which shows that fidelity can grossly underestimate
the effect of important noise sources. Section 3.2 presents Propositions 3.1 and 3.2, which
demonstrate the optimal scaling of the upper bound of Wallman and Flammia (2014)
with respect to ϕ and d, respectively, if the other is held constant. Proposition 3.1 further
demonstrates that any constant prefactors must be close to unity. Section 3.3 presents
the Pauli distance as a measure of the deviation between average fidelity and error rate.
Finally, Section 3.4 uses the results of this chapter to give an assessment of fidelity-based
reports of progress towards fault-tolerant quantum computing. The content of this
chapter is adapted from Sanders et al. (2016).

§3.1

Average Gate Fidelity

Average gate fidelity has become a standard performance metric for experimental
efforts towards practical quantum computers. Its popularity is due in a large part to the
existence of scalable estimation methods like randomized benchmarking. But average
gate fidelity is quite distinct from the gate error rate, and this important distinction is
not always respected in the literature. The purpose of this section is to explain average
fidelity and, most importantly, to explain what it is not.
Average fidelity defines a metric, in the mathematical sense, on the space of quantum
channels. That metric is topologically equivalent to the error rate, so high fidelity implies
that error rates are low. But average fidelity is not a function of error rate: two gates
with equal fidelities can have different error rates. Furthermore, average fidelity is not a
good proxy for the error rate because the error rate of two gates with equal fidelities can
differ by orders of magnitude. The sense in which high fidelity implies low error rate is
a qualitative statement only. High fidelity is, at best, an indication that error rates are low.
The average gate fidelity is defined as the average state fidelity of the output of an
imperfect quantum gate to its ideal. The fidelity of a state ρ to a pure state |ψi is defined
to be Tr (|ψihψ| ρ), so the fidelity of the output of an implemented gate Gac to the output
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of the ideal gate Gid for a given input state |ψi is
Tr (Gid (|ψihψ|)Gac (|ψihψ|)) = hψ| DG (|ψihψ|) |ψi .

(3.3)

Averaging over pure state inputs with respect to the Haar measure yields the average
gate fidelity
Z
ϕ :=

dµ(ψ) hψ| DG (|ψihψ|) |ψi .

(3.4)

The popular randomized benchmarking protocol of Emerson et al. (2005) produces
an estimate of this quantity averaged over a gate-set, though extensions such as that
proposed by Magesan et al. (2012b) produce estimates of the average gate fidelity for
individual gates.
The state infidelity can be interpreted as the error rate of a particular measurement as
follows. First define for each pure state |ψi the POVM {|ψihψ| , 1 − |ψihψ|}; the outcome
of this measurement applied to a state ρ will be |ψihψ| with probability hψ| ρ |ψi, which
is the state fidelity of ρ with respect to |ψi. Therefore, the state fidelity of ρ with respect
to |ψi is equal to the bias parameter of the Bernoulli trial specified by the POVM. The
ideal bias parameter is of course 1, and the total variation distance between Bernoulli
distributions with bias parameters p and q is simply | p − q|. Therefore, the total variation
distance between the actual and ideal measurement statistics for the POVM applied to ρ
is the state infidelity, 1 − hψ| ρ |ψi. However, this interpretation of the state infidelity as an
error rate does not extend to the average infidelity 1 − ϕ because the integral of Eq. (3.4)
does not admit a fixed measurement basis such as that of the POVM {|ψihψ| , 1 − |ψihψ|}.
Therefore, the average gate infidelity is not an average error rate.
To clarify the relationship between average gate fidelity and error rate, consider two
noise processes on a single qubit: a depolarizing noise process
dep

Er

(ρ) := (1 − r )ρ + rI/2,

(3.5)

where I is the identity operator on Q, and a unitary noise operator

EθU (ρ) := UρU † ,

(3.6)

where U is some unitary operator on Q with eigenvalues exp(±iθ ) for 0 ≤ θ ≤ π. The
average gate fidelity for depolarizing noise is
ϕdep (r ) = 1 −
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r
2

(3.7)

whereas a theorem of Nielsen (2002) implies that the fidelity of unitary error is
ϕU ( θ ) =

1 2
+ cos2 θ.
3 3

(3.8)

By contrast, the error rate for depolarizing noise is
3
η dep (r ) = r,
4

(3.9)

which follows from the fact that depolarizing noise is Pauli, and
η U (θ ) = sin θ

(3.10)

for unitary error by a theorem of Johnston et al. (2009). Therefore,
η dep =


3
1 − ϕdep
2

(3.11)

for depolarizing noise but
r

3
(3.12)
(1 − ϕU )
2
for unitary error, which means that there is no single function f such that f ( ϕ) = η for
every possible noise channel. As a consequence, fidelity is not a good proxy for error
rate. This is demonstrated by the following example.
U

η =

Example 3.1. Consider a single-qubit gate that is subject to the two noise processes of
Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6): depolarizing and unitary. The depolarizing rate is r = 10−3 , with
corresponding fidelity
ϕdep = 1 − 5.0 × 10−4 ,
(3.13)

whereas the unitary error has angle θ = 10−2 , with corresponding fidelity
ϕU = 1 − 6.7 × 10−5 .

(3.14)

The combination
dep

D G : = Er

dep

◦ EθU ≡ EθU ◦ Er

has fidelity
ϕtot = (1 − r ) ϕU +

r
= 1 − 5.3 × 10−4 ,
2
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dep

≡ (1 − r )EθU + r Er=1

(3.15)
(3.16)

so the fidelity loss seems to arise mostly from depolarizing noise. Yet the error rate due
to unitary error is
η U = 10−2
(3.17)
whereas the error rate due to depolarizing noise is
η dep = 7.5 × 10−4 .

(3.18)

The triangle inequalities imply that the error rate of the combined noise process is
η tot = (1 ± 0.08) × 10−2 ,

(3.19)

so the unitary error is in fact dominating over depolarizing even though the fidelity
appears to imply the reverse.
Thus, information beyond fidelity is needed to assess the relative importance of
various noise processes affecting a quantum computer; Section 3.3 introduces the Pauli
distance as a measure of the discrepancy between fidelity and error rate. Other measures,
such as the unitarity of Wallman et al. (2015), may also prove useful for quantifying this
discrepancy. In the absence of such additional information, the best known bounds on
the error rate in terms of fidelity are those of Wallman and Flammia (2014):


q
1
1+
(1 − ϕ ) ≤ η ≤ ( d2 + d ) (1 − ϕ ).
(3.20)
d
Whereas Magesan et al. (2012a) show that the lower bound is tight, the next section
shows that the upper bound is probably tight.

§3.2

Tightness of the Upper Bound

The purpose of this section is to show that the upper bound η ub given by Wallman
and Flammia (2014) scales optimally in each of the variables ϕ (Section 3.2.1) and d
(Section 3.2.2) if the other is fixed. These optimal scaling results are presented as formal
mathematical propositions involving asymptotic notation: Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 show
that the least upper bound of error rate with respect to average fidelity (Definition 3.1) is
asymptotically bounded above and below by the upper bound of Wallman and Flammia
(2014). To make these statements precise, some terminology is necessary. The terminology
and results are reproduced from Sanders et al. (2016).
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Definition 3.1. The least upper bound of error rate with respect to average gate fidelity
η lub = η lub ( ϕ, d) is the unique function of ϕ and d that satisfies the following. For
any discrepancy channel DG of dimension d with average gate fidelity ϕ and error rate η,
η lub ( ϕ, d) ≥ η. Furthermore, suppose that η ub = η ub ( ϕ, d) is any other function with the
same property. Then η lub ( ϕ, d) ≤ η ub ( ϕ, d) for all ϕ and d.
The scaling of η lub ( ϕ, d) is established as a function of each variable when the other
is fixed. Notationally, I distinguish fixed from variable quantities as follows. If the
dimension d is fixed but ϕ is variable, I write η lub ( ϕ)|d ; if vice versa, η lub (d)| ϕ . I use
similar notation for η ub . The asymptotic scaling statements involve the following two
quantities that tend to infinity as the error rate tends to zero.
Definition 3.2. Define the inverse error rate of a quantum logic gate to be ζ := η −1 , where
η is the error rate of the gate. Thus, ζ → ∞ as η → 0. Additionally,
ζ

lub



:= η

lub

 −1

,ζ

ub



:= η

ub

 −1

;

(3.21)

these are lower bounds to ζ.
Definition 3.3. Define the inverse average infidelity of a quantum logic gate to be
υ : = (1 − ϕ ) −1 .

(3.22)

Thus, υ → ∞ as ϕ → 1.
The objective of this section is therefore to compare ζ lub = ζ lub (υ, d) to
√
υ
ub
ζ (υ, d) = q
.
d 1 + 1d

(3.23)

I show that

and

√
ζ lub (υ)|d ∈ Θ( υ)

(3.24)

ζ lub (d)|υ ∈ Θ(d−1 );

(3.25)

thus, ζ ub has optimal scaling with respect to ϕ and d if the other is fixed.
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§3.2.1

Scaling With Fidelity
Definition 3.4. Define the generalized controlled-phase gate by

1 0 ··· 0
0 1 · · · 0


†
Gid (ρ) := Uθ ρUθ ; Uθ :=  ... ... . . . ...

0 0 · · · 1
0 0 ··· 0


0
0

..  ,
. 

0
eiθ

(3.26)

where Uθ is expressed in the computational basis.
Proposition 3.1. For fixed dimension d,

√
ζ lub (υ)|d ∈ Θ( υ).

(3.27)



ζ ub (υ)|d ∈ Θ ζ lub (υ)|d .

(3.28)

Therefore,
Furthermore,

η lub (υ)|d ≥

1
1
(d − 1)− 2 × η ub ( ϕ)|d .
2

(3.29)

Proof. Consider an implementation of the generalized controlled-phase gate given by
Gac (ρ) = ρ, the identity channel. By a formula of Nielsen (2002), the average gate fidelity
is
d + |Tr(U−θ )|2
2( d − 1)
ϕ=
= 1−
(1 − cos θ ).
(3.30)
2
d ( d + 1)
d+d
By Theorem 26 of Johnston et al. (2009),
r

1 − cos θ
;
2

(3.31)

4( d − 1) √
× υ.
d ( d + 1)

(3.32)

η=
hence,

s
ζ=

By contrast,
s
ζ ub =

√
1
× υ.
d ( d + 1)
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(3.33)

Furthermore, ζ lub is defined so that ζ ≥ ζ lub ≥ ζ ub ; thus,
s
s
√
4( d − 1) √
1
× υ ≥ ζ lub (υ)|d ≥
× υ.
d ( d + 1)
d ( d + 1)

Example 3.2. All single-qubit unitary errors satisfy
r
1 ub
3
η= η =
(1 − ϕ ).
2
2

(3.34)

(3.35)

If DG (ρ) = UρU † for some 2 × 2 unitary operator U, then the eigenvalues of U can
be written as e±iθ/2 for some θ. The diamond distance d and the fidelity are unitarily
invariant, so the error rate of DG depends only on θ. Furthermore, DG is equivalent to
the generalized controlled-phase gate (Definition 3.4) and hence η satisfies Eq. (3.31).
Eq. (3.30) therefore implies that η ub = 2η.
Example 3.3. There exists a two-qubit gate with fidelity 99.0% but error rate 12.9%.
Consider the generalized controlled-phase gate (Definition 3.4) acting on two qubits: one
target qubit and one control qubit. Setting θ = 0.259, we have ϕ = 99.0% by Eq. (3.30)
and η = 12.9% by Eq. (3.31).
§3.2.2

Scaling With Dimension
Proposition 3.2. For fixed fidelity ϕ,


ζ lub (d)| ϕ ∈ Θ d−1 .

(3.36)



ζ ub (d)| ϕ ∈ Θ ζ lub (d)| ϕ .

(3.37)

Therefore,

Proof. Consider a special case of the generalized controlled-phase gate in which θ = π,
so the unitary Uπ has an eigenvalue of −1. In this case, kGid − 1k = 2 by Theorem 26 of
Johnston et al. (2009). The implementation is

Gac := (1 − λ)Gid + λ1.
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(3.38)

The error rate is

1
1
kGac − Gid k = λ × kGid − 1k = λ.
2
2
By applying the formula of Nielsen (2002) to the Kraus decomposition
n√
o
√
1 − λI, λUπ
η=

(3.39)

(3.40)

of the discrepancy channel DUπ :
d + (1 − λ)| Tr( I )|2 + λ| Tr(Uπ )|2
4( d − 1)
ϕ=
× λ.
= 1−
2
d ( d + 1)
d+d

(3.41)

Combining Eq. (3.39) with Eq. (3.41) yields
ζ=

4( d − 1)
υ.
d ( d + 1)

By definition, ζ ub ≤ ζ lub ≤ ζ, which implies
s
4( d − 1)
1
υ
≤ ζ lub ≤
υ.
1
d 1+ d
d ( d + 1)

(3.42)

(3.43)

1

For fixed υ, define the constants c1 = 2− 2 and c2 = 4υ. Then
c1
c
≤ ζ lub (d)|υ ≤ 2 ,
d
d

(3.44)

hence ζ lub (d) ∈ Θ(d−1 ).

Bounding Error Rate With Pauli Distance

§3.3

Here I derive improved bounds based on an additional promise about noise. Specifically, I provide alternative lower and upper bounds on error rate in terms of gate fidelity
and a quantity called the “Pauli distance”. I show that the connection between error rate
and gate fidelity is strongly improved if the Pauli distance of the noise process is known.
I give numerical examples for two important single-qubit noise processes: amplitude
damping and unitary error.
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The Pauli distance is defined to be the diamond distance between a quantum channel
and its Pauli-twirl. To be precise, recall that the single-qubit Pauli matrices are








1 0
0 1
0 −i
1 0
I :=
, X :=
, Y :=
, and Z :=
;
(3.45)
0 1
1 0
i 0
0 −1
a multi-qubit Pauli matrix is defined as a tensor product of single-qubit Pauli matrices. A
Pauli channel is a quantum channel that has a Kraus representation in which each Kraus
operator is proportional to a Pauli matrix.
Definition 3.5. The Pauli-twirl of an n-qubit channel E (i.e. d = 2n ) is

E

PT

1
(•) := n
4

4n

∑

k =1



Pk† E Pk • Pk† Pk ,

(3.46)

where Pk represents a choice of n-qubit Pauli matrix.
Definition 3.6. The Pauli distance of a gate implementation with discrepancy channel DG
is defined to be


PT
δPauli := d DG , DG
,
(3.47)
PT is the Pauli-twirl of D .
where DG
G

The Pauli-twirl of any channel is a Pauli channel, and the Pauli-twirl of a Pauli
channel is the same channel. For any channel E , E and E PT have the same average gate
fidelity because the average gate fidelity is a linear functional that is invariant under
unitary conjugation of its argument. The minimum error rate η min for a set of channels
with fixed fidelity ϕ is achieved by a Pauli channel: η min = (1 + 2−n )(1 − ϕ), where n is
the number of qubits. As Nielsen and Chuang (2000) explain, several common sources of
noise, such as depolarizing error and dephasing (T2 ) processes, are Pauli and therefore
have δPauli = 0. But many other sources of noise, such as amplitude-damping processes
and unitary errors, are not Pauli and therefore have δPauli > 0.
Proposition 3.3. The error rate η of an n-qubit gate with gate fidelity ϕ and Pauli distance
δPauli satisfies
δPauli − η Pauli ≤ η ≤ δPauli + η Pauli .

(3.48)

Proof. By the triangle inequality,
1
1
PT
PT
DG − DG
+ DG
−1
kDG − 1k =
2
2



≤
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1
PT
DG − DG
2



+

1
PT
DG
−1
2



. (3.49)

The left-hand side equals η and the right-hand side equals δPauli + η Pauli . Similarly, the
reverse triangle inequality implies δPauli − η Pauli ≤ η.
Proposition 3.3 thus enables bounds to be placed on possible values of η in terms of ϕ
and δPauli . Indeed, a variation of this proposition, Proposition 3.4, can be applied to noise
channels that have a known structure. Although Proposition 3.4 yields weaker bounds
than Proposition 3.3, it might be easier in practice to estimate δPauli for individual sources
of noise rather than for the overall noise process.
Proposition 3.4. Suppose DG = ∑k Ek , where each Ek is some quantum channel. Let δkPauli
represent the Pauli distance of Ek . Then the error rate η of DG satisfies
η ≤ η Pauli + ∑ δkPauli .

(3.50)

k

Proof. If δPauli is the Pauli distance of DG , Proposition 3.3 implies that
η ≤ η Pauli + δPauli ,

(3.51)

so only the following needs to be shown:
δPauli ≤

∑ δkPauli.

(3.52)

k

As the Pauli-twirl operation on quantum channels is linear, i.e.
PT
DG
=

∑ Ek

!PT

k

= ∑ EkPT ,

(3.53)

k

the triangle inequality can be applied repeatedly to obtain
!
!
1
1
1
PT
=
DG − DG
Ek − ∑ EkPT
≤∑
Ek − EkPT
∑
2
2
2

k
k
k




.

(3.54)

The left-hand side equals δPauli and the right-hand side equals ∑k δkPauli .
Consider two examples of single-qubit noise processes in which δPauli is non-zero:
unitary error, which is a model of control error, and an amplitude damping process,
which is a model of thermalization. The unitary error can be entirely specified by the
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Connecting gate ﬁdelity to error rate
General upper bound: ηub

Error Rate

50%

Unitary error: ηPauli +δPauli
Unitary error: η
Unitary error: |ηPauli -δPauli |

30%

Amplitude damping: ηPauli +δPauli
Amplitude damping: η
10%
90%

Amplitude damping: |ηPauli -δPauli |
99%

99.9%

General lower bound: ηPauli

Fidelity (log scale)

Figure 3.1: An illustration of the dichotomy between average gate fidelity and the error
rate for single-qubit noise channels. The grey curves illustrate the generally applicable
lower (dashed) and upper (dotted) bounds. The red curves pertain to unitary errors and
the blue curves pertain to an amplitude damping (“a.d.”) process. The solid red/blue
curves are the numerical values of the error rate (vertical axis) given the average gate
fidelity (horizontal axis) of the unitary/a.d. model. The dotted red/blue curves are
the values of the Pauli-distance-based upper bound η Pauli + δPauli calculated for the
unitary/a.d. model; the dashed are values for the lower bound η Pauli − δPauli . The
red/blue shading indicates region estimates for error rate based upon fidelity and Pauli
distance; as η Pauli − δPauli falls below η Pauli for the a.d. process, the blue region uses
η Pauli rather than η Pauli − δPauli as a lower bound for η. The calculations were performed
using the QETLAB project of Johnston (2015). This figure is reproduced from Sanders
et al. (2016).
eigenvalues e±iθ of the unitary operator, and the amplitude damping process may be
specified by a rate parameter r. Both r and θ may be expressed in terms of the observed
average gate fidelity ϕ and thus the error rate of each can be numerically evaluated as a
function of ϕ. The results of this numerical evaluation are displayed in Figure 3.1.
The most important observation about Figure 3.1 is that the Pauli-distance-based
bounds on η yield excellent estimates of the error rate of a noise process as fidelity
increases. In fact, fidelity indicates a confidence interval if δPauli is considered as an
estimate of η. Therefore, the Pauli distance can be interpreted as a measure of the
‘badness’ of noise in the sense that it indicates the size of the gap between fidelity and
error rate.
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Assessing Progress Towards Fault Tolerance

§3.4

The theoretical possibility of fault-tolerant quantum computation is guaranteed by
threshold theorems, which demonstrate that a given quantum circuit can be redesigned
with reasonable overhead to become tolerant of local errors that occur at a rate η below a
threshold value η0 . The aim of this chapter has therefore been to convert gate fidelity ϕ,
a commonly reported figure-of-merit for quantum logic operations, into an upper bound
η ub for η that can be compared, in principle, to η0 .
Of course the noise assumptions underlying fault-tolerance threshold theorems could
be either weaker or stronger than reasonable assumptions about the noise of real devices,
but this subtlety is often overlooked: numerical simulations such as those of Knill (2005)
and Raussendorf and Harrington (2007) are often considered to be indicative of a codespecific threshold value η0lb even though both papers are clear that only one well-behaved
family of noise models is being simulated. The proper interpretation of these results is,
in the words of Knill (2005), as “evidence that accurate quantum computing is possible
for [error rates‡ ] as high as three per cent”. Thus, Knill (2005) claims not that 3% is an
estimate of η0lb , but that it is an upper bound. The results of Raussendorf and Harrington
(2007) should be interpreted similarly.
Whatever their actual value, fault-tolerance thresholds are often treated as performance targets for the development fault-tolerant quantum computing. If so, one must
bear in mind the several caveats discussed above. Estimated thresholds on the order of
∼ 1% are nevertheless commonly quoted and, I believe, reasonable performance targets
despite the caveats. But the units are crucial: these estimates are of a threshold error
rate, not average gate infidelity as some have falsely asserted in the literature. Brown
et al. (2011), for example, misquote Preskill (1998) as arguing for a threshold in terms of
average gate infidelity, rather than error rate. Chow et al. (2012) claim that gate fidelities
of 90-99.5% (“depending on measurement errors”) suffice for surface-code-based faulttolerant quantum computation by quoting results obtained using simulations of Pauli
noise, which bears a functional relationship between error rate and infidelity that is not
general (see Example 3.2). The same erroneous conflation of infidelity with error rate is
used to justify the claim of Barends et al. (2014), which is that current device performance
surpasses the fault-tolerance threshold for surface code quantum computing. Barends
et al. (2014) thereby commit a fallacy of equivocation: on the one hand they quote an
estimated threshold of about 1% error rate, which is a statement of belief about the likely
value of a code-specific fault-tolerance threshold, and on the other hand quote their
‡ Knill

(2005) calls it the “error probability per gate”, or EPG.
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randomized benchmarking results as an error rate, which means average gate infidelity
in that context. Their argument would not be fallacious if the noise in their system was
guaranteed to be Pauli, but it is not. The appendix of Barends et al. (2014) describes
at least one source of non-Pauli noise: TLDSes, the main subject of this thesis, which
introduce large unitary errors.
In the absence of a reliable and quantitative noise analysis in addition to the results
of randomized benchmarking, the best rigorous statement that can be made about the
observed error rate in the systems described by Brown et al. (2011), Chow et al. (2012),
and Barends et al. (2014) is provided by the bounds of Wallman and Flammia (2014).
In particular, the upper bound of Wallman and Flammia (2014) can be used to convert
a threshold error rate η0 to a threshold fidelity ϕ0 as follows: a d-dimensional gate is
guaranteed to have an error rate below threshold if ϕ > ϕ0 , where
ϕ0 : = 1 −

η02
.
d2 + d

(3.55)

A fidelity of ϕ > 99.9995%, for example, is needed to ensure that a two-qubit gate (d = 4)
has an error rate below η0 = 1%. In fact, Eq. (3.55) implies an important constraint on the
interpretation of the average fidelity as a figure-of-merit for quantum logic gates: unless
ϕ > 1−

d2

1
,
+d

(3.56)

it is possible that the error rate of the quantum gate is 100% for some input and measurement. The triviality threshold is 83% for single-qubit gates and 95% for two-qubit
gates.
Of course two-qubit gates of 95% fidelity are unlikely to be as bad in practice as
Eq. (3.56) indicates. Given further information about gate performance such as the
Pauli distance introduced in Section 3.3, it is possible to justify more accurate bounds
on gate performance based on fidelity. But such additional information is quashed by
randomized benchmarking. The results this chapter therefore imply a need to move
beyond randomized benchmarking for assessing progress towards fault-tolerance. Overreliance on randomized benchmarking has led to erroneous claims from Chow et al.
(2012) and Barends et al. (2014) that current gate performance in SICs have been shown
to surpass the surface code fault-tolerance threshold.
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CHAPTER

FOUR
THE SWAP SPECTRUM MODEL

The main point to realize is that all knowledge presents itself within a conceptual
framework adapted to account for previous experiences and that any such frame may prove
too narrow to comprehend new experiences.
N IELS B OHR

C

of TLDSes is the central challenge of my thesis. The purpose
of this chapter is to explain this challenge in technical terms. Thus the main
goal of this chapter is to present a formal problem statement. The problem, in
technical terms, is to identify any oscillators visible to the probe system if operated under
specified conditions. These oscillators are elements of a mathematical model and are
specified by two parameters: a frequency ω and a coupling strength g. These oscillators
are visible or invisible to a probe system depending on the operating conditions of
the probe, specified by a parameter ν, and the time at which the state of the probe is
measured, specified by a parameter t. The oscillators are models of TLDSes, and the
probe is a model of the qubit.
HARACTERIZATION

I do not aim to solve the TLDS characterization problem in full generality. Rather, I
give algorithms that solve the characterization problem assuming that, at maximum, one
TLDS is visible. These algorithms can also be applied when multiple TLDSes are present,
provided that the respective oscillator parameters obey a separation criterion. This need
for well-separated oscillators motivates the definition of coupling octaves (Section 4.2),
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which are order-of-magnitude specifications for oscillator parameters. Based on this
definition of coupling octaves, I further subdivide the TLDS characterization problem
into two simpler problems: that of detecting TLDSes and that of estimating the parameters
of a TLDS given the promise that they are contained within some coupling octave.
This chapter is divided into three sections. Section 4.1 presents the definition of the
swap spectrum, which is derived from a phenomenological model of TLDSes. Section 4.2
motivates and defines coupling octaves. Finally, Section 4.3 gives the formal statement
of the TLDS characterization problem as well as the two simpler problems that the
algorithms of Chapters 5 and 6 are designed to solve.

§4.1

Deriving the Swap Spectrum

The purpose of this section is to derive and explain the swap spectrum, which is
a model of the interaction between a probe and its environment. The model involves
a two-level probe whose energy spacing is controllable, and an environment that can
contain any number N of distinct oscillators that couple to the probe. Each oscillator is
labelled by a natural number k (k = 1, . . . , N) and is specified by a resonance frequency
ωk and a coupling strength gk . Thus the model is specified by the vector
σ := [(ω1 , g1 ) , . . . , (ω N , g N )] .

(4.1)

The problem of TLDS characterization is therefore to find σ.
The swap spectrum is not defined exactly as this model. Instead, I define the swap
spectrum to be that which is measured by swap spectroscopy, as defined in Algorithm 2.1. There is some ambiguity about whether this swap spectrum should refer
to the time-domain or frequency-domain response of the probe to its environment; I
take the frequency-domain view because this matches the usual meaning of the term
‘spectrum’. Thus the swap spectrum is defined to be the Laplace transform of the
time-dependent amplitude of observing the probe in its excited state.
This section proceeds as follows. Section 4.1.1 explains the exchange Hamiltonian,
which is a phenomenological model for the process by which a qubit exchanges energy
with environmental TLDSes. Section 4.1.2 gives the derivation of the swap spectrum
proper. Finally, Section 4.1.3 discusses numerical simplifications based on the promise
that oscillators are ‘well-separated’.
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§4.1.1

The Exchange Hamiltonian

As with most noise models in quantum information, the physical system in question
is described using a tensor product of two Hilbert spaces, one for the system to be studied
and one for the environment. The evolution of the system is governed by the Schrödinger
equation acting upon this joint Hilbert space. Throughout this thesis, the Schrödinger
equation is represented using Heisenberg matrix formalism, which is to say that the
dynamics are specified by the matrix differential equation
ih̄

d
|ψi = H |ψi ,
dt

(4.2)

where |ψi represents the physical state (using Dirac ket notation) and H is a Hermitean
matrix called the Hamiltonian acting upon the joint system-environment Hilbert space.
The system is treated as a two-level atom, which is to say that it can be found in
one of two distinct energy eigenstates. As superconducting qubits behave as dipoles,
these eigenstates represent the cases where the dipole is either aligned or anti-aligned
with the ambient field. The system Hilbert space is therefore Q ∼
= C2 together with an
identification of the energy eigenbasis with the eigenbasis of the Pauli Z matrix acting on
Q. The Pauli matrix acting on the system Hilbert space is called the system Hamiltonian
because it specifies the energy eigenbasis of the system considered in isolation from
its environment. In the swap spectrum model, the system is used as a probe for its
environment; I shall hereafter refer to it as the ‘probe’. The TLDS model assumes
the environment is composed of N other two-level atoms, so the Hilbert space of the
N
environment is Q ⊗ N ∼
= C2 together with a privileged basis, {|gi , |ei} for ‘ground’ and
‘excited’ states—the lower and upper energy eigenstates. The privileged bases for the
Hilbert spaces for the probe and environment, called HP and HE respectively, suggests
the following decomposition of the Hamiltonian of the total system:
(ν)

Hsys := HP + HE + Hint ,

(4.3)

(ν)

where HP acts trivially on the environment Hilbert space, HE acts trivially on the probe
Hilbert space, Hint describes the interaction between probe and environment, and h̄ν is
the energy gap of the probe. ν has units of frequency and is called the ‘probe frequency’.
In swap spectroscopy, ν is a control parameter that can be chosen at will.
The phenomenological model for swap spectroscopy is as follows. By convention,
the energy of the ground state of the system is set to be zero:
Hsys |gP , gE i = 0.
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(4.4)

The probe and environment Hamiltonians represent the evolution of each system if it
does not interact with the other:
(ν)

HP = h̄ν |eP iheP |

(4.5)

and, using |eosck i to refer to the first excited state of oscillator k,
HE =

N

∑ h̄ωk |eosck iheosck | .

(4.6)

k =1

Note that these projectors are implicitly acting trivially on the remainder of the total
Hilbert space; that is, |eP iheP | stands for |eP iheP | ⊗ IE . The interaction Hamiltonian
describes the exchange of energy between the qubit and environmental oscillators, and
is given by
Hint =

N

∑

k =1



h̄gk |gP , eosck iheP , gosck | + |eP , gosck ihgP , eosck | .

(4.7)

Notice that Hsys conserves the number of excitations in the system. If |gi has an
excitation number of 0 and |ei has an excitation number of 1, define the total excitation
number of any eigenstate of HP + HE , which must be a tensor product of lower and
upper energy eigenstates, to be the sum of the excitation numbers of the component
states. For example, the excitation number of the state |gP eosc i in a system with one
oscillator equals the excitation number of |eP gosc i, which is 1. In general, one can write
the excitation number operator
E := |eP iheP | +

N

∑ |eosck iheosck |

(4.8)

k =1

and observe that E commutes with Hsys .
Swap spectroscopy is designed to ensure that the initial excitation number of the
system is equal to 1. Therefore, the state space of the system can be reduced to the ‘singleexcitation’ subspace, which is to say the eigenspace of the operator E corresponding to
eigenvalue one. By restricting to the single-excitation subspace, the system-environment
Hilbert space can be reduced to one whose basis states represent the location of the
excitation. The excitation starts in the probe, a situation represented by |0i, and could
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transfer to oscillator k, represented by |k i. Thus the initial state for swap spectroscopy
can be represented as
 
1
0
 
 
|ψ(0)i = |0i = 0 ,
(4.9)
 .. 
.
0
and the ‘exchange’ Hamiltonian reads

1 (ν)
H
h̄ exchange

ν g1 g2
 g1 ω 1 0


: =  g2 0 ω 2
 ..
..
..
 .
.
.
gN 0
0


· · · gN
··· 0 

··· 0 
,
.. 
...
. 
· · · ωN

(4.10)

where ν is highlighted because it is a control parameter rather than a model parameter.
§4.1.2

Expression for the Swap Spectrum

Put simply, the swap spectrum∗ of a qubit with frequency ν is defined to be the
Laplace transform of the time-dependent amplitude of observing the probe in its initial
state. In other words, the swap spectrum is defined to be

L [hψ(0)|ψ(t)i] (s),

(4.11)

where L is the Laplace transform operator and s is the Laplace-domain conjugate of the
time variable t. This definition is suggested by the possibility of solving the Schrödinger
equation by computing the Laplace transform. Let
 (ν) 
F0 (s)
 (ν) 
 F1 (s)
 (ν) 

|ψ(s)i := 
(4.12)
 F2 (s)
 .. 
 . 
(ν)

FN (s)
∗ The

name references the intuition that an excitation is being ‘swapped’ between the probe and the
environmental oscillator.
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be the Laplace transform of |ψ(t)i. Then the Laplace transform of the Schrödinger
equation is


i (ν)
s + Hexchange |ψ(s)i = |ψ(0)i .
(4.13)
h̄
The swap spectrum is therefore defined as
(ν)

L [hψ(0)|ψ(t)i] (s) = hψ(0)|ψ(s)i = F0 (s).

(4.14)

(ν)

To compute F0 (s), I perform Gaussian elimination. Notice that the row reduction
s + iν
ig1
ig2
 ig1 s + iω1
0

 ig2
0
s + iω2

 ..
..
..
 .
.
.
ig N
0
0




s + iν

···
ig N
 g12
 s+iω1
···
0 
 g2

 2
···
0 
 →  s+iω
 . 2

..
..
 ..

.
.

· · · s + iω N
g2N


ig1

ig2

−ig1

0

···

ig N




0 

0
−ig2 · · ·
0 

..
..
.. 
..
.
.
.
. 

0
0
· · · −ig N
s+iω N
(4.15)
leaves the right-hand side of Eq. (4.13) unchanged. By adding all the rows and defining
(ν)

FP (s) :=

N
gk2
1
(ν)
, FE (s) := ∑
,
s + iν
s + iωk
k =1

I calculate
(ν)
F0 (s)

···

(4.16)

(ν)

=

FP (s)
(ν)

(ν)

1 + FP (s) FE (s)

.

(4.17)

(ν)

F0 (s) is the Laplace transform of the time-dependent amplitude of observing the probe
in its excited state; i.e. the swap spectrum. From a signal processing perspective, the
terms FP (s) and FE (s) can be interpreted as transfer functions associated respectively
to the probe and to the environment. In the language of feedback control, FP (s) can be
interpreted as the transfer function of a combined controller-plant system, whereas FE (s)
can be interpreted as the transfer function of a feedback loop. Notice that the transfer
function of the system approaches FP (s) in the limit of zero coupling (i.e. gk → 0) to the
environment.
Though I shall say little about decoherence in this thesis that is not introduced directly
by TLDSes, it is a relatively simple matter to model decoherence due to thermalization.
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If, for example, the probe is not coupled to any TLDSes but is in contact with a zerotemperature bath, the probability of observing the probe in its excited state should decay
towards zero exponentially in time. By including a complex probe frequency, ν →
ν − iΓdec , the amplitude of observing the excited state of the probe is exp(−iνt − Γdec t),
meaning that the click probability is exp(−2Γdec t). Thermalization affecting TLDSes can
be modelled similarly.
(ν)

In the absence of decoherence, the poles of F0 (s) are simple and purely imaginary.
To see this, consider
λ

(ν)

( x ) :=

(ν)
−iF0 (−ix )

=

1−

1
x −ν

1
x −ν

∑k

gk2
x − ωk

N
c`
∏kN=1 ( x − ωk )
= N
= ∑
,
x − r`
∏`=0 ( x − r` )
`=0

(4.18)

where r` and c` represent the poles and residues of the real rational function λ(ν) ( x ). Let
N

zeroes( x ) :=

∏ ( x − ωk )

(4.19)

k =1

and
zeroes( x )
poles( x ) :=
= ( x − ν) zeroes( x ) −
λ(ν) ( x )

gk2
∑ x − ωk
k =1
N

!
zeroes( x )

(4.20)

respectively represent the numerator and denominator of λ(ν) ( x ). Then
lim sgn(poles( x )) = +1,

(4.21)

x →+∞

sgn (poles (ω` )) = sgn − g`2 ∏ (ω` − ωk )
and

!

= (−1) N −`+1

(4.22)

k6=`

lim sgn(poles( x )) = (−1) N +1 .

x →−∞

(4.23)

Thus, poles( x ) changes sign N + 1 times; by the intermediate value theorem, all N + 1
roots of poles( x ) are real. Therefore, the poles of
(ν)

F0 (s) = iλ(ν) (is) =
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N

c

∑ s +`ir`

`=0

(4.24)

are purely imaginary.
The expression for the amplitude of |ψ(0)i as a function of time,
(ν)

f 0 (t) := hψ(0)|ψ(t)i =

N

∑ ck exp(−irk t),

(4.25)

k =0

allows direct computation of the probability of detecting the probe in its ground state;
(ν)

2

pclick (ν, t) := 1 − f 0 (t) .

(4.26)

I call this probability the ‘click probability’ because I refer to the event that the probe is
detected in its ground state as a ‘click’. If the probe is found in its excited state (i.e. its
initial state), no click is recorded.
§4.1.3

Oscillator Separation

A crucial property of swap spectra is that the dynamics of the probe when far-detuned
from resonance with any oscillators is indistinguishable from the dynamics of the probe if
no oscillators are present. Furthermore, two oscillators that are ‘well-separated’ (defined
below) appear isolated to the probe: the dynamics of the probe when near-resonance
with one oscillator (hence far-detuned from the other) is indistinguishable from the probe
dynamics if the second oscillator were simply not present. This phenomenon is crucial
to the applicability of the ‘coupling octave’, defined in Section 4.2.
I focus first on single-oscillator swap spectra, which are specified by parameter vectors
of the form σ = [(ω, g)]. In this case, the real transfer function of Eq. (4.18) reads
λ(ν) ( x ) =

x−ω
c+
c−
=
+
,
2
x − r+
x − r−
( x − ν)( x − ω ) − g

(4.27)

where
r± =

ν+ω 1
±
2
2

q

(ν − ω )2 + 4g2 , c± =

1
2

1± p

ν−ω

(ν − ω )2 + 4g2

!
.

(4.28)

By Eqs. (4.25) and (4.26),
4g2
pclick (ν, t) =
sin2
2
2
(ν − ω ) + 4g
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 q

t
(ν − ω )2 + 4g2 .
2

(4.29)

By defining the dimensionless detuning parameter
δ :=
Eq. (4.29) reads

ν−ω
,
2g

 √

sin2 gt 1 + δ2

(4.30)

1
;
(4.31)
1 + δ2
the inequality on the right-hand side implies that pclick (ν, t) → 0 as δ → ∞. So the
oscillator represented by (ω, g) becomes invisible to swap spectroscopy experiments if
the qubit is highly detuned from resonance (i.e. |ν − ω |  g). This is exactly what is
expected: the dynamics of a probe that is far-detuned from resonance with an oscillator
does not exchange energy with the oscillator.
pclick (ν, t) =

1 + δ2

<

I define two oscillators, (ω1 , g1 ) and (ω2 , g2 ), to be ‘well-separated’ if
max( g12 , g22 )
| ω1 − ω2 |

(4.32)

is small. What this means is that the true two-oscillator swap spectrum, σtrue =
[(ω1 , g1 ), (ω2 , g2 )], is well-approximated by a one-oscillator swap spectrum for all (ν, t):
by σ1 = [(ω1 , g1 )] if ν ≈ ω1 and by σ2 = [(ω2 , g2 )] if ν ≈ ω2 . To establish this fact, I first
give an exact formula for the click probability for a one-oscillator swap spectrum. I then
explain how to derive an exact formula for the two-oscillator case, though the resulting
expression is too complicated to write explicity. I also give a method for approximating
two-oscillator dynamics when oscillators are not well-separated.
Consider the two-oscillator swap spectrum as specified by Eq. (4.18): if the swap
spectrum is σ = [(ω1 , g1 ), (ω2 , g2 )],
λ(ν) ( x ) =

( x − ω1 )( x − ω2 )
.
( x − ν)( x − ω1 )( x − ω2 ) − g12 ( x − ω2 ) − g22 ( x − ω1 )

(4.33)

The roots of the denominator can be found via the cubic formula, and the resulting
click probabilities can thereby be computed. However, the resulting expressions are too
complex to be helpful intuitively. What makes things easier is to create plots similar to
Figure 4.1. When this is done, as in Figure 4.2, a method of approximating two-oscillator
swap spectra becomes apparent.
Suppose, without loss of generality, that ω2 > ω1 and g2 < g1 . The characteristic
‘avoided crossing’ pattern shown by the poles of the single oscillator swap spectrum is
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Figure 4.1: Numerics for a single-oscillator swap spectrum, specified by σ = [(ω0 , g0 )].
The plot on the left shows the click probability as a function of the probe frequency ν
and the wait time t, and shows the characteristic ‘chevron’ pattern. Note that the click
probability becomes negligibly small if the probe is far-detuned from resonance or if
t  1/g. The poles and residues of the swap spectrum are displayed on the top right
and bottom right, respectively, and are distinguished by colour: red for the positive pole
and corresponding residue; blue for the negative. The dashed lines of the top right figure
denote asymptotes, where the ordinate values are ω0 and ν. Note that only one pole is
visible if the probe is far-detuned from resonance.
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Figure 4.2: Numerics for a two-oscillator swap spectrum, specified by σ =
[(ω0 , g0 ), (ω0 + 3g0 , g0 /3)]. The plot on the left shows the click probability as a function
of the probe frequency ν and the wait time t, and shows two ‘chevron’ patterns, each
one corresponding to an oscillator. The poles and residues of the swap spectrum are
displayed on the top right and bottom right, respectively, and are distinguished by
colour: red for the largest pole and corresponding residue, green for the middle, and blue
for the smallest. The dashed lines of the top right figure denote asymptotes, where the
ordinate values are ω0 and ν, and the dotted lines denote the asymptotes approximated
as indicated in the main text. The dashed curves of the bottom right figure denote the
unperturbed residues that would be observed if only the first oscillator is present, and
the dotted curves are the approximate residues of the second oscillator. The colours of
the bottom right figure indicate which residue corresponds to which pole in the top right
figure.
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exhibited twice: by each of the horizonal asymptotes ν = ω1 and ν = ω2 . Whereas the
diagonal asymptote of the poles corresponding to the more strongly coupled oscillator
(ω1 , g1 ) is not obviously perturbed if ω2 − ω1 is sufficiently large, the second oscillator
has its diagonal asymptote shifted because the diagonal asymptote is equal to the positive
pole of the first oscillator. The probe resonates with the second oscillator not if ν = ω2 ,
but
q
g12
ν + ω1 1
2
2
+
(4.34)
(ν − ω1 ) + 4g1 = ω2 ⇒ ν = ω2 −
2
2
ω2 − ω1
corresponds to resonance, at least approximately, with the second oscillator. Furthermore,
the non-unit slope of the positive pole of the first oscillator (which turns out to be equal
to c+ ) ‘dresses’ the probe frequency and makes the resonance pattern of the second
oscillator seem stronger.
Whereas the dashed lines of Figure 4.2 correspond to the pole asymptotes (top right)
and residues (bottom right) shown in Figure 4.1, the dotted lines correspond to the
asymptotes of the second oscillator (top right) and an approximation of the residues of
the second oscillator (bottom right). The residue approximation is simply to calculate the
single-oscillator residues of the second oscillator, as defined in Eq. (4.28), and multiply
them to the residue corresponding to the positive pole of the first oscillator, again as
defined in Eq. (4.28).
Based on this analysis, I define ‘well-separated’ oscillators to be those with the
property that
max( g12 , g22 )
 min( g1 , g2 ).
(4.35)
| ω1 − ω2 |
The reason I compare the correction term of Eq. (4.34) to the smaller coupling strength is
that the width of the ‘chevron’ pattern associated to oscillators in click probability plots
is comparable to the coupling strength of the oscillator. Therefore, a shift induced by
another oscillator is noticeable if it is greater than or comparable to the coupling strength.
The smaller the correction term, the better the relevant approximations. If oscillators
are well-separated by this definition, the click probability can be approximated by the
product of single-oscillator click probabilities and therefore the swap spectrum can be
approximated by the convolution of single-oscillator swap spectra.

§4.2

Coupling Octaves

The purpose of this section is to introduce the concept of a coupling octave. Coupling
octaves are regions of R × P, where R is the set of real numbers and P is the set of positive
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real numbers, specified by a frequency ωoct and coupling strength goct . Specifically,
Octave(ωoct , goct ) is the set of pairs (ω, g) such that
ωoct − goct ≤ ω ≤ ωoct + goct and

goct
≤ g ≤ goct .
2

(4.36)

The reason for such a definition is to capture the idea that oscillators whose parameters
are ‘far away’ from one another have independent dynamics. From the point of view of
the probe system, some oscillators are invisible.
The need for a definition like that of a coupling octave arises from the observation
that pclick (ν, t) ≈ 0 for many values of (ω, g). Under these circumstances, the output of
S WAP S PECTROSCOPY (ν, t) is almost indistinguishable from that which would have been
produced had no oscillator been present at all. This is important because this data is
almost entirely uninformative if an oscillator is known to be present but has parameters
that ensure the click probability is near zero.
This issue of near-zero click probabilities can be anticipated if order-of-magnitude
estimates are available for oscillator parameters. For example, Eq. (4.31) implies that
pclick ≈ 0 if log

ν−ω
2g

 1. Furthermore, the small angle approximation applied to the
same equation implies that pclick ≈ 0 if gt  1 (equivalently, log(t)  − log( g)) even if
ν is comparable to ω. Thus, estimates of log( g) and log(ω ) can prove invaluable. Such
estimates can also be used to ensure that oscillators are well-separated.
I focus on estimates of the logarithm of these parameters because errors on the order
of a few percent are acceptable for ensuring that the click probability is reasonably large
even though they correspond to rather large errors in the estimates of the parameters
themselves. The central insight is that the techniques needed for establishing order-ofmagnitude estimates for oscillator parameters are quite different from establishing highly
accurate estimates of the same. Whereas highly accurate estimates can be obtained using
the techniques described in Section 2.3, these techniques are guaranteed to function
properly only if order-of-magnitude estimates of the relevant parameters have been
established. Establishing order-of-magnitude estimates is more like a search problem
than a parameter estimation problem.
An important feature of Octave(ωoct , goct ) is that its width, the size of its projection
onto the ω subspace, is equal to 2goct ; that is, the width is independent of ωoct but
proportional to goct . This feature is important because it reflects the intuitively apparent
fact that weakly coupled oscillators are harder to ‘find’. To make this clearer, suppose
that one is asked to choose a coupling octave that contains an oscillator with a known
coupling strength g but an unknown frequency ω that is promised to fall within the
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interval (ωmin , ωmax ), which is defined so that g < 21 (ωmax − ωmin )† . To accomplish this
task, access to an oracle O is provided: O(ωoct , goct ) = 1 if (ω, g) ∈ Octave(ωoct , goct );
O(ωoct , goct ) = 0 otherwise.
The task of finding the oscillator can be accomplished as follows. First, choose goct so
that g ∈ ( goct /2, goct ). This can be accomplished by setting
groot =

1
(ωmax − ωmin )
2

so that goct = groot /2n , where



groot
n := log2
= blog2 ( groot ) − log2 ( g)c .
g

(4.37)

(4.38)

The integer n is called the level of g with respect to the interval (ωmin , ωmax ). The oracle
is queried with 2n octave frequencies, each of which correspond to a ‘shift’ specified by
an n-bit string. The shift value is defined in Algorithm 4.1. Setting sb = S HIFT (b) for
each n-bit string b, define
gb := groot /2n ; ωb = ωmin + 2sb gb .

(4.39)

Then perform O (ωb , gb ) for each choice of n-bit string b. The oracle will return 1 for at
least one choice of b‡ .
Notice the query complexity of the above algorithm. In the worst case, between

g0
2g

−1
and − 1 queries are needed to find an octave containing the oscillator, and half of that
is required in the average case; the query complexity is Θ(1/g). Compare this to the
query complexity of unstructured search: for an unordered list of length k containing
exactly one marked item, Θ(k ) queries are needed to find that marked item in both the
average and worst cases. As the number of octaves that can fit in a given frequency
range is inversely proportional to g, the oracle-based algorithm for finding an octave
containing (ω, g) for a known g is optimal.
g0
g

Now suppose that g is not known but is instead promised to be larger than some
minimum value gmin ; g is also promised to be smaller than groot as before. Set
ωroot :=

1
(ωmax − ωmin ) ,
2

(4.40)

restriction circumvents a trivial case. If g ≥ 12 (ωmax − ωmin ), one could choose goct = g and ωoct
uniformly at random from the interval (ωmin , ωmax ).
‡ The oracle could return 1 twice if ω = ω for any n-bit string b—except for b = [0, . . . , 0] or [1, . . . , 1],
b
for which ωb = ωmin or ωmax respectively.
† This
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Algorithm 4.1 The shift value of an octave key.
Input: Bit string, b = [b0 , . . . , bn−1 ].
Output: Shift value, s.
function S HIFT(b)
if n = 0 then
s ← 1/2
else
−1 k
s ← 1/2 + ∑nk=
0 2 bk
end if
return s
end function

. b could be empty; i.e. n = 0.

which corresponds to ω∅ . Define the ‘root’ octave to be Octave (ωroot , groot ) and the
‘b-child’ octave (b 6= ∅) to be Octave (ωb , gb ). The oscillator can be found by querying
the root octave and each child; i.e., execute O (ωb , gb ) for each bit string b of length less
than or equal to
nmax := blog2 ( groot ) − log2 ( gmin )c .
(4.41)

There are a total of 2nmax +1 − 1 bit strings to query, meaning that the query complexity
of finding an oscillator in a fixed interval with coupling strength greater than some
minimum value gmin is Θ(1/gmin ).
The coupling octaves defined in this section play a central role in the solution to
the detection problem (Problem 2) and the statement of the estimation problem (Problem 3). This is because a specification of a coupling octave constitutes a dyadic-order-ofmagnitude estimate of an oscillator’s parameters. The coupling octaves capture concerns
about the visibility of an oscillator with respect a probe with parameters (ν, t). Furthermore, the octave query model gives a strong indication of the optimal data cost for the
problem of finding an oscillator.

§4.3

Formal Problem Statements

The discussion of the preceding sections in this chapter enables a formal statement of
the central problem of this thesis. That problem is what I call the TLDS characterization
problem, which can be roughly stated as the problem of finding and identifying any TLDSes that are coupled to a superconducting qubit. This formal problem statement assumes
that the underlying physics is perfectly described by the swap spectrum model. Thus
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the TLDS characterization problem is to identify the swap spectrum model parameters
correctly.
This section proceeds as follows. Section 4.3.1 states the general TLDS characterization
problem; a problem that serves as a context for the two simpler problems of TLDS
detection (Section 4.3.2) and estimation (Section 4.3.3). Though the TLDS detection and
estimation problems combined do not reproduce the TLDS characterization problem,
their solutions can be combined to form a powerful technique for finding and describing
TLDSes.
§4.3.1

The General Characterization Problem

The general TLDS characterization problem is, simply put, to correctly identify the
swap spectrum parameters σ. Yet the notion of ‘correctness’ is ambiguous: the swap
spectrum model is susceptible to overfitting with weakly coupled oscillators and fardetuned oscillators. To account for such difficulties, the formal statement of the general
TLDS characterization problem includes a restriction on the input parameters (ν, t) for
swap spectroscopy.
Problem 1 (TLDS Characterization). Suppose that the results of any swap spectroscopy
experiment are perfectly modelled by a swap spectrum with parameter vector σtrue . If
ε > 0 is a target error tolerance and the swap spectroscopy control parameters (ν, t)
are confined to the intervals (νmin , νmax ) and (0, tmax ) for ν and t respectively, choose a
parameter vector σest such that
sup
ν∈(νmin ,νmax )
t∈(0,tmax )

est
ptrue
click ( ν, t ) − pclick ( ν, t ) < ε,

(4.42)

est
where ptrue
click and pclick represent the click probabilities of the swap spectra specified
respectively by the parameter vector σtrue and σest .

So posed, the TLDS characterization problem is not to find the ‘true’ model parameters
σtrue but rather model parameters σest that yield an approximation to the true dynamics.
The TLDS characterization problem can of course be solved if a great deal of data
is collected via swap spectroscopy. However, a high cost of data collection prevents
investigation of rapid changes to the qubit-environment interaction. The goal of this
thesis is not simply to solve the TLDS characterization problem but to do so in a dataefficient manner. That data-efficiency enables investigation of transient TLDSes.
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The difficulty of the TLDS characterization problem depends on the number of oscillators present, how strongly or weakly the TLDSes are coupled to the qubit, and the extent
to which the TLDSes are spectrally crowded. Solving the TLDS characterization problem
if TLDSes are not well-separated is especially challenging, and there is no solution in this
thesis beyond applying a naı̈ve data collection algorithm and fitting a multi-oscillator
model accordingly. Instead, this thesis presents data-efficient algorithms for solving
a reduced version of the general TLDS characterization problem. The reduction is to
assume that there is no more than one visible TLDS, though the separation argument
of Section 4.1.3 implies that solutions to this problem can be used on a swap spectrum
with many well-separated oscillators by simply subdividing the range of possible probe
frequencies into smaller disjoint intervals.
The TLDS characterization problem for a single TLDS is reduced further. As explained
in Section 4.2, the problem of ‘finding’ a TLDS is a separate problem from that of
producing highly accurate estimates of its parameters. These are the TLDS detection
and estimation problems and are presented as Problems 2 and 3, respectively. These two
reduced problems are the real subject of the thesis and are solved in Chapters 5 and 6.
§4.3.2

The Detection Problem

The aim of this thesis is not to solve the TLDS characterization problem in its full
generality. Rather, the aim is to solve a restricted version: the swap spectrum is promised
to contain no more than one oscillator. Difficulties arise even under these limited circumstances; the most important of which is to distinguish between swap spectra that
contain no oscillators and swap spectra with a weakly coupled oscillator. This is the
TLDS detection problem.
Put more formally, the TLDS detection problem is a hypothesis testing problem.
Instead of being concerned with the parameters of an oscillator, if present, the problem is
to correctly decide whether an oscillator is present at all. In the language of hypothesis
testing, a distinction is drawn between the hypothesis of zero oscillators (the ‘null’
hypothesis) and the hypothesis of one oscillator (the ‘alternate’ hypothesis). Solving the
detection problem requires data from swap spectroscopy carried out over a wide range
of probe parameters (ν, t) due to the visibility considerations described in Section ??.
Problem 2 (TLDS Detection). Suppose that the swap spectroscopy control parameters
(ν, t) are confined to the intervals (νmin , νmax ) and (0, tmax ) for ν and t, respectively. The
true model is promised to be either σtrue = ∅ (i.e. no oscillators are present), which is
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the null hypothesis, or σtrue = [(ωtrue , gtrue )], where
νmin < ωtrue < νmax

(4.43)

and

π
1
.
(νmax − νmin ) < gtrue <
2
2tmax
The problem is to correctly accept or reject the null hypothesis.

(4.44)

Problem 2 places restrictions on the allowable parameters of any oscillators to account
for visibility. Oscillators with parameters far away from this specified region are invisible
to swap spectroscopy experiments carried out with the probe parameters (ν, t). So posed,
this problem can be solved by using the oracular algorithm of Section 4.2, though of
course there is no reason to believe that such an oracle can be constructed using swap
spectroscopy with any kind of data-efficency. The oracular algorithm closely informs the
data-efficient solution to this problem that is presented in Chapter 5.
§4.3.3

The Estimation Problem

Once the existence of a TLDS with parameters (ω, g) has been established, the remainder of the TLDS characterization problem is to produce an accurate estimate of
those parameters. This is the TLDS (parameter) estimation problem. It can be solved
using an online experimental design algorithm, such as that described by Granade et al.
(2012). However, these techniques are effective only when the oscillator parameters are
reasonably well established.
Online experimental design algorithms function by choosing the most informative
possible experiments. But if the oscillator parameters are highly uncertain, all swap
spectroscopy experiments are rather uninformative. If S WAP S PECTROSCOPY (ν, t) returns
no click, it could be that log(t)  − log( g), that |ν − ω |  g, or simply that (ν, t) falls
in one of the many valleys of pclick .
The TLDS estimation problem therefore presumes that the oscillator parameters are
promised to fall within a particular coupling octave. This restriction ensures that the
online experimental design algorithm described in Chapter 6 and published in Stenberg
et al. (2014) functions correctly. Without this restriction, the issue of ‘outliers’ arises. This
is discussed in detail in Chapter 6.
Problem 3 (TLDS Parameter Estimation). Suppose that the results of any swap spectroscopy experiment are perfectly modelled by a swap spectrum with parameter vector
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σtrue = [(ωtrue , gtrue )]. If (ωtrue , gtrue ) ∈ Octave(ω0 , g0 ) for some reference oscillator
parameters (ω0 , g0 ) and ε > 0 is a target error tolerance, choose a parameter vector
σest = [(ωest , gest )] such that

(ωest − ωtrue )2 + ( gest − gtrue )2 < ε.

(4.45)

There are two crucial distinctions to consider between Problem 3 and Problems 2
and 1. The first distinction is that Problem 3 contains no restriction on the choice of
experiment parameters (ν, t). This is because, as Ferrie et al. (2013) argue, wait times t
should be roughly the inverse of the standard deviation of the coupling strength estimate. Restricting the maximum value of t also restricts the data-efficiency of producing
an accurate estimate of the oscillator parameters. This point is explained further in
Chapter 6.
The second distinction between the estimation problem and Problem 1 is the loss
function (there is no explicit loss function for the detection problem). Whereas the
motivation for using the supremum metric as a loss function in Problem 1 is based
on the need to predict the outcome of experiments that have not been performed, the
use of the (squared) Euclidean metric as a loss function for Problem 3 is based on
computational needs. This change is not problematic because the supremum metric
on the click probabilities can be made arbitrarily small by ensuring that the Euclidean
distance between the estimated and true oscillator parameters is small enough.
The solutions to the detection and estimation problems, presented in Chapters 5
and 6, can be combined to produce extremly accurate estimates of unknown oscillator
parameters with remarkably little data. The purpose of this section has been to explain
what these algorithms are designed to do as opposed to what they are capable of doing.
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CHAPTER

FIVE
DETECTING DEFECTS

You can observe a lot by watching.
Y OGI B ERRA

C

TLDSes requires a combination of techniques, each of which is
designed to achieve a more limited objective. This thesis is focussed on the more
limited challenge of characterizing just one TLDS, though the techniques are
applicable for characterizing many well-separated TLDSes. In Section 4.3, the problem
of characterizing a TLDS is further reduced to two easier problems: detection and
estimation. This chapter describes a solution to the detection problem, and Chapter 6
describes a solution to the estimation problem. This chapter is entirely my own work,
although Frank Wilhelm has provided helpful guidance and input at all stages.
HARACTERIZING

In this chapter, TLDSes are detected in a manner analogous to the simplistic oracular
approach described in Section 4.2. In that approach, access to an oracle O is presumed.
This oracle is capable of determining with certainty whether the true oscillator parameters
(ω, g) are contained in Octave(ωoct , goct ): O(ωoct , goct ) = 1 if (ω, g) ∈ Octave(ωoct , goct );
O(ωoct , goct ) = 0 otherwise. It is possible to certify with O(1/g) oracle queries that no
oscillator with coupling strength greater than g is present within a given frequency range.
This is optimal.
The main insight in this chapter is that a particular data collection heuristic, called the
octave sampling heuristic, produces data that enables the design of a decision procedure
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that behaves like the oracle O . The decision procedure is not as reliable as O , but
the similarities are great enough that the resulting detection algorithm in this chapter
requires O(1/g) samples to produce a result similar to that which is produced by the
oracle O . The octave heuristic is motivated in part by an observation of Cole et al. (2005),
wherein it was noted (in Figure 3(a)) that frequency information can be reconstructed
from a time-dependent pdf even when only one bit is collected from each element of a
chosen grid of times. We showed that this insight holds for our model in Figure 1(b) of
Stenberg et al. (2014).
The purpose of this chapter is to present an algorithm for detecting oscillators in the
swap spectrum model. The algorithm is the composition of two algorithms, Algorithm 5.2
and Algorithm 5.3. Algorithm 5.2 gathers data according to the octave sampling heuristic
applied to several coupling octaves, and Algorithm 5.3 compares the resulting data from
each octave to a threshold condition to decide whether an oscillator is present.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 describes the octave sampling
heuristic and its similarity with the oracle O , described in Section 4.2. Section 5.2
presents the main algorithm as the composition of Algorithm 5.2 with Algorithm 5.3.
Section 5.3 analyzes the performance of the detection program using both theoretical
and numerical arguments. Finally, Section 5.4 discusses the potential for implementing
this work in experiment to detect the influence of TLDSes and the statistics of their
appearance and disappearance.

§5.1

The Octave Sampling Heuristic

The purpose of this section is to explain the octave sampling heuristic, presented
as Algorithm 5.1 and to derive an expression for the ‘octave heuristic click probability’,
which is needed to analyze the performance of the detection program. The heuristic
chooses experiment parameters (ν, t) in order to determine whether an oscillator is
present based on the assumption that the oscillator, if present, has parameters in a
particular octave. The result of S WAP S PECTROSCOPY (ν, t) is a click with a probability
that is determined ultimately by the input to the octave heuristic and is called the ‘octave
heuristic click probability’.
The difference between the octave heuristic click probability in the presence or absence
of an oscillator becomes negligible if the oscillator parameters are far away from the
selected octave, so the value of Algorithm 5.1 is in its ability to choose experiments for
which the octave heuristic click probability is markedly different depending on whether
an oscillator is present with parameters in or near the selected octave.
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The heuristic presumes that the oscillator parameters are chosen uniformly at random
from within the coupling octave. In effect, the heuristic makes such a random selection
and then acts accordingly. Suppose for the sake of argument that the goal is not to detect
an oscillator whose parameters might belong to some parameter range. Instead, suppose
that the goal is to determine whether there is (a) no oscillator, or (b) a single oscillator
whose parameters are exactly (ω, g). In this case, the click probability for experiment
parameters (ν, t) reads
 q

4g2
2 1
pclick (ν, t) =
sin
t (ν − ω )2 + 4g2
(5.1)
2
(ν − ω )2 + 4g2
if hypothesis (b) is true. Otherwise, pclick (ν, t) ≡ 0. The central observation of the
π
octave heuristic is that, if hypothesis (b) is true, pclick (ω, 2g
) = 1. Therefore, setting the
π
experiment parameters so that ν = ω and t = 2g ensures that a single bit of data suffices
to distinguish between hypotheses (a) and (b).
Now suppose that hypothesis (b) is replaced with the promise that the oscillator
parameters (ω, g) are drawn uniformly at random from Octave(ωoct , goct ). The choice
π
of measurement ought to remain the same: ν = ω and t = 2g
. To account for the
lack of knowledge of (ω, g), one could simply choose the pair uniformly at random
from the same octave. Thus ν would be drawn uniformly at random from the interval
(ωoct − goct , ωoct + goct ) and 1/t drawn uniformly at random from ( goct /π, 2goct /π ); t
is distributed according to the inverse uniform distribution, whose pdf is proportional to
1/t2 .
Algorithm 5.1 The octave sampling heuristic.
Input: octave frequency, ωoct
Input: octave coupling strength, goct
Output: experiment parameters, (ν, t)
function O CTAVE H EURISTIC(ωoct , goct )
Draw ν from unif(ωoct − goct , ωoct + goct ).
Draw t from unif−1 ( goct /π, 2goct /π ).
return (ν, t)
end function

. The uniform distribution.
. 2gπoct ≤ t ≤ gπoct .

O CTAVE H EURISTIC (ωoct , goct ) returns experimental parameters (ν, t) that can serve
as input for S WAP S PECTROSCOPY: S WAP S PECTROSCOPY (ν, t) returns 1 (i.e. a click) with
probability pclick (ν, t). In other words, S WAP S PECTROSCOPY ◦ O CTAVE H EURISTIC (the
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composition of the two functions) returns a click with a probability depending on
(ωoct , goct ) as well as the true oscillator parameters (ω, g) if an oscillator is present. This
is the octave heuristic click probability,
π
pohc (ω, g; ωoct , goct ) := 2
2goct

π
goct

Z ωoct + goct Z

π
2goct

ωoct − goct

pclick (ν, t)
dtdν.
t2

(5.2)

To make the expression for pohc more manageable, the integral can be simplified to

 q
Z
Z π
πg2 ωoct + goct goct
t
2
2
2
sinc
(ν − ω ) + 4g dtdν,
(5.3)
2
π
2
2goct
ωoct − goct
2goct
which can be further simplified by making the following substitutions:
τ := gt; γ :=

g
goct

; δ :=

ν−ω
ωoct − ω
; δoct :=
.
2g
2goct

(5.4)

Thus the octave heuristic click probability is
pohc (ω, g; ωoct , goct ) = πγ

2

Z

δoct + 12
γ
δoct − 12
γ

Z πγ
1
2 πγ

 p

sinc2 τ 1 + δ2 dτdδ

(5.5)

if the true oscillator parameters are (ω, g).
Although there does not seem to be an analytic formula for pohc (ω, g; ωoct , goct ), the
octave heuristic click probability can be bounded by observing that
Z

δoct + 12
γ
δoct − 12
γ

Z πγ
1
2 πγ

1
Z δoct + 2 Z πγ
 p

γ
sinc2 τ 1 + δ2 dτdδ < δoct − 1 1
γ

2

2 πγ

dτdδ
.
τ 2 (1 + δ2 )

(5.6)

The right hand side of this inequality is easily calculated:
Z πγ
dτ
1
2 πγ

1
=
;
2
πγ
τ

Z

δoct + 21
γ
δoct − 21
γ

dδ
= arctan
1 + δ2

δoct +
γ

1
2

!

− arctan

δoct −
γ

1
2

!
(5.7)

Therefore,
pohc (ω, g; ωoct , goct ) < γ arctan

δoct +
γ
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1
2

!

− arctan

δoct −
γ

1
2

!!
.

(5.8)

Based on the above bound, the octave click probability proves negligible in two
important limits: |δoct | → ∞ and γ → 0. These limits are important because they
represent the possibility that oscillators are present but cannot be detected by sampling
from a fixed octave. The limit |δoct | → ∞ represents the case that the oscillator’s frequency
ω is far from ωoct , and γ → 0 represents the case that the oscillator’s coupling strength g
is negligible compared to goct . If |δoct | > 21 , we can use the identity


α−β
(5.9)
arctan(α) − arctan( β) = arctan
1 + αβ
to compute
pohc (ω, g; ωoct , goct ) < γ arctan

γ
2 −
γ2 + δoct

!
1
4

.

(5.10)

Clearly, pohc (ω, g; ωoct , goct ) → 0 as |δoct | → ∞. The limit γ → 0 can easily be computed
by using the identity
!
!
δoct − 21
δoct + 12
arctan
− arctan
< arctan(+∞) − arctan(−∞) = π, (5.11)
γ
γ
which holds because arctan is a monotonically increasing function. Thus
pohc (ω, g; ωoct , goct ) < πγ;

(5.12)

therefore, pohc (ω, g; ωoct , goct ) → 0 as γ → 0. These limits for the octave heuristic click
probability demonstrate that some oscillators are simply invisible if only experiments
from that one octave are considered. In order to find such oscillators, samples must be
gathered from other octaves.
The importance of these expressions for pohc is that they define the ‘visibility’ of
an oscillator from the point of view of samples gathered from the octave heuristic
applied to a given octave. Many clicks will be recorded if the oscillator is ‘close’ to
the input octave and few clicks will be recorded otherwise, so the number of observed
clicks can be compared to some threshold value; a below-threshold number of clicks
constitutes evidence that any oscillator parameters are far from the specified octave.
Thus, the composition of S WAP S PECTROSCOPY with O CTAVE H EURISTIC produces data
that can be used to make an accurate decision about whether an oscillator is present with
parameters comparable to the given octave.
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§5.2

The Detection Algorithm

The detection algorithm is a composition of two other algorithms: an algorithm that
collects data and an algorithm that makes a decision, based on that data, about whether
an oscillator is present. The data collection algorithm, Algorithm 5.2, gathers a prescribed
amount of data via the octave sampling heuristic applied to a root octave and many of its
children, to use the terminology of Section 4.2. The decision algorithm simply evaluates
this data to determine whether any of the sampled octaves have returned a number of
clicks greater than a specified threshold value; if not, the null hypothesis is accepted.
Algorithm 5.2 prescribes a method for collecting data from each of many coupling
octaves and storing that data in a structured fashion. The resulting data structure,
represented as D ATA, is an associative array whose keys are binary strings and whose
values are data sets of length nmmts , which is an input to the algorithm. The keys have a
maximum length λmax (also an input), which ensures that no experiments with t > tmax
are performed. Indeed, an octave key b with length λ specifies an octave that could
choose t to be as large as
νmax − νmin
2λ +1 ×
.
(5.13)
π
To ensure t < tmax , set


πtmax
− 1.
(5.14)
λmax < log2
νmax − νmin
The output of D ATA C OLLECTOR, the data structure D ATA, is most easily understood
through Figure 5.1. In this figure, the click probabilities of several octaves are displayed
in two different views. The image on the left represents the control-space view, which is
to say that it displays Octave(ωoct , goct ) as a rectangle specified by the parameter ranges
ωoct − goct < ν < ωoct + goct ,

π
π
<t<
.
2goct
goct

(5.15)

The longer the octave key, the taller and thinner the rectangle and the higher the rectangle
on the t-axis. The background image is the true swap spectrum; notice that the darkest
rectangles correspond to the bluest backgrounds. The image on the right displays the
parameter-space view, which is to say that Octave(ωoct , goct ) corresponds to the rectangle
specified by the parameter ranges
ωoct − goct < ω < ωoct + goct ,
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goct
< g < goct .
2

(5.16)

Algorithm 5.2 The data collection procedure.
Input: minimum value of ν, νmin
Input: maximum value of ν, νmax
Input: depth, λmax
Input: measurement shots per octave, nmmts
Output: structured data, D ATA
function D ATA C OLLECTOR(νmin , νmax , λmax , nmmts )
g0 ← 12 (νmax − νmin )
for λ ← 0, . . . , λmax do
goct ← g0 /2λ
for b ∈ B IT S TRINGS (λ) do
. b ranges over all bit strings of length λ
s ← S HIFT (b)
. Algorithm 4.1.
ωoct ← νmin + 2sgoct
for i ← 1 . . . nmmts do
(νi , ti ) ← O CTAVE H EURISTIC (ωoct , goct )
. Algorithm 5.1.
di ← S WAP S PECTROSCOPY (νi , ti )
. Algorithm 2.1.
end for
D ATA (b) ← [(ν1 , t1 , d1 ), . . . , (νnmmts , tnmmts , dnmmts )]
end for
end for
return D ATA
end function
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Figure 5.1: An illustration of the data collection algorithm. The figure on the left demonstrates a simulated data set (32 bits per octave) gathered from a single-oscillator swap
√1
spectrum; ωtrue = ω0 + 13
4 g0 and gtrue = 32 g0 . The ‘+’ markers indicate the values of
(ν, t) and the colour indicates the outcome: white for a click, black otherwise. The gray
lines outline the support of various octaves used in the data collection algorithm. The
plot is superposed on the true click probability. On the right, the octaves are displayed
as a function of the oscillator parameter ranges about which they report. The colour of
each box is the average number of clicks after 1000 trials, and the white star represents
(ωtrue , gtrue ).
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The insight underlying the decision procedure, Algorithm 5.3, is made apparent by
Figure 5.1 as well as the analysis of pohc in Section 5.1. Clearly, the octave heuristic
click probability is small if the oscillator is ‘far away’ from the specified octave; that is,
the oscillator is far-detuned from the octave or weakly coupled compared to the octave
coupling strength. Under ideal conditions (no decoherence and no measurement error),
even a single click indicates that an oscillator is present. But of course this is not true if
any experimental imperfections hold, and it does not determine which octave is likely
to contain the oscillator. A more robust approach is to compare the number of clicks
in a given octave to some threshold click probability. Algorithm 5.3 therefore counts
the number of clicks observed for each octave key in the output of Algorithm 5.2 and
compares it to some input threshold click probability κ. Algorithm 5.3 returns a decision
to accept the null hypothesis if and only if the number of clicks in every octave failed to
surpass threshold.
Algorithm 5.3 The decision procedure.
Input: Data structure, D ATA.
Input: Threshold click probability, κ.
Output: Decision to A CCEPT or R EJECT the null hypothesis.
function D ECISION(D ATA, κ)
for b ∈ K EYS ( D ATA ) do
. b represents a bit string.
nmmts ← L ENGTH ( D ATA (b))
[(ν1 , t1 , d1 ), . . . , (νnmmts , tnmmts , dnmmts )] ← D ATA (b)
nclicks ← ∑k dk
if nclicks ≥ κnmmts then
return R EJECT
end if
end for
return A CCEPT
end function
The TLDS detection algorithm is D ECISION ◦ D ATA C OLLECTOR, the composition
of Algorithm 5.3 with Algorithm 5.2. The input to the combined algorithm is a range
of frequencies (νmin , νmax ) and a maximum depth λmax of children of the root octave
specified by the range (νmin , νmax ). The output is a decision about whether to accept or
reject the null hypothesis, which is that there are no oscillators with parameters (ω, g)
such that ω ∈ (νmin , νmax ) and g ≥ (νmax − νmin )/2λmax +1 (where it is promised that
g < (νmax − νmin )/2 even if there is an oscillator present). The performance of this
algorithm is analyzed in the next section.
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§5.3

Performance Analysis

The aim of this section is assess the performance of the detection algorithm. This
section begins with a discussion of the trade-off between the data cost and the failure
probability of the algorithm. Input values are suggested based on an analysis of this
trade-off, summarized by Figure 5.2. Finally, the statistics of several exemplary tests of
the algorithm are presented in Table 5.1.
As the purpose of the algorithm is to accept or reject the null hypothesis that no oscillators are present, the performance assessment should be based partly on the probability
that the algorithm fails to make the correct decision. Of course the performance of the
algorithm depends on several inputs; namely the number of measurements per octave,
nmmts , the maximum depth of octaves to be sampled, λmax , and the threshold click probability, κ. Whereas nmmts and λmax specify the data cost of the detection algorithm, the
choice of κ dictates the probability with which the algorithm makes the wrong decision.
The choice of κ should find a balance between the two competing goals of minimizing
Type I and Type II error probabilities. In the language of statistical hypothesis testing,
Type I and Type II error probabilities refer to the probability that the null hypothesis,
if true, is rejected (Type I) and that the null hypothesis, if false, is accepted (Type II).
These two goals compete because increasing the value of κ decreases the Type I error
probability but increases the Type II error probability.
To balance between these priorities, I choose κ = 3/16. The justification for this choice
is summarized in Figure 5.2. The first observation is extracted from the plot on the left
of Figure 5.2, which demonstrates that pohc (ω, g; ω0 , g0 ) & 0.4 if (ω, g) ∈ Octave(ω0 , g0 ).
Supposing that the oscillator (if present) is found Octave(ω0 , g0 ), the Type II error probability can be approximately bounded above by presuming that pohc (ω, g; ω0 , g0 ) = 0.4.
Using this assumption, the probability of observing an above-threshold number of clicks
can be calculated by computing the cumulative distribution function of the Binomial
distribution with success probability 0.4 and number of trials equal to nmmts at the value
κnmmts ; that is, the Type II error probability is bounded above by
bκnmmts c 

∑

`=0

nmmts
`



`
pohc
(1 − pohc )nmmts −`

(5.17)

for pohc = 0.4. The top right plot of Figure 5.2 plots this value as a function of κ for
nmmts = 16, 32, and 64. The value κ = 3/16 ensures that the Type II error probability
is less than 5% for nmmts = 16, less than 1% for nmmts = 32, and less than .01% for
nmmts = 64.
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Figure 5.2: A summary of the data costs in the detection algorithm. The plot on the
left depicts pohc (ω, g; ω0 , g0 ); ω is the abscissa and g the ordinate. The contours depict
level sets of pohc of the indicated values. The transparent blue rectangle depicts the
range of parameters corresponding to Octave(ω0 , g0 ). The red contour highlights the
level set pohc (ω, g; ω0 , g0 ) = 0.4, which is selected for further analysis in the plot on
the top right. The plot on the top right analyzes different choices of the threshold click
probability κ input to Algorithm 5.3 based on the presumption that pohc (ω, g; ω0 , g0 ) =
0.4, selected because the plot on the left indicates that 0.4 is an approximate lower bound
to pohc (ω, g; ω0 , g0 ) if (ω, g) ∈ Octave(ω0 , g0 ). The abscissa value represents a choice
of κ, and the ordinate value indicates the probability that the number of clicks will
fail to surpass κnmmts if nmmts = 16 (red), nmmts = 32 (green), and nmmts = 64 (blue).
The plot on the bottom right indicates the number of octaves that must be sampled by
Algorithm 5.2 to ensure that an oscillator with the indicated inverse coupling strength
is in an octave that has been sampled. The horizontal axis is the ratio groot /g, where
groot := 21 (ωmax − ωmin ) is the coupling strength covered by the ‘root’ octave of the data
collection algorithm. The vertical axis is the number of octaves specified by Eq. (5.18).
The solid lines indicate the number of octaves noct that contain oscillators of coupling
strength at least g, and the dashed lines represent the linear bounds 1/g − 1 and 2/g − 1.
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The data cost of the detection algorithm can be bounded as follows. The number
of bits of data produced by D ATA C OLLECTOR is nbits = nmmts × noct , where noct =
2λmax +1 − 1 is the number of octaves from which data was collected. Using the assumption
that pohc = 0.4 if the oscillator is within the specified coupling octave and pohc = 0
otherwise, a decision to reject the null hypothesis based on nbits bits of data is a decision
to accept the proposition that an oscillator is present with g ≥ gmin := g0 /2λmax +1 and
ω ∈ (νmin , νmax ). Therefore, the decision to accept the null hypothesis is a decision to
accept the proposition that there is no oscillator with these parameters. This decision
is made at a cost of nbits bits of data. Notice that the number of octaves depends only
on λmax and that this number determines the minimal coupling strength of detectible
oscillators: the number of octaves needed to detect an oscillator within a frequency range
is inversely proportional to the coupling strength of g. As in Section 4.2,
noct = 2dlog2 ( g0 )−log2 ( g)e − 1.

(5.18)

Thus, nbits ∈ Θ(nmmts /g) are needed to detect an oscillator with coupling strength g in
some specified frequency range.
Theoretical analysis not withstanding, the performance of the detection algorithm
is easily seen through simulation. Table 5.1 depicts the results of such simulations
for nine representative choices of oscillator parameters, distributed evenly around a
specific octave. Performance like this can be expected as long as the maximum wait time
remains well below the characteristic decoherence time and as long as the probability of
measurement error is well below κ.
Ideally, the Type I error probability is zero: if there is no oscillator and no decoherence,
the click probability is always zero. More realistically, a non-zero decoherence rate should
be assumed; in this case, the octave heuristic click probability is
π
pohc (Γ; ωoct , goct ) := 2
2goct

Z ωoct + goct Z
ωoct − goct

π
goct
π
2goct

exp(−Γt)
dtdν,
t2

(5.19)

where Γ is a decoherence rate affecting the qubit. By setting ∆ := πΓ/goct , this reduces to
pohc (Γ; ωoct , goct ) = 1 − (1 − exp(−∆/2))2 − ∆(Ei(−∆) − Ei(−∆/2))
It turns out that

pohc (Γ; ωoct , goct ) ≈ exp(−µ∆),

(5.20)
(5.21)

for µ = 0.67286, a value chosen by linear regression. This expression is of course
negligibly small if ∆  1. Therefore, even the observation of a single click if ∆  1 is
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(ωtrue − ω0 ) /g0
gtrue /g0
root
0
00
000
001
01
010
011
1
10
100
101
11
110
111

0
1/16
0.0
0.33
0.0
0.0
0.02
43.55
0.2
99.94
0.23
42.71
99.93
0.12
0.0
0.0
0.0

0
3/32
0.08
8.55
0.01
0.01
0.46
96.35
3.32
100.0
7.93
96.03
99.99
3.46
0.03
0.45
0.01

0
1/8
1.57
43.71
0.15
0.1
4.3
99.92
20.47
99.69
43.15
99.95
99.68
20.65
0.2
4.13
0.06

1/8
1/8
1/8
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/16 3/32
1/8 1/16 3/32
1/8
0.01 0.09
1.4
0.0 0.11
1.4
0.05 3.86 24.27 0.05
1.1 11.09
0.0
0.0 0.01
0.0
0.0 0.01
0.0
0.0 0.05
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0 0.04 0.52
0.0
0.0 0.12
10.98 64.08 92.46 0.51 10.48 34.83
0.01 1.41 11.47 0.01 0.48 4.12
34.01 59.5 58.57 0.18 3.68 20.91
0.47 15.17 59.31 0.99 21.08 71.21
72.13 99.89 100.0 79.06 100.0 100.0
100.0 100.0 100.0 99.96 100.0 99.57
34.68 59.41 57.36 99.95 100.0 99.76
0.01 0.34 2.55 0.64 10.7 34.08
0.02 1.22 12.13 0.15 3.66 20.15
0.0 0.05 0.56
0.0
0.4 4.76

Table 5.1: The null hypothesis rejection probabilities of the detection algorithm for each
octave of collected data and for each of several true oscillator parameters. The root
octave is Octave(ω0 , g0 ), and the children octaves are labelled accordingly. The nine true
oscillator parameters are evenly distributed around the ‘100’ octave, which corresponds
to Octave(ω0 + g0 /8, g0 /8). The entries of the table represent the percentage of 10000
trials that return a decision to reject the null hypothesis. The null hypothesis is rejected if
any one octave is rejected. The null hypothesis was rejected during each of the 10000
runs, and no run has ever accepted the null hypothesis—a strong indication that the
Type II error probability is well below 10−5 .
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ample evidence to distinguish between the null hypothesis that no oscillators are present
and the alternate hypothesis that at least one oscillator is present. If nmmts samples are
to be taken from this octave and the resulting number of clicks is to be compared with
a threshold click probability κ, the approximate chance of (falsely) rejecting the null
hypothesis based on the data collected from one octave is
1−

bκnmmts c 

∑

`=0


nmmts
exp(−`µ∆) (1 − exp(−µ∆))nmmts −` .
`

(5.22)

The overall probability of falsely rejecting the null hypothesis given all the data produced
from Algorithm 5.2 is of course much smaller than this, so the Type I error probability
remains negligible provided ∆ is large for each octave.

§5.4

Outlook

The detection algorithm of this chapter is composed of a carefully designed data
collection algorithm and an extremely simple decision algorithm. I have separated the
detection algorithm into two pieces because I believe the data collection algorithm is
more powerful than this thesis indicates. There are several reasons why I believe this.
Perhaps the most important trait of the data collection algorithm from a practical point
of view is that it does not require interactive access with an experiment, unlike the main
algorithm of Chapter 6. Latency (Section 6.4) is therefore not an issue. In principle, the
‘offline’ nature of the algorithm should impose a cost to data efficiency, but the argument
of Sections 4.2 and 5.3 gives a strong indication that the data cost of the algorithm scales
optimally as a function of the inverse coupling strength of detectable oscillators. So the
data collection algorithm is more practical than the estimation algorithm of Chapter 6
and yet this practicality comes at no appreciable performance cost. This is not to say
that one algorithm is better than the other—they accomplish different tasks—but that
the prospects for immediate experimental execution of the data collection algorithm are
better than for Algorithm 6.1.
Practicalities notwithstanding, the data collection algorithm is powerful from a theoretical point of view because the resulting data can be used as an input not only to
Algorithm 5.3 but to other inference algorithms. In principle, the data could be used
to evaluate a posterior distribution using particle representation methods. However,
I suggest a much simpler approach for producing an estimate of unknown oscillator
parameters in Algorithm 5.4.
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Algorithm 5.4 Procedure to establish state of knowledge.
Input: data structure, D ATA
Input: minimum value of ν, νmin
Input: maximum value of ν, νmax
Input: number of particles, nptcls
Output: particle locations, { xk }
for b ∈ K EYS ( D ATA ) do
[(ν1 , t1 , d1 ), . . . , (νntrials , tntrials , dntrials )] ← D ATA (b)
nclicks ← ∑k dk
wb ← nclicks /ntrials
end for
wtot ← ∑b wb
for k ← 1 . . . nptcls do
draw b with probability wb /wtot
λ ← L ENGTH (b)
s ← S HIFT (b)
goct ← 2−λ−1 (νmax − νmin )
ωoct ← νmin + 2sgoct
draw xk uniformly at random from Octave(ωoct , goct )
end for
return { xk }
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. b represents a bit string.

Algorithm 5.4 produces a particle representation that is a crude estimate of likely
oscillator parameters. The algorithm uses the fact that the octave heuristic click probability for Octave(ωoct , goct ) is high if and only if the oscillator parameters (ω, g) satisfy
|ω − ωoct | . 2goct and g/goct . 2. This is apparent in Figure 5.1. The idea of Algorithm 5.4 is therefore to treat the right hand side of Figure 5.1 as a distribution of likely
oscillator parameters. Of course one could attempt to directly evaluate the likelihood
function of the data collected by Algorithm 5.2, but this likelihood function will almost
certainly have a tall and narrow peak when compared to the wide range of parameters
initially being considered. Particle representations run a substantial risk of failing on
such distributions because the effective sample size of the representation is expected to
be small. Algorithm 5.4 sacrifices accuracy for reliability.
The output of Algorithm 5.4 can be used as the input to the online estimation algorithm I introduced with my colleagues in Stenberg et al. (2014). Figure 5.3 depicts a
crude test. For randomly chosen oscillators from octaves at level four, the data from a
depth-7, 32-bit-per-octave call of D ATA C OLLECTOR is used as input for Algorithm 5.4
and the resulting particle representation is used as input to Algorithm 6.1, the algorithm
of Stenberg et al. (2014). The result is analogous to Figure 6.3.
There is also a clear possibility of using data from D ATA C OLLECTOR to detect many
oscillators. Provided that oscillators are well-separated (defined in Section 4.1.3) and that
no oscillators occupy octaves of a high depth, the self-similarity of the data collection
algorithm can be exploited to detect multiple oscillators. This is most easily explained by
example. First, collect data for λmax = 10:
D ATA ← D ATA C OLLECTOR (νmin , νmax , 10, nmmts ) .

(5.23)

Then define D ATAupper as follows:
D ATA (b) L ENGTH (b) < 5,
(5.24)
∅
otherwise.

D ATAupper , κ returns A CCEPT, proceed as follows. For each

D ATAupper (b) ←
Supposing that D ECISION
length-five bit string b5 ,



D ATA b5 (b<5 ) ← D ATA (b5 ⊕ b<5 ) ,

(5.25)

where b<5 is any bit string of length less than 5 and bα ⊕ b β represents string concatenation rather than bit-wise sum. Then the decision algorithm applied to each one of
D ATA b5 can return a separate decision about whether an oscillator is present in each of
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Figure 5.3: A performance test of Algorithm 5.4, which can be used to combine the
detection algorithm with the estimation algorithm presented in Chapter 6. The figure on
the left gives an example output (nptcls = 500) of Algorithm 5.4 for which the input is the
output of Algorithm 5.2 with nmmts = 32, λmax = 7, νmin = ω0 − g0 , and νmax = ω0 + g0
(so the root octave is Octave(ω0 , g0 )). Each black cross represents a particle location and
the red star indicates the true oscillator parameters, which was randomly chosen from
depth-4 octaves. The figure on the right is a decile plot of the kind shown on the bottom
left of Figure 6.2. Here Algorithm 6.1 is composed with Algorithm 5.4 and Algorithm 5.2,
respectively, where nmmts , λmax , νmin , and νmax are unchanged from the values used to
produce the plot on the left but nptcls is set to 10000. The horizontal axis represents the
number of experiments performed and the veritical axis represents the loss defined in
Problem 3. The figure summarizes the data from 5000 trials for which the true oscillator
parameters are drawn randomly from depth-4 octaves. The solid line depicts the median
of the estimates (i.e. the fifth decile), the dashed curve is the ninth decile, and the dotted
is the first decile. That is, 90% of the 5000 trials fall below the dashed curve, 50% below
the solid curve, and 10% below the dotted curve.
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the thirty-two distinct parameter ranges specified by a length-five bit string. Provided
that oscillators are well-separated enough, this method should work to detect multiple
weakly coupled oscillators.
The main point is that D ATA C OLLECTOR ‘plugs in’ to a wide variety of useful algorithms for assessing the swap spectrum. Although the main argument of this chapter is that the composition of D ATA C OLLECTOR with D ECISION solves the detection
problem of Section 4.3.2, this is far from the only use case for D ATA C OLLECTOR. As
D ATA C OLLECTOR is an offline data collection algorithm, the prospects for implementing
it in experiment are quite good. Future work should therefore aim at implementing it
and designing algorithms to answer questions about the influence of TLDSes in SICs.
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CHAPTER

SIX
ESTIMATING DEFECT PARAMETERS

It appears to be a quite general principle that, whenever there is a randomized way of
doing something, then there is a nonrandomized way that delivers better performance but
requires more thought.
E DWIN J AYNES

T

problem of characterizing TLDSes, if posed as a parameter estimation problem,
is amenable to modern online statistical inference techniques of the kind described
by Granade et al. (2012). To apply these techniques, two things are needed:
reasonably informative prior knowledge about the parameters to be estimated, and a
method for choosing experiments based on current knowledge. I have co-authored a
paper, published as Stenberg et al. (2014), that explains how to apply the techniques of
Granade et al. (2012) to the problem of estimating the parameters of a single TLDS. In
this chapter, I describe the result.
HE

My contribution was to recognize the applicability of Granade et al. (2012) to the
problem of characterizing TLDSes in superconducting qubits. I explained that the model
constitutes a generalization of a toy problem considered by Ferrie et al. (2013) and is
therefore amenable to impressive data-efficiency if experiments are selected according
to a generalization of the heuristic proposed by Ferrie et al. (2013). In the ideal case,
our algorithm appears to provide estimates of the oscillator parameters that improve
exponentially in the number of bits of data that have been collected; machine precision is
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typically achieved with 100-200 bits of experimental data. By contrast, standard swap
spectroscopy collects 300-900 bits of data to produce one pixel in an image such as
Figure 2.2; an image which contains 5054 pixels.
The main result of this chapter is Algorithm 6.1. The objective accomplished by
the algorithm is to quickly improve a crude initial estimate of the TLDS parameters
through online sampling. By “online” sampling, I mean that the algorithm uses S WAP S PECTROSCOPY (Algorithm 2.1) in a for-loop that includes an update to the particle
representation expressing the current knowledge about TLDS parameters. Thus the
algorithm requires the ability to choose which experiment to run as it processes data
from previous experiments.
This chapter also contains some unpublished work that explains an issue that my coauthors and I discussed in Stenberg et al. (2014). We referred to this issue as the problem
of “outliers”, which are instances of the estimation problem where our algorithm fails
to perform satisfactorily. In this chapter, I show that the issue seems to occur when
oscillators are weakly coupled.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.1, I describe the heuristic that forms
the core of Algorithm 6.1, which is the main result and is presented in Section 6.2. I
analyze the performance of Algorithm 6.1 and resolve the problem of outliers in Section 6.3. I conclude the chapter in Section 6.4 by discussing the possible implementation
of Algorithm 6.1 in experiment.

§6.1

The Estimation Heuristic

The purpose of this section is to explain the reasoning behind the experimental design
heuristic that is the core of Algorithm 6.1. I explain that our heuristic is a combination
of four heuristics that are distinguished by each of two distinctions between objectives.
One distinction is between the objective of improving estimates based on the assumption
that the prior distribution is approximately normal and the objective of ensuring that the
prior distribution is approximately normal, and the other distinction is between choosing
ν and choosing t.
Our heuristic is greedy, which is to say that each measurement choice is intended to
minimize the posterior distribution obtained by incorporating the result of only that
measurement. By contrast, a non-greedy strategy might sacrifice short-term gains in
order to achieve longer-term gains. We choose ν and t separately and greedily: we choose
ν ≈ ωest because the oscillator is most visibile if ν ≈ ωtrue , and we choose t ≈ 1/σg
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Figure 6.1: Illustration of the intuition underlying the frequency estimation heuristic of
Ferrie et al. (2013). A reference sinusoid (solid black curve) is compared to four other
sinusoids of approximately, but not exactly, equal frequencies. The blue dashed/dotted
curves represent sinusoids with 2.5%/5% higher frequency, and the red dashed/dotted
curve represent sinusoids with 2.5%/5% lower frequency.
(where σg is the standard deviation of the prior distribution of g) based on an argument
of Ferrie et al. (2013).
Ferrie et al. (2013) consider the problem of inferring an unknown frequency using the
kind of data that is gathered in swap spectroscopy. The problem considered by Ferrie
et al. (2013) is a special case of Problem 3, with the additional restriction that ωtrue is
known and ν = ωtrue is fixed. The heuristic recommended by Ferrie et al. (2013) is to
choose t = 1/σg , which approximately∗ minimizes the expected variance of the posterior
distribution if the prior distribution is normal.
The intuition underlying the heuristic of Ferrie et al. (2013) is illustrated in Figure 6.1,
in which I have plotted several sinusoids of approximately equal frequencies. Small
differences in sinusoid frequencies ensure that measurements at small abscissa values
do not effectively distinguish between the sinusoids. However, measurements at large
abscissa values are not effective at reducing the posterior variance: such measurements
cause the posterior distribution to become multimodal, which is a problem because the
resulting posterior variance is not significantly smaller than the prior variance.
Our heuristics for choosing t are thus a variant of the Ferrie et al. (2013) strategy.
There are two heuristics, rather than one, because we need to ensure the normality
of the prior distribution over g. Our numerical tests, as well as those of Ferrie et al.
(2013), indicate that as few as fifteen measurements, chosen uniformly at random, suffice
to ensure normality of the distribution. Thus we employ a different heuristic for the
first fifteen measurements that chooses t more randomly than does our main heuristic.
∗ Ferrie

et al. (2013) show that t = 1/σg minimizes a loss envelope, not the loss. The loss function itself
oscillates at a frequency roughly equal to t. The value of t that minimizes the loss function (rather than the
envelope) is approximately, but not exactly, 1/σg .
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When
attempting
to ensure normality, we choose t uniformly at random on the interval


0, 2gπest . Otherwise, we choose t to be
π+z
.
2gest

(6.1)

where z is a normally distributed random variable. The absolute value is taken in the
unlikely event that the resulting choice of t is negative.
Our heuristic for choosing ν is simpler. When attempting to ensure normality, we
choose ν uniformly at random from the interval (ωest − gest /2, ωest + gest /2). Otherwise,
we choose ν uniformly at random from the interval (ωest − 3σg , ωest + 3σg ). The intuition
here is clear: early choices of ν are made uniformly from an interval suggested by
the current estimate, and late choices of ν are within a three-sigma distance from the
estimated oscillator frequency.
This heuristic is the main component of Algorithm 6.1, which is described more
fully in the following section. The performance of the algorithm is comparable to the
performance of the adaptive estimation results of Ferrie et al. (2013), of which this work
should be seen as a generalization.

§6.2

The Estimation Algorithm

The purpose of this section is to explain Algorithm 6.1, which delivers highly accurate
estimates of swap spectrum oscillator parameters using a near-minimum of experimental
data. The algorithm works by maintaining a state of knowledge that is continually
updated as new experimental information becomes available. The current state of
knowledge is always used to determine the swap spectroscopy parameters (ν, t), so
the algorithm requires ‘interactive’ access to the experiment. Although such interactive
access gives the algorithm its power, modifying existing experimental setups to grant
such interative access remains an outstanding challenge for SIC-based quantum computer
prototypes.†
The main computational cost of Algorithm 6.1 comes from maintaining and updating
the state of knowledge about probable oscillator parameters, which is done with a
particle representation. The computational cost increases linearly with the number of
particles, but more particles mean better approximations to the posterior distribution.
† This

information may soon be out of date given the rapidity of technological advances.
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Algorithm 6.1 The online inference procedure.
Input: Particle representation, { xk }nk=1 .
Input: Number of measurement shots, M.
Output: Estimate, (ωest , gest ).
a ← 1.57, b ← .518, c ← 3.00, M0 ← 15
for ` ← 1, . . . , M do


Draw r1 uniformly at random from the interval − 12 , 12 .

. x k = ( ω k , gk )

Draw r2 uniformly at random from the interval (0, 1).
Draw z from the standard normal distribution.
(µω , µ g ) ← M EAN ({ xk })
. Algorithm 2.2.
Σ ← C OV ({ xk })
. Algorithm 2.3.
2
2
(σω , σg ) ← D IAG (Σ)
. The diagonal elements of Σ.
if ` ≤ M0 then
. Attempt to ensure normality.
ν ← µ ω + r1 µ g
t ← ar2 /σg
else
. Attempt to improve the estimates rapidly.
ν ← µω + cr1 σg
t ← | a + bz| /σg
end if
b ← S WAP S PECTROSCOPY (ν, t)
. Algorithm 2.1
if b = 1 then
L ← pclick (ν, t)
. The click probability, hence L, is a function of (ω, g).
else
L ← 1 − pclick (ν, t)
end if
{wk } ← W EIGHTS (L, { xk })
. Algorithm 2.4.
{ xk } ← R ESAMPLE ({ xk }, {wk })
. Algorithm 2.5.
end for
. Algorithm 2.2.
(ωest , gest ) ← M EAN ({ xk })
return (ωest , gest )
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My numerical investigations have indicated that 5000 particles suffice for this algorithm,
though most numerical results in this chapter are performed with 10000 particles and the
simulations in Stenberg et al. (2014) were performed with 50000 particles and a slightly
different resampler.‡
The maintenance of the particle representation is needed to execute the heuristic
described in Section 6.1. In Algorithm 6.1, we introduce several tunable constants (a,
b, c, and M0 ) that can be optimized to possibly yield better performance; our values
are choices that seem to work but are not produced via a comprehensive optimization
strategy. In particular, the constants a and c are chosen to reflect our intuition about
the problem: a ≈ π/2 by analogy with the discussion of the octave sampling heuristic
described in Section 5.1, and c = 3.00 reflects the intuition that the choice of ν should not
be too far from ωest but significant randomness should nonetheless be included to ensure
normality of the posterior pdf. The cross-over point M0 is also chosen based on the
report of Ferrie et al. (2013) that fifteen random samples suffice to ensure approximate
normality of the pdf. The constant b = 0.518 is, by contrast, somewhat optimized.
The power of Algorithm 6.1 can be demonstrated through simulation, presented in
the following section. That performance analysis goes beyond that which was presented
in Stenberg et al. (2014) because a careful statement of the TLDS estimation problem eliminates an issue we called the ‘outlier’ problem. I show that this problem occurs predictably
if the true coupling strength is much smaller than the estimated coupling strength—even
if such weakly coupled oscillators are consistent with the prior distribution.

§6.3

Performance Analysis

This section presents numerical simulation results for Algorithm 6.1. These results
are summarized in four figures:
1. Figure 6.2 shows a typical run of Algorithm 6.1 under ideal conditions (i.e. no
decoherence or measurement error),
2. Figure 6.3 shows performance statistics for Algorithm 6.1, again under ideal conditions,
3. Figure 6.4 shows performance statistics for Algorithm 6.1 under two simple models
for experimental imperfections (decoherence and measurement errors, respectively), and
‡ Resampling

for the coupling strength axis is performed log-normally instead of normally in our paper.
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4. Figure 6.5 resolves an issue my co-authors and I presented in Stenberg et al. (2014)
that we called the problem of ‘outliers’.
Figure 6.2 shows that the quality of the estimate produced by Algorithm 6.1 improves exponentially quickly in the number of measurements taken, albeit at a cost of
exponentially increasing values of the wait time t. This is unsurprising. As the most
informative choice of t is inversely proportional to the uncertainty σg of the coupling
strength g, an exponentially shrinking σg ensures that the most informative choice fo t
grows exponentially. Algorithm 6.1 can still be considered data-efficient if one counts
only the number of bits of experimental data and not the time-cost of each bit of data.
In other words, Figure 6.2 indicates data-efficiency if each choice of (ν, t) is considered
to have equal cost. This is clearly unrealistic for large values of t. However, the twin
practical considerations of decoherence (Figure 6.4) and latency (Section 6.4) imply that
the exponentially increasing values of t do not ipso facto affect the practical applicability
of Algorithm 6.1.
Figure 6.3 shows that the performance exhibited by Figure 6.2 really is typical. To
generate the data, Algorithm 6.1 is executed 5000 times on random instances of Problem 3,
again under ideal conditions. The exponential improvement of estimates as a function of
the number of bits of collected experimental data is apparent, at least for one hundred
bits of experimental data. The algorithm shows every indication of working even beyond
this artificial limit to the number of bits of experimental data; the cutoff simply ensures
that floating point errors do not affect the data. The loss of the estimates after 100
experiments, displayed as a histogram, appears at first to be log-normally distributed
but actually is not—the data resoundingly fails several (log-)normality tests, including
Anderson-Darling, Kolmogorov-Smirnov, and Pearson χ2 .
Visual inspection of the histogram reveals that the distribution is taller, thinner, and
has fatter tails than a normal distribution with the same mean and variance as the
(logarithm of the) loss data. This observation suggests consideration of the so-called
stable distributions, famously used by Mandelbrot (1963) to model price movements
in commodity markets. Such a distribution is specified by four parameters; namely,
an index of stability 0 < α ≤ 2, a skewness parameter −1 ≤ β ≤ 1 (distinct from the
third moment of the distribution, which does not exist), a scale parameter c > 0, and a
location parameter µ ∈ R. If α = 2, the distribution is simply the normal distribution
with mean µ and variance 2c2 regardless of β. If α = 1 and β = 0, the distribution is the
Cauchy distribution. I used Mathematica to find the stable distribution of best fit to the
logarithmic (base ten) loss data of Figure 6.3 and found the parameters
α = 1.83644, β = −0.209163, µ = −4.75072, c = 0.866038
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Figure 6.2: Typical performance of Algorithm 6.1. The figure on the left gives the loss of
the estimate as a function of the number of experiments; the square root of the ordinate
value represents the Euclidean distance between the estimate (ωest , gest ) and the true
value (ωtrue , gtrue ) = (ω0 + g0 /2, 3g0 /4); here ω0 := 0 and g0 := 1, and the particle
representation contains 105 particles. The figure on the right shows the recorded data.
The abscissa and ordinate values of the points represent the probe frequency ν and wait
time t, respectively, and the colour of the point represents the outcome: white for clicks,
black otherwise.
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pass the Anderson-Darling, Kolmogorov-Smirnov, and Pearson χ2 tests.
Figure 6.4 shows performance statistics for Algorithm 6.1 in the presence of two
simple models for sources of experimental error. The figure on the left depicts the effect
on performance of decoherence on the probe system (described briefly in Section 4.1.2)
and the figure on the right depicts the effect of symmetric bit-flip measurement errors on
the output of swap spectroscopy. Measurement errors do not seem to affect the overall
exponential improvement of the estimates and only lowers the base of the exponential.
Decoherence imposes a cutoff to the quality of estimates that can be obtained, because
large values of t become uninformative: decoherence reduces the contrast between
possible outcomes of experiments.
These results constitute strong evidence that our algorithm performs well in terms
of the data needed to solve Problem 3 and that this performance is likely replicable in
experiment. The algorithm delivers a highly accurate estimate of the oscillator parameters
with high confidence with what seems to be optimal data-cost scaling: the estimates
improve exponentially quickly if no decoherence is present, which reproduces the scaling
observed by Ferrie et al. (2013) for their simpler problem. Finite decoherence clearly
suppresses the data-cost scaling below exponential, but this is expected behaviour
because decoherence eventually limits the contrast between local maxima and minima of
the click probability.
But there is one possible area of concern: outliers. The issue is as follows. We showed
in Stenberg et al. (2014) that Algorithm 6.1 has a greater-than-expected tendency to get
‘stuck’ on bad estimates sometimes. We gave a simple method for resolving this issue by
‘reheating’ the particle filter, which is to say that the uncertainty of the estimate (i.e. the
covariance of the distribution) is reset to its initial value, although the mean is not. Over
many repetitions, this reheating process appears to ensure that the bad estimates become
‘unstuck’ eventually. But these outliers occurred when we simulated our algorithm under
a different prior than the one I have specified in Problem 3: in Stenberg et al. (2014), we
used a normal distribution as a prior instead of the uniform distribution used here.
By changing this prior, the outlier problem is no longer apparent: the histogram of
Figure 6.3 is well-shaped. But the outlier problem is made apparent in Figure 6.5. Here I
perform a simulation analogous to that used to produce Figure 6.3, but with a prior that
includes weak coupling (i.e. g ∈ (0, g0 ) rather than ( g0 /2, g0 )) and with specified true
oscillator parameters. The histogram shows a multimodality that indicates a persistently
high probability that an estimate refuses to converge quickly to its true value. Even
after running the algorithm for some time, there appears to be a constant lower limit to
the eventual loss of the estimate. I think these numerical results demonstrate that our
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Figure 6.3: The results of numerical testing of Algorithm 6.1. Here I have set ω0 := 0
and g0 := 1, and I use particle representations with 104 particles. The algorithm is run
5000 times; a unique ωtrue and gtrue randomly chosen according to the prior distribution
(i.e. the uniform distribution on the rectangle (ω0 − g0 , ω0 + g0 ) × ( g0 /2, g0 )) for each
run. The figure on the top left shows the loss of 25 of these trials as a function of the
number of experiments performed, and the figure on the bottom left summarizes all 5000
trials in terms of deciles. Each point of the solid black curve represents the median value
(i.e. the fifth decile) across the 5000 trials, the dashed curve is the ninth decile, and the
dotted is the first decile. That is, 90% of the 5000 trials fall below the dashed curve, 50%
below the solid curve, and 10% below the dotted curve. The loss after 100 experiments is
displayed in the histogram on the right.
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Figure 6.4: The results of numerical testing of Algorithm 6.1 in the presence of non-zero
decoherence (left) and symmetric bit-flip errors (right). The solid line in both plots is
the median curve from Figure 6.3, and the dashed curves give the median curve of
5000 trials in the presence of decoherence (left) and bit-flip errors (right). On the left, I
have simulated decoherence rates of g0 /1600 (dashed), g0 /400 (dash-dotted), g0 /100
(dash-double-dotted), and g0 /25 (dotted). On the right, I have simulated symmetric
bit-flip error probabilities of 0.05 (dashed), 0.1 (dash-dotted), 0.15 (dash-double-dotted),
and 0.2 (dotted). Each particle representation contains 104 particles.
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algorithm performs well so long as the ratio of the true coupling strength to its initial
estimate is not too small. The detection algorithm of Chapter 5 is able to handle this
failure mode of the algorithm from Stenberg et al. (2014).
I have thus given an analysis of the performance of Algorithm 6.1 that demonstrates
its promise for producing highly accurate estimates of the frequency and coupling
strength of a TLDS in experiment. Though we discussed the issue of outliers in the
published paper, here I have shown that these outliers are present due to an imperfect
statement of the problem of TLDS parameter estimation; the issue is corrected if the prior
distribution of oscillator parameters has support inside a given coupling octave. In the
next subsection, I discuss the challenges for implementing this algorithm in experiment.

§6.4

Outlook

Algorithm 6.1 chooses parameters for swap spectroscopy, a standard experimental
technique. However, the algorithm requires the data from each requested execution of
swap spectroscopy before it specifies the next experimental parameters. Algorithm 6.1 is
assuming that two crucial costs are equal to zero: the latency, which is the time taken to
execute S WAP S PECTROSCOPY, and the switching time, which is the time taken to change
swap spectroscopy input parameters.
Private conversations with researchers in the research group of John Martinis some
years ago indicated that the latency is between one hundred microseconds, which is the
time needed to execute phase-qubit-based dispersive readout, and thirty milliseconds,
which is the time needed to transfer information from the FPGA controller and the
laboratory computer through a LAN cable. These numbers are not official and are subject
to change as technology improves; the numbers should only be seen as indications
of reasonable values. But the fact remains that the time taken to select experiment
parameters (less than a microsecond with well-designed code and not too many particles)
could be much smaller than the time taken to obtain the experimental data.
That changing swap spectroscopy input parameters carries a time-cost is apparent
if one recognizes that the parameters (ν, t) specify a control pulse that needs to be
computed and communicated to an arbitrary waveform generator. This cost can be
ameliorated by performing the same experiment many times. Private conversations with
the Martinis group indicate that about thirty identical experiments can be performed in
the time it takes to switch from input parameters (ν, t) to (ν0 , t0 ), though this figure is
again some years old and should not be taken as official.
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Figure 6.5: The results of numerical testing of Algorithm 6.1 when the oscillator is
weakly coupled. Here the prior distribution is the uniform distribution over the rectangle
(ω0 − g0 , ω0 + g0 ) × (0, g0 ) and the true parameters are ωtrue := ω0 + 9g0 /10 and gtrue :=
g0 /100; ω0 := 0 and g0 := 1. Again, I use particle representations containing 104 particles.
The algorithm is run 5000 times and the data is plotted analogously to Figure 6.3. The
figure on the top left shows the loss of 25 trials as a function of the number of experiments
performed, and the figure on the bottom left summarizes all 5000 trials in terms of deciles.
Each point of the solid black curve represents the median value (i.e. the fifth decile)
across the 5000 trials, the dashed curve is the ninth decile, and the dotted is the first
decile. That is, 90% of the 5000 trials fall below the dashed curve, 50% below the solid
curve, and 10% below the dotted curve. The loss after 100 experiments is displayed in
the histogram on the right.
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Other impracticalities of Algorithm 6.1 include the need for an informative prior and
the poor performance for weakly coupled oscillators. Though Problem 3 requires that
the prior is a particular coupling octave, the discussion of Section 5.4 shows that this
requirement can be weakened. Furthermore, the problem of weakly coupled oscillators
can be eliminated through the use of the techniques introduced in Chapter 5.
Despite these impracticalities, Algorithm 6.1 is clearly robust against two important
experimental imperfections: decoherence and measurement error. Although the analysis
of these effects has been based on simulation with relatively simple models, there is every
indication that Algorithm 6.1 will perform well if implemented in a real experiment.
There is a clear argument for attempting such experimental implementation.
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CHAPTER

SEVEN
MITIGATING DEFECTS

It is better to travel well than to arrive.
S IDDHARTHA G AUTAMA

U

TLDSes can have a particularly deleterious effect on the quality of
control over an SIC-based quantum computer prototype. The purpose of this
chapter is to describe a possible mitigation strategy for a particular effect of
TLDSes on SIC-based quantum information processors. The goal of the mitigation
strategy is to set the qubit frequency ν from an initial frequency ν0 to a final frequency ν1
whilst preserving any encoded information.
NWANTED

This is a straightforward task if no TLDS is present. But if a TLDS is present with
frequency ω between ν0 and ν1 , the intermediate value theorem implies that any continuous alteration of ν from ν0 to ν1 requires that ν = ω at some point. If the qubit is
momentarily resonant with the TLDS, the resulting coherent energy exchange could be
highly deleterious to the quantum information stored in the qubit. The TLDS mitigation
problem is therefore to suppress coherent energy exchange.
Together with Tobias Chasseur, Lukas Theis, Daniel Egger, and Frank Wilhelm,
I showed in Chasseur et al. (2015) (reprinted as Appendix A) that coherent energy
exchange between a qubit and a TLDS can be suppressed if
ν0  ω − g < ω + g  ν1 ,
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(7.1)

where the TLDS parameters are (ω, g). Then the mitigation problem can be solved using
a suitably chosen time-dependent qubit frequency ν = f (t). Crucially, this solution
requires extremely accurate knowledge of the TLDS parameters and extremely precise
control over the qubit frequency.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.1 describes the relationship of the
TLDS mitigation problem with the discussion of Chapter 4. Section 7.2 explains my
contributions. Finally, Section 7.3 discusses the possibility of implementing our solution
in experiment.

§7.1

Problem Statement

This section describes the ‘TLDS mitigation’ problem, which is the problem of modifying a qubit frequency without altering its state if doing so would bring the qubit
momentarily into resonance with a TLDS. To state this problem, it is necessary to consider the exchange Hamiltonian, described in Section 4.1.1, with a qubit frequency ν that
varies as a function of time. The function is selected in order to accomplish some task,
which in this section is simply to begin at ν = ν0 , end at ν = ν1 , and to ensure the initial
state of the qubit is approximately equal to the final state of the qubit. In other words,
the TLDS mitigation problem is to execute an identity gate with low error rate whilst
tuning a qubit across resonance with a TLDS.
The Landau-Zener Hamiltonian described in Section II of Chasseur et al. (2015) is
simply the single-oscillator exchange Hamiltonian with tunable ν − ω. The addition of
the control term describes the fact that the qubit frequency need not remain constant
between preparation and measurement; in fact, two-qubit gates are implemented in
part by tuning distinct qubits into and out of resonance with one another. Therefore,
the success of such methods depend on the ability to change the qubit frequency from
one value to another whilst preserving any encoded quantum information. Unwanted
TLDSes can interfere with this goal. The TLDS mitigation problem is therefore to execute
such transformations with low error rates.
Problem 4 (TLDS Mitigation). Consider a swap spectrum containing exactly one oscillator: σ = [(ω, g)]. Define ν0 and ν1 such that
ν0  ω − g < ω + g  ν1 .
Choose f (t) such that f (0) = ν0 , f (1) = ν1 , and exp(−iHexchange (t)) ≈ 1.
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(7.2)

The solution presented in Chasseur et al. (2015) is found in Section II.B.2. There
a linear sweep is set as the input to a pulse optimization algorithm called GRAPE,
introduced by Khaneja et al. (2005). GRAPE seeks a choice of control functions that
maximize the average fidelity of the resulting time-evolution to some desired unitary
operator. In Chasseur et al. (2015), GRAPE proposes a sinusoidal modification to the
linear sweep, presented as Fig. 7, that has a time-varying frequency. The modification
appears to have the form
√

2
sin t 1 + t
√
−
,
(7.3)
1 + t2
though this observation has yet to be tested.
The main issue with this solution is that it is not likely to be robust to experimental
imperfections in pulse shaping. In particular, investigations of the effect of a constantfrequency, constant-amplitude sinusoidal augmentation to the linear sweep imply that
the quality of these pulses for solving the TLDS mitigation problem are very sensitive to
the linear sweep velocity and phase offset at resonance. My contribution to this work
was to investigate the sensitivity of constant-frequency, constant-amplitude sinusoidally
augmented linear sweeps to the sweep velocity. This contribution is described in the
following section.

§7.2

Statement of Contributions

My contributions are summarized in Figure 7.1. This figure demonstrates the possibility of time-evolutions like that depicted in Figure 5 of Chasseur et al. (2015), reprinted in
Appendix A for convenience. Figure 7.1 depicts the tunnelling probability as a function
of the parameters v and λ, which is to say it plots the probability of observing the probe
in its ground state given that it was initially set to its excited state, the TLDS to its ground
state, and the evolution was controlled as per Eq. (2) of Chasseur et al. (2015).
A crucial observation to make about Figure 7.1 is that it indicates the sensitivity of
the tunnelling probability to the parameter values for e(t) from Eq. (2) of Chasseur et al.
(2015). The ratio between v and λ needs to be rather finely tuned; moreover, Figure 6
in Chasseur et al. (2015) shows that performance is also highly sensitive to the ratio
between v and Ω, and Figure 4 of Chasseur et al. (2015) shows sensitive to the phase ϕ.
Based on these numerical results, I argued that suppression of tunnelling can be
achieved with controls selected by applying a gradient-free optimization algorithm
(such as Nelder-Mead) to the tunnelling probability four-surface. The robustness of
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Figure 7.1: An illustration of the final tunnelling probability of the sinusoidallyaugmented linear sweep specified in Eq. (2) of Chasseur et al. (2015). Here I have
set ∆ := 1, Ω := 100, and ϕ := 0 and used Mathematica’s numerical differential equation
solver to generate the time-evolution of the tunnelling probability from t = −25 to
t = +25 for various choices of linear sweep speed v and oscillation amplitude λ. The
plotted values represent the probability of observing the probe system in its ground
state at t = +25. The oscillation frequency of the tunnelling probability for λ fixed at
approximately 150 decreases as v is increased.
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these control pulses to parameter uncertainty is a key consideration for experimental
implementation and therefore constitutes an argument that control methods that are
robust to model uncertainty will generally require that some effort be made to efficiently
characterize models and re-tune control pulses to account for changes as they occur.

§7.3

Outlook

The work presented in Chasseur et al. (2015) demonstrates that the TLDS mitigation
problem can be solved with suitably chosen controls. Sinusoidally-augmented linear
sweeps of a probe across resonance with an oscillator are shown to suppress coherent
exchange between the probe and oscillator in the swap spectrum model. However, the
controls for these pulses need to be very finely tuned in order to suppress that coherent
exchange.
This is a more general problem in quantum control. Control pulses are only valuable
insofar as they are robust against experimental imperfections and uncertainties. For
example, the control pulse needs to respect considerations such as the finite rise time of
electronics and random noise introduced to signals. Pulses such as the ones presented
in Chasseur et al. (2015) are finely tuned, so the experimental implementation of such
pulses is a difficult challenge.
Within the context of this thesis, the most important consideration for the design
of a TLDS mitigation strategy such as that of Chasseur et al. (2015) is that the model
parameters must be specified to extremely high accuracy and precision. Any uncertainties
ensure that the finely-tuned control pulses we propose could misbehave quite badly. The
main impact of Chasseur et al. (2015) in this thesis is therefore that solutions to the TLDS
characterization problem are needed to correct for the presence of a TLDS.
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CHAPTER

EIGHT
CONCLUSIONS

Nature is often hidden, sometimes overcome, seldom extinguished.
F RANCIS B ACON

T

quantum computing enterprise has a long way to go before useful and errorfree quantum computations can be carried out in practice. A major outstanding
challenge is to characterize the logical errors that affect quantum computer prototypes in a practical yet rigorous way. The project of this thesis is to make progress
towards characterizing errors in SIC-based quantum information processors. The results
of this thesis are presented primarily in four chapters.
HE

1. Chapter 3 demonstrates the relationship between average gate fidelity, a common
performance metric, and the requirements of quantum fault-tolerance threshold
theorem. This relationship is demonstrated by showing that
(a) the upper bound of Wallman and Flammia (2014) is an asymptotically tight approximation to the least upper bound to average fidelity in terms of quantum
gate error rate, and
(b) tighter bounds can be placed on the error rate in terms of average fidelity if
knowledge is available about the ‘Pauli distance’ of the noise process.
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2. Chapter 5 explains a data-efficient algorithm for detecting the influence of TLDSes
on a SIC-based qubit. This algorithm is presented as the composition of two other
algorithms:
(a) an algorithm for collecting data according to what was called the ‘coupling
octave sampling heuristic’ and
(b) an algorithm for deciding, based on that data, whether to accept or reject the
hypothesis that no TLDSes are visible.
3. Chapter 6 explains a data-efficient algorithm for updating crude estimates of
TLDS parameters to highly accurate ones. Unlike the algorithms in Chapter 5,
this algorithm is ‘online’ in the sense that it requires interactive access with the
experiment. The algorithm decides, based on a heuristic, what experiments to
perform based on the currently available knowledge in the form of a particle
representation of the posterior pdf over possible TLDS parameter values.
4. Chapter 7 suggests a method for mitigating one deleterious influence of TLDSes:
the possibility of coherent exchange of information between a qubit and a TLDS as
the qubit is tuned across resonance with the TLDS. The method is to augment a
linear sweep across resonance with a precisely tuned sinusoid.
In presenting these results, I have aimed to problematize clearly enough that the
effectiveness of the solutions can be compared to the problem they were designed to
solve. Thus the bounds on quantum gate error rate in terms of average gate fidelity
that are presented in Chapter 3 are presented as a solution to the problem of comparing
gate performance as measured by randomized benchmarking with stated fault-tolerance
targets. The algorithms of Chapters 5 and 6 together enable data-efficient solutions to
the TLDS characterization problem, under special circumstances at least. The method of
tuning qubits across resonance with a TLDS presented in Chapter 7 is aimed at protecting
quantum information encoded in the qubit.
The results of this thesis should be seen within the context of the emerging field of
characterization, verification, and validation of quantum information processing devices.
This field is driven by the twin challenges of the curse of dimensionality that affects any
‘brute force’ characterization procedure together with the informationally destructive
nature of measurement in quantum physics. Until recently, relatively simple and general
tools such as quantum process tomography and randomized benchmarking have sufficed
to assess progress in quantum information processing prototypes. But devices that are
produced today are both well-controlled and highly complex. In my view, further
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progress must be assessed based on device-specific methods of characterizing errors in
quantum information processors.
In this context, the impact of the results in this thesis are clear. The asymptotic optimality of the upper bound of Wallman and Flammia (2014) demonstrates that average
fidelity, the quantity estimated by randomized benchmarking, is not sufficiently informative to justify strong claims regarding the scalability and fault-tolerance properties of
experimental devices for which the precise nature of noise remains somewhat murky.
The algorithms presented in Chapters 5 and 6 enable an analysis of the influence of
unwanted environmental resonances in SIC-based quantum information processors and
in any other device for which the swap spectrum model is accurate. Chapter 7 gives a
possible approach to mitigating the deleterious influence of such unwanted resonances.
Techniques like these eschew the generality of randomized benchmarking or quantum
process tomography and instead achieve more limited objectives. These techniques
should form part of an overall strategy to assess just one important source of noise in
SIC-based quantum information processors, the influence of TLDSes on the dynamics
of an SIC-based qubit. To develop more techniques like these for other noise sources
requires not only a deep analysis of the physics of the devices but also advances in the
methods of statistical experimental design.
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APPENDIX

A
REPRINT OF CHASSEUR ET AL. (2015)

T

following seven pages are a reprint of Chasseur et al. (2015) and are included
to supplement Chapter 7. I contributed to this work at an early stage; the bulk
of the work was carried out by the first two authors.

HE

The relevance of this work to my thesis is that the avoided crossing model is identical
to the one-oscillator swap spectrum model. One of the aims of the paper is to ensure the
diabatic transition of an excited probe between two bias points if the probe comes into
resonance with an oscillator during the transition. Diabaticity can be ensured by carefully
shaping the time-evolution of the probe frequency with a sinusoidally-augmented linear
sweep of the form depicted in Eq. (2).
My work is summarized in Section II.B.1. Frank Wilhelm suggested the augmented
linear sweep and argued that it should be possible to suppress population transference
between the probe and the oscillation based on a Dyson series expansion. I numerically
solved the Schrödinger equation and demonstrated that the first order Dyson series
fails to predict the ‘tunnelling’ probability. I investigated the tunnelling probability as
a function of v and λ (keeping Ω constant and ϕ = 0) and found that certain values
of λ and v would indeed ensure that the tunnelling probability is extremely low. All
numerical evidence indicated that the probability could be brought arbitrarily close to
zero. I also noted the sensitivity of this effect to perturbations in the parameters v, λ, Ω,
and ϕ.
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Engineering adiabaticity at an avoided crossing with optimal control
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We investigate ways to optimize adiabaticity and diabaticity in the Landau-Zener model with nonuniform
sweeps. We show how diabaticity can be engineered with a pulse consisting of a linear sweep augmented by
an oscillating term. We show that the oscillation leads to jumps in populations whose value can be accurately
modeled using a model of multiple, photon-assisted Landau-Zener transitions, which generalizes work by Wubs
et al. [New J. Phys. 7, 218 (2005)]. We extend the study on diabaticity using methods derived from optimal
control. We also show how to preserve adiabaticity with optimal pulses at limited time, finding a nonuniform
quantum speed limit.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The adiabatic theorem, which should be applied with care
[1–3], states that if the time evolution of a quantum system
is sufficiently slow, transitions between eigenstates can be
neglected. It is thus a statement about an approximation rather
than a rigorous theorem in the mathematical sense. Adiabatic
quantum computing is one paradigmatic example of the usefulness of such time evolutions [4,5]. Another application concerns the control of quantum processor elements by frequency
tuning. On the one hand, gate designs often rely on adiabaticity
[6,7]. On the other hand, due to spurious couplings—e.g.,
higher-order interactions beyond nearest neighbors to other
parts of the chip [8] and undesired spurious resonators
[9–12]—and adiabatic following (i.e., reach a nonadiabatic
sweep within the limited bandwidth of a realistic experiment),
one desires a detour to diabaticity. Shortcuts to adiabaticity,
i.e., arriving at the same final state as the adiabatic evolution
but in a shorter time, have been investigated [13]. The study of
adiabaticity in periodically driven systems has led to adiabatic
Floquet theory [14–16]. The physics of adiabaticity is well
captured in the Landau-Zener (LZ) model which analytically
describes the behavior of a system when linearly swept through
an avoided level crossing [17,18]. The generic nature of this
model gives it a wide range of applications, for instance
in transitionless quantum driving of spins [19]. Considering
more complex, i.e., nonlinear, pulses has useful applications,
such as Landau-Zener-Stückelberg interferometry. This allows
one to determine the parameters of the avoided crossing by
quickly sweeping back and forth through it [20–22]. The LZ
model also describes tunneling states in the tunneling model
of amorphous solids. Here an atom can move between two
adjacent positions separated by a potential barrier. Therefore,
nonadiabatic driving of tunneling states affects the dielectric
constant in glasses [23,24]. Quantum transients of matter
waves in optical lattices can be modeled by multiple LZ
transitions [25]. Evidence for interacting defects in glasses
has been presented in [26]. Studies of the magnetization of
molecular magnets [27] involve a similar situation where a
magnetic field is swept over many spins [28]. These dynamics
also occur in molecular collisions [29].
Parallel to these developments are those in quantum optimal
control where a control pulse is shaped to realize a specific time
1050-2947/2015/91(4)/043421(7)

evolution [30,31]. These methods were originally pioneered
for nuclear magnetic resonance and have started to gain
popularity in solid-state quantum information devices; for
instance, in electron spin qubits to engineer gates [32], as
well as in superconducting qubits [33,34] to address leakage
[35,36], frequency crowding [37,38] and gate design [39,40].
In such systems the crucial entangling gates are realized
with an anticrossing [41]. Within the framework of qubits
and optimal control, the LZ model has been used to study
quantum speed limits [42–44] and how robust high-fidelity
pulses are related to uncertainties in the noncontrollable part
of the Hamiltonian [45].
For the detour to diabaticity we investigate the dynamics
of a LZ system under a linear sweep augmented by a fast
oscillation. A similar system has been studied in Refs. [46,47].
We investigate how such a pulse can be used to engineer
diabaticity. Optimal control methods allow us to deepen this
study as well as investigate pulses that keep the evolution
adiabatic [13] which are crucial to quantum computing. The
work is structured in the following way. Section II discusses
the LZ system when the linear sweep is augmented by an
oscillating term. The analytics are in Sec. II A while the
numerics are presented in Sec. II B. The adiabatic pulses are
discussed in Sec. III.
II. ENGINEERING DIABATICITY

The LZ Hamiltonian is defined by ĤLZ = ε(t)σ̂z /2+σ̂x /2
where σ̂x and σ̂y are Pauli matrices in the basis states |0 and
|1, which also are eigenstates in the absence of the coupling
. A finite  mixes these states into new energy eigenstates
referred to as instantaneous eigenstates and introduces an
avoided level crossing localized at ε(t) = 0.
Sweeping through that anticrossing with constant velocity
v following ε(t) = vt results in the celebrated transition
probability between |0 at t → −∞ and |1 and t → ∞


π 2
.
(1)
PLZ = 1 − exp −
2v
Therefore a linear sweep at high speed, v  2 , avoids
leakage in our basis of |0 and |1 hence keeping the time
evolution diabatic, whereas an infinitely slow sweep, v  2 ,
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keeps the system in the instantaneous ground (or excited) state
at all times while that state is changing along the Hamiltonian.

ε(t) = vt + λ sin(Ωt)
ε(t) = vt

Consider a linear sweep augmented by an oscillation of
amplitude λ and frequency 
ε(t) = vt + λ cos (t + ϕ) .

(2)

The phase ϕ determines the value of the oscillation when the
linear sweep is on resonance with the anticrossing and plays an
important role as emphasized below. This form of ε can arise
when investigating the dielectric constant of glasses by using
an external electric field [23,24]. Wubs et al. [46] study a very
similar model where ε is linear only and  varies sinusoidally
in time. We will see that similar physics arises in our model
and will connect to their work when appropriate. To study the
time evolution produced by Eq. (2) we switch to the interaction
picture by the transformation Û0 = exp{−iφ(t)σ̂z /2} resulting
in


 t

0
eiφ(t)
with
φ(t)
=
dτ ε(τ ).
ĤI =
0
2 e−iφ(t)
0
Using the Taylor expansion of sin(x) and exp(x) and the
binomial expansion of (eit − e−it )n these terms are cast
into the form
 
∞

λ
1 2
e±iφ(t) =
(±)m Jm
(3)
e±i 2 vt +im(t+ϕ) .

m=−∞
Jm is the mth Bessel function of first kind. This expansion is
similar to that done in [21,48] and is motivated by coherent
destruction of tunneling [49–51]. The expansion in Eq. (3)
allows one to identify term m with an |m|-photon emission
and absorption process [52]. Using the property J−m (x) =
(−1)m Jm (x) the Hamiltonian in the interaction picture is
 
∞
λ
 
ĤI =
Jm
2 m=−∞




i
2
0
e 2 vt +imt
× cos (mϕ) − i vt 2 −imt
e 2
0


i
2
vt
0
−e 2 +imt
.
(4)
− i sin (mϕ) − i vt 2 −imt
e 2
0
For λ = 0 the dynamics under a linear sweep are recovered.
Under these conditions, the system undergoes a transition
when t = 0 and the final population is given by Eq. (1).
This jump is a result of the function vt 2 having an extrema
at t = 0 and around this time the Hamiltonian is no longer
rapidly oscillating. Thus if a Magnus expansion were done
[53], one would see that the higher-order commutators cannot
be neglected; these contributions add up, thereby producing a
jump. A Dyson series expansion also fails since as ε(t) can be
zero, there is no small parameter to expand in.
Another way to see this is to note that Eq. (4) can be
viewed as a sum of Landau-Zener Hamiltonians taken in the
interaction picture where the zero bias point is shifted from
ε = 0 to ε = m. Indeed the terms ±i(vt 2 /2 + mt) can be

State Overlap

A. Analytics of an oscillation-augmented linear sweep

ψ(t)|0

2

0.20

0.15

1 − PLZ = 0.145

0.10

0.05

1 − PDyson = 0.058

0
−30

−15

30

0
15
Time (units of Δ−1 )

FIG. 1. (Color online) Comparison of a linear sweep with one
augmented by an oscillation. The time evolution was computed from
−T /2 to T /2 with T = 100−1 thus cutting off times without
significant population changes. The linear speed was v = 102 ,
the oscillation frequency and amplitude were  = 50 and λ =
120.24 respectively. The population jumps occur at t = −m/v
which here are integer multiples of 5−1 . The dotted line is
the transition probability that would be expected of a first-order
Dyson series expansion. As expected, it does not predict the correct
probability because the expansion is not valid since ε can be smaller
than .

recast into the form
±i



v
m 2
m2 2
t+
.
∓i
2
v
2v

(5)

We thus expect many jumps to happen at intervals of m/v
which is illustrated in Fig. 1. This generalizes the results of
Ref. [46] where only two separate jumps appear.
1. Multijump model

Building on the observations of the previous section we
construct an approximate model that allows us to analytically
compute the unitary matrix describing the jumps at m/v.
It consists of using the separation into multiple LandauZener Hamiltonians and assuming their application is nonoverlapping in time, i.e., that the jumps are independent and
that the sweep between the jumps only contributes a phase
factor, which assumes   . A time evolution that spans up
to m0 photon jumps is thus approximated by
ÛJ =

m0

m=−m0

⎛
e−

⎝
e

−i ϕ̃m

π2
m
4v

1−e

ei ϕ̃m 1 − e−
−

π2
m
2v

e

−

π2
m
4v

π2m
2v

⎞
⎠.

(6)

The terms in the matrices are similar to those from the
LZ transition probability in Eq. (1) but jump m has m =
Jm (λ/ ) instead of  and an associated Stokes phase
[21,46] given by
 2 
T v
2
π
m2 2
ϕ̃m  −
ln
− −
− mϕ
4v
4
4
2v
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Illustration of the multijump model. The
red line shows the full time propagation. The horizontal lines show the
state overlap as predicted by the multijump model ÛJ . As can be seen
this model accurately predicts the photon-assisted LZ transitions.

under the assumption 2 /4v  1. Note that negative m
occur, leading to an additional phase factor of π . This model
properly accounts for the jump heights as shown in Fig. 2 but
is completely devoid of the oscillations around these values
as is to be expected given that each LZ jump matrix in ÛJ is
time independent. Our model might under some conditions be
extended to a system with multiple LZ crossings which have
recently been investigated [54].
2. Engineering diabaticity

Now the challenge of engineering diabaticity is to sweep
through the avoided level crossing such that at the start and end
of the evolution we stay in the same uncoupled state, i.e., the
time evolution operator up to an irrelevant global phase should
be Û (−T /2,T /2) = 1. In Ref. [46] it is shown how timereversal antisymmetry can lead to a suppression of population
transfer yielding Û = 1. This can be done if the time evolution
for t > 0 reverses the time evolution of t < 0 which can be
related to the Loschmidt echo [55]. In this section we connect
this idea to our model and show how one has to carefully set
the ratio λ/  to a particular value.
This can be achieved with high accuracy if the time during
which the oscillation is present is chosen so that only the
photon-assisted jumps at m = ±1 occur. One has to set the
phase ϕ to zero and choose the ratio λ/  to the first zero of the
zeroth Bessel function J0 , i.e., λ/   2.4048. This suppresses
the transition at t = 0 and the photon-assisted jumps at m =
±1 cancel each other. This follows from the Bessel function
property J−1 (x) = −J1 (x). To include the finite rise time of
any electronics, we choose a linear ramp for the oscillation
amplitude
⎧
s
if |t| < T −T
,
⎪
⎪λr
2
⎨


T
+T
T
−T
λ
s
s
s
λ(t) = T r
(7)
− |t|
if
 |t|  T +T
,
2
2
2
s
⎪
⎪
⎩
0
otherwise.

−10

−5

0
5
Time (units of Δ−1 )

10

FIG. 3. (Color online) Example of a pulse with v = 82 ,  =
50 and a time dependent λ(t) given by Eq. (7). The ramp and
switching times are given by T + Ts = 3/v + Ts = 21.55−1 . The
ramp height satisfies λr = 2.4048 so as to cancel the jump at m = 0.
The final occupation of |0 is smaller than 10−5 .

Ts is the switching time. The height of the ramp is chosen to
suppress the jump at m = 0, thus J0 (λr / ) = 0 is needed
implying λr ∼
= 2.4048 . The duration T − Ts over which
the amplitude of the oscillation is held constant has to be
long enough to include the m = ±1 transitions, but the ramp
duration plus switching time T + Ts has to be chosen so that
there are no longer any oscillations in the pulse for |t| > 2/v
so as to prevent |m|  2 jumps. This imposes (T − Ts )/2 >
/v and (T + Ts )/2 < 2/v. The time evolution of such a
pulse is shown in Fig. 3. There is no jump at t = 0 and the
m = ±1 jumps cancel each other. As expected, this results in
a pulse which leaves hardly any population in |0, namely, less
than 10−5 . However, this is phase sensitive. Indeed if ϕ = 0
then the Stokes phases of m = ±1 are no longer different by
π and the reasoning presented above no longer holds. This is
shown in Fig. 4 by the solid red line. At its worst, the phase can
produce almost 16% error. This can be understood that only
at phase 0, the tunneling events assisted by an odd number of
electrons vanish automatically due to destructive interference
of time-reversed paths.
If even shorter pulses can be made, the phase variable can
be rendered irrelevant. Indeed, for pulses shorter than /v,
only the population jump at m = 0 could contribute since no
photon-assisted processes are resonant. However, it is removed
by the right choice of λ/ . The error of a shorter pulse with
T + Ts = 13.86−1 is shown in Fig. 4 by the dashed blue line.

B. Numerical optimal control

The previous section showed that a linear sweep with an
oscillation can reduce population jumps when going through
the anticrossing compared to a simple linear sweep. Here we
show how a numerical optimization of the four parameters of
the pulse in Eq. (2) can reduce an unwanted transition when
T > 2/v and without windowing. Next we show that starting
from a linear sweep a time-sliced gradient search provides an
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FIG. 4. (Color online) The red solid line shows the phase’s effect
on the state overlap at T /2 of the pulse in Fig. 3. A wrongly tuned
phase induces large errors. The dashed blue line corresponds to a
shorter pulse where the oscillation is switched off before the m = ±1
jumps can occur. As expected, the error is much less sensitive to the
phase.

optimal solution with a smaller oscillation but with a chirped
frequency.
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Error in logarithmic scale as a function of
the error in the parameters (v,) relative to the optimum found by the
NM algorithm for the pulse in Fig. 5. As can be seen there is a narrow
valley where errors on v and  do not affect the fidelity too severely.
However, this valley is very steep signifying that the parameters 2
and v need to have the right ratio.

20

shows a pulse with performance perfect down to 10−6 where
the optimization was stopped; in principle, machine precision
can be reached. This pulse does not rely on suppressing the
m = 0 transition or time-reversal antisymmetry. Instead, the
parameters found allow many photon-assisted transitions but
they produce a time evolution that leaves no population in
|0 at the end of the pulse by tailoring their interference
properly. Numerically we found good convergence regardless of the initial parameters, but typically our analytical
solutions from the previous sections were used as initial
guesses. Many high-quality pulses having different parameters
can be found.
In an experiment the parameters of the pulse can differ from
those intended. It is thus important to characterize how robust
the pulse is with respect to parameter fluctuations. To study
how robust these pulses are we introduce small errors in the
optimal values and study the decrease in fidelity. We find that
these pulses are very sensitive to small errors in the parameters
v and  as shown in Fig. 6. The pulse is only sensitive to
errors in the ratio between 2 and v, not to these parameters
separately. This can be traced back to the observation that
the Stokes phase in Eq. (6) strongly depends on 2 /v. For
parameters ϕ and λ we find that the optimal pulse is less
sensitive and can tolerate roughly an order of magnitude more
fluctuations than in v and . Such errors in parameter values
could be corrected by using the experiment to close the control
loop [59].

FIG. 5. (Color online) Time evolution under the action of a pulse
given by Eq. (2) where the parameters were optimized with the
NM algorithm. The pulse duration was set to T = 200 −1 and
the optimization resulted in  = 99.9718 , λ = 311.631 , v =
9.994092 , and ϕ = 2π 0.387. At the end of the pulse, the error is
of order 10−6 .

To go beyond the constraint imposed by the pulse shape of
Eq. (2) we use the optimal control algorithm named gradient
ascent pulse shape engineering (GRAPE). It tries to optimize
a fidelity which is a functional of the pulse ε(t). The pulse
sequence is discretized into N constant pixels uj of time

1. Optimization of a linear sweep with a single
frequency oscillation pulse

When the short window of Eq. (7) cannot be created experimentally, diabaticity can still be engineered by optimizing
the four parameters (v,λ,,ϕ) of Eq. (2). This is done with
the Nelder-Mead (NM) simplex search algorithm [56] which
is often used in optimal control [40,57–59]. The metric to be
minimized is | ψ(T )|0|2 . Pulses of arbitrarily low population
transfer from |1 to |0 can be found with NM. Figure 5

2
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2. GRAPE pulses
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Pulse change due to GRAPE on an initial
linear sweep of duration 9.6−1 and v = 40π 2 2 . The figure shows
the central region of the pulse where the change is most pronounced.
Time and pulse amplitude are respectively given in inverse and
proportional units of the gap size .

T = N/T . GRAPE proceeds by iteratively updating the
(n+1)
= u(n)
pixel values according to the rule u(n)
j → uj
j +
∇ j where ∇ j is the gradient of the fidelity function with
respect to pixel j . Details of the procedure are given in [60].
The gradient is computed analytically [61]. For our situation
we use the gate overlap fidelity
  †
2
= 14 Tr σ̂0 Û [ε(t)]  ,
(8)
where σ0 is the identity matrix and Û [ε(t)] is the time evolution
realized by the pulse ε(t).
When considering the LZ problem we use a linear sweep
with speed v without coherent drive as the initial pulse.
GRAPE achieved the target error of 10−5 by adding to the
initial pulse a modulation with a time-dependent frequency.
This extra modulation is shown in Fig. 7. Its amplitude is much
smaller than the fixed frequency case. The new oscillation
is reminiscent of the Stückelberg oscillations with decaying
amplitude and increasing frequency. This can be viewed as
a rotating frame version of the oscillation-augmented sweep:
instead of sweeping the energy splitting, the frequency is swept
accordingly.
III. QUANTUM SPEED LIMITS FOR AN
ADIABATIC EVOLUTION

5
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35
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Local phase-insensitive fidelity for the
initial pulse given by Eq. (9) for different gate times and start values
for  = 0.04 GHz in all simulations. This shows that this start pulse
fails to keep the population in the energy eigenstate while crossing
the anticrossing, i.e., it is not adiabatic.
A. Adiabatic pulses

In this section we wish to realize the gate Ûdes = σ̂x through
a pulse with boundary conditions ε(±T /2) = ±ε0 . The initial
pulse for the GRAPE optimization is


 
arctan ε0 − π2
 erf (λt) .

ε(t) = − tan
(9)
erf −λ T2
The parameter λT controls the width of the sweep, hence λ
alone sets the speed at which the point ε = 0 is crossed. The
pulse presented in Eq. (9) is an already studied pulse form
designed so that the sweep across the anticrossing is done
slowly; but farther away from the anticrossing, the sweep
velocity increases [7]. Figure 8 shows the phase-insensitive
fidelity, defined by ins = (| 0|Û |1|2 + | 1|Û |0|2 )/2, of the
initial pulse in Eq. (9) as a function of (ε0 ,T ). ins only
measures the population transfer. There are regions where the
pulse does not perform as well as expected even when the gate
time is long.
B. Numerics

This section considers the case when we wish to transfer the
population between the two bare states by sweeping through
the anticrossing. Equivalently this corresponds to staying in
the same energy branch at all times. This can be achieved
if the time evolution is adiabatic. Time evolutions of this
sort are important in quantum computing where one wishes
to exchange a quanta between two quantum elements such
as a resonator and a qubit or two qubits [62]. Recently a
protocol has been demonstrated that allows fast adiabatic
two-qubit gates by making use of only σz control and optimal
window functions [7]. For quantum computing, the population
occupation and the phases can be important.

To improve on the situation shown in Fig. 8 we use the
GRAPE algorithm and study the dependence of the fidelity on
gate time T . To preserve the adiabatic nature of the process,
the pulse is convoluted with a Gaussian to remove any fast
oscillations. The fidelity to be optimized is the same as in
Eq. (8) but with the target gate being σ̂x instead of the identity.
This guarantees that both phase and population are correct after
the gate. Figure 9 depicts the final gate fidelity in the (ε0 ,T )
parameter space where each pulse corresponds to the result of
a GRAPE optimization starting from Eq. (9). As can be seen,
all the regions of Fig. 8 that showed a loss of fidelity have been
improved upon. This is true as long as the pulse is long enough.
Below a certain duration a form of quantum speed limit (QSL)
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Fidelity of the pulses optimized with
GRAPE as a function of duration and sweep range for  = 0.04 GHz.
Once the gate time is sufficiently large, any fidelity can be reached.

FIG. 10. (Color online) Study of the quantum speed limit after
optimization of the pulse with the GRAPE algorithm. For each
specific  a gate time is found for which a high fidelity can be
achieved for almost all values of ε0 . The data points in blue are then
fitted by the dashed line corresponding to Eq. (10).

IV. CONCLUSION

is encountered and GRAPE can no longer improve the fidelity.
The dependence of this QSL is further studied in Fig. 10. It
shows the behavior of the QSL as function of . The figure
was created by choosing a gate time for which a good fidelity
(> 99.99%) can be found for almost all values of ε0 . The data
points (blue squares) are then fitted to

TQSL () = t0 +

c
,
 + 0

We have analytically discussed the influence of a linear
sweep augmented by a fast and strong single frequency
oscillation on the dynamics of a two-level system. We showed
how such pulses can be used to engineer diabaticity without
resorting to large bandwidth control. Optimal control can help
go beyond the analytic considerations producing pulses with
machine precision level error. In the adiabatic study, improved
adiabatic pulses were found with optimal control and their
quantum speed limit was discussed.

(10)
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